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The Year of the Eagle
Ends for Men's Basketball
Hockey Continues its Winning Ways with Third
Hockey East Championship in Four Years
By Casey

O'Connell

heights

Uniondale,

editor

NY
One-and-done is what
makes the NCAA Tournament so great.
But for the Boston College Eagles, it
meant that one loss brought an abrupt end to a sparkling season.
After coming up big in crunch time against
Southern Utah in the first round of the NCAAs
last Thursday, the Eagles found themselves on the
?

short end of the drama against Southern California on Saturday. BC fell, 74-71, and saw its dream
year come to a halt agonizingly close to the prestigious Sweet Sixteen.
Troy Bell led the Eagles with a season-high
32 points against USC; but in the end, third-seeded
BC did not get enough shots to drop to come out
on the winning end of the gut-wrenching tension
against the sixth-seeded Trojans.
"I definitely feel like our season got cut short,"
Bell said. "I felt like we were the better team to-

night, but we just didn't play BC basketball."
The Eagles shot a season-low 30.4 percent
from the floor, while allowing USC to shoot at a
whopping 59.5 percent clip. The taller Trojans outrebounded the Eagles 41-28. Those stats would
seem to add up to a blowout for USC, but the
Eagles used their trademark tenacity - and 94 percent free throw shooting in the second half to
stay in the game until the final buzzer.
-

See BASKETBALL, Bl

Pulitzer Prize Winning Poet Middlemarch Transforms
Reads to BC Community
O'Connell House into
heights

Alice's Wonderland

Cook
staff

The latest installment of the Lowell/
Humanities Lectures featured a poetry
reading by Yusef Komunyakaa last
Thursday evening. In the words of Paul
Doherty, a professor in the English department, it was

By

"a marvelous reading,

an enchanted evening."
Yusef Komunyakau is a Professor

in the Council of Humanities and Creative Writing at Princeton University
and also Chancellor of the Academy of
American Poets. Among his many
achievements, such as a Pulitzer Prize
in 1994 for his book titled "Neon Vernacular," he also joined BC to celebrate
the release of his latest collection published this month, "Pleasure Dome:
New and Collected Poems."
Komunyakaa also received a
Bronze Star for his work as a news cor-
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Pulitzer Prize winner Yusef Komunyakaa read to a standingroom only crowd from his book, to be released later this month.
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Revelers Engage in Annual
St. Patrick's Day Shenanigans
Crowds, covers put no damper on celebration
Allie Weiskopf
assistant news editor
By

According to a popular rumor, the
Bishop of the Archdiocese of Boston

used to give one day a year off to Catholic colleges in the Boston area
and
that day was traditionally St. Patrick's
Day. Although this tradition has ended,
classes rarely pose an obstacle for BC
students set on celebrating the heritage
of the Emerald Isle. This year, students
once again enjoyed freedom from class
in order to celebrate. St. Patrick's Day
2001 fell on a Saturday, and, as the luck
of the Irish would have it, the same
night that the BC men's hockey team
captured a Big East championship title.
Boston's numerous Irish pubs, as
much of an institution as the holiday

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO

during the Hockey East
championship game at the
FleetCenter last Saturday
night.

itself in the Hub, readied themselves for
the onslaught of revelers in the Hibernian-filled city. Students began celebrating both early and often in the city
of Boston, standing in lines and depleting their cash supply in a few short

hours.
Many of the bars downtown raised
their cover charges Saturday night.
Doyle's Cafe in Jamaica Plain charged
$10, although there isn't usually a cover
charge. The Kinvara Pub, in Allston
also raised its cover charge to $10, but
did not raise the cost for a glass of
Guinness, as many bars did.
Like many bars such as Finnian's
Sons at Coogan Bluff and Clerys &
Clerys, the Kells, also found in Allston,

See IRISH, A
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A BC fan shows his colors

Jim O'Sullivan
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Among dimly lit mazes, Mad Hatters and checkers games, 450
partygoers danced the night away in
O'Connell House for the 28th annual
Middlemarch Ball. The Alice in Wonderland theme was seen through vibrant
and lavish decorations, aptly named
hors d'oeuvre such as smoked rabbit
pinwheels (turkey to the layperson),
garish costumes and an enthusiastic DJ
who made a habit of addressing the
Alices in the crowd.
"I had a blast," said Susan Evans,
A&S '03, who attended and also helped
decorate for the ball before dressing in
her flower costume. "It was definitely
cool to be a part of creating it. That was
one of the best parts of it all. The costumes were great, too."
After more than a month of closing
its doors to the general student population for decorations and preparation,
O'Connell House was opened to the
lucky holders of the 175 pairs of tickets, who won their tickets through a lottery system newly in place this year.
The differently themed rooms ranged
from a tea party room to a room from
the White Rabbit's house to a scene
from the royal court.
"I thought it was great; my favorite
room was the room with all the tarts in
it," said Laurie Martindale, A&S '01,
who was one of the many attendees,

both male and female, dressed as Alice
herself.
"I was disappointed that there were
so many guys dressed up as Alice who
were prettier than me," Martindale
laughed.
The Office of the Dean for Student
Development (ODSD) oversaw the
planning and execution of the event and
Dean Robert Sherwood regarded it as a
great

success.

"I thought it went very well,"
Sherwood told The Heights. "The
[O'Connell] House, as usual, was remarkable in terms of what they were

Dressed in a variety of outlandish costumes, 450 students
attended the 28th annual Middlemarch Ball, which featured an
Alice in Wonderland theme.
able to do with it. The job done by the
managers and the volunteers was terrific."
"It was pretty crazy," said Brett
Huneycutt, A&S '03, who donned
bumblebee garb for the night. "It was a
great time."
Bob Burke, a well-dressed, stuffed
Tweedledum and A&S '03, agreed, but
had a sneak preview due to his involvement as a volunteer.
"We got to see the evolution of the
whole thing," Burke noted of his fellow volunteers. "A lot of people came
in and thought that it was so amazing,
but we'd seen it all along."
Burke also pointed out that the
music was "massively loud. That whole
lighting thing with the DJ was pretty
cool."
In the club room, designated for
those 21 and older, music was spun by
a second DJ, and met with great success, according to O'Connell House
managers.
"The DJ for the club was awesome," said Ryan Heller, O'Connell
House programming manager. "There
was a DJ spinning jungle and trance in
there that was excellent."
The Wonderland theme, taken from

Carroll Lewis' children's story, gave
rise to the almost psychedelic quality
of the night.
The DJ, from his perch on the second floor, tossed hundreds of
glowsticks to the dancers below and
students waving and tossing the party
favors lit up the dance floor. The interior of the building was lit by a complex system of strobes, colored and
blacklights, complementing the intricate set designs. To top it all off,
partygoers seemed to go all out with
their costumes.
Male Alices abounded, Cheshire
Cats and Mad Hatters were common,
as were playing cards and various incarnations of the chubby twin brothers,
Tweedledee and Tweedledum. One
couple went so far as to construct a tea
party to linked at their torsos.
"The most creative costumes were
the ones where people would pick a
really obscure element of the movie and
made that their costume," Heller said.
"It was really cool to see what people
came up with.
The O'Connell House managers
put a tremendous amount of time and
effort into preparing for the event, and
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"At the few events that we have
where we serve alcohol on campus,
Dining Services has to be very careful,"
Sherwood said.
The ticket distribution also caused
quite a commotion. The O'Connell
House managers have experimented
with different methods, but this year
abandoned the traditional scavenger
hunt, first-come, first-serve policy.
This year, students seeking tickets
had five days to complete the hunt and
answer the 15 questions about BC life.
Of the 175 pairs of tickets given
away in the lottery, 110 were designated
for seniors, 50 for
juniors and 15 for
freshmen and sopho-

ball,

,

gave.credit to their army of volunteers,
who were rewarded with tickets to the

:

"The managers almost completely
relied on volunteers," stated Heller.
"They gave as much time and energy
to the event as they could."
"People were so excited, stayed
late, really took such initiative with
that." Heller added.
Despite the ball's success, the
eve'fiirig'was not without its drawbacks.
Some students expressed displeasure
wkh' the way the event supervisors
handled the distribution
of alcohol. ODSD required that .students
\u25a0who wished to consume
"The most creative
alcohol at the ball go to
costumes were the
the offi.ee of Student
Services in .Lyons Hall
ones where people
prior to the dance to
would pick a really
verify that they were 21
obscure element
year's of age.
"One thing I didn't
the movie and
'like was that I thought
made that their
they were absurdly
strict about drinking."
costume. It was
said Martindale. "I
really cool to see..
"Son'(""think that was

mores.

Other tickets went
to volunteers, the

media and a fortunate 10 who exhibited the most creative costumes at the
door.
O'Connell House
staff, as well as administrators like
Sherwood, called
the event as a sucnecessary."
what people came cess a long time
Sherwood pointed
coming, considering
up with."
out that the University
that the House had
Ryan Heller,
must carefully monitor
been closed to the
the events at which they
O'Connell House general population
serve alcCjJol to stusince mid-February
manager and
dents. Dining Services,
to maintain the eleA&S '01
ment of surprise for
responsible for the
evening's Refreshments
the
lucky
and food, must obtain a
Middlemarchers
special license from the city of Newwho had not helped design and erect
ton. In addition, staff from Dining Serthe decorations.
vices and ODSD, as well as police ofThe long and exhaustive planning
ficers from the Boston College Police
and execution required to pull off such
Department and the Newton Police Dea highly-anticipated evening, in the end,
partment, were on hand to control the
paid off.
crowd and prevent underage or exces"And. we have our lives back,"
sive drinking.
Heller chuckled.
'
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Workers are currently breaking
ground for the new Lower Campus Faculty and Administration Office Building, which will sit beneath O'Neill Library and between the Commonwealth
Avenue Garage and Conte Forum.
As The Heights ("Loer Campus
Construction Set to Begin," Al, February 27) reported, the 155,000-squarefoot structure will house the Boston
College Police Department (BCPD),
the Office of Residential Life, the Career Center, Information Technology,
Human Resources, the Office of Research Administration, a bookstore annex, a dining facility and administrative offices for the communication, economics and history departments.
Slated for a September 2002
completion, the new building will be
the first step in alleviating campus overcrowding, according to Joe Comeford,
assistant to the associate vice president
of facilities services.
A bridge from the new building at
the back entrance of O'Neill Library
where the sidewalk meets the fifth level
of the parking garage will make both
the library and the parking garage accessible for students and administrators.
The new Faculty and Administration Office Building lobby will open to
the roadway below the library. Upon
entering the building, students will find
a multipurpose dining room to their left.
"It will be close-to-full-service
kitchen." Comeford said. "The back
will house the kitchen and the front will
have tables and chairs. This will allow
us to close off the kitchen and still main-

tain the front for student meetings."
The building's first level will also
house BCPD and a bookstore annex,
which will be smaller than the main
bookstore in McElroy. The bookstore
annex will sell athletic memorabilia,
giving fans a location closer to Alumni
Stadium and Conte Forum on game
days. Only a few offices of the Information Technology department will
move into the new building.
The second, third, fourth and half
of the fifth floor will accommodate the
other departments and feature a raised
floor system so heating, air conditioning, phone jacks and other wires can
be maneuvered easily below the floor.
Designed for flexibility in office arrangement, the system will make for
easier office layout and adjustability.
"In the trial concept of the building, we adapted this system to keep up
with the trend of moving offices around
and changing configurations,"
Comeford said. "It was costing 100
much to be shifting things around as
often as we do. The new system is a
means of providing quality office space
and minimizing future costs."
The building's fifth floor will feature a President's Dining Room for the
University President to host official
functions. "This gives the president a
more formal, dignified area to host visitors and public relations events as well
as when he interfaces with other universities," Comeford said.
With Communications majors now
totaling 985
making it the most
the
popular major in the University
communications department is eager to
move from their overcrowded quarters
in Lyons Hall, according to Dale
?

?

A rendition of the proposed Faculty and Administration
Office Building shows that the structure will blend with
Lower Campus.
Herbeck, department chair.
"We're all really crammed," he
said. "The new building will give us
twice the space. Right now, our fulllime faculty all share offices, our 40
adjutant professors share one office and
we have no storage space, no workroom
for work-study students and no conference room. Even our debate team, one
of the hallmarks of the department, is
exiled to another building."
Herbeck also recognized that the
new building will not provide more
classroom or lab space for students, but
he said it is "a step toward alleviating
the problem."
The building's architect, Shepley,
Bulfinch, Richards and Abbott, designed the building to blend with the
rest of campus. Its exterior will consist
of slone and pre-cast granite, in the

same style as Higgins Hall. "Our inten
tion is to have the building blend with
the rest of campus," Comeford said. "It
will have a modern facade with the tra-

ditional Gothic style."
This project is one part of a master
plan to move more students back onto
campus. "Moving BCPD and the Office of Residential Life out of their locations in Rubenstein Hall will allow
us to movesome of the administrative
functions out Of what can be converted
back to dormitory space," Comeford
said. He also cited the new dormitory
to be built near Vanderslice Hall and
the addition of fourth floors to
Fitzpatrick, Gonzaga, Roncalli, Welch
and Williams dormitories, as the final
steps of meeting the city of Boston's
request that BC add 800 beds to accommodate more on-campus housing.

Hockey, Pub Crowds and Costly Covers
Mark St. Patrick's Day For Students
Continued

from

Al

fatured the Irish musicians and dancers, the Shannon Side Group.
The Purple Shamrock, another
popular downtown bar, played tradi-

tional Irish music and served brown
soda bAread, eggs, Irish sausage, black
and white pudding, grilled tomato and
rashers, corned beef and cabbage,
shepherd's pie and bangers and mash
for a $25 cover fee.
Unlike most bars, the Bull & Finch
Pub, a Boston fixture that inspired the
popular television sitcom Cheers, did
not charge an entrance fee for its day
of Irish music, dancing and food, with
five full service bars and 12 beers on
tap.
Many students went downtown,
hoping to hit bars for most of the day.
"I arrived at the Harp at approximately

two-thirty p.m. and did not receive entrance until four p.m.," said Jonathan
Baker, A&S '01. "Then I left for Hooters at ten-thirty p.m."
According to Baker, the Harp's
cover charge was free before 2 p.m.,
$10 between 2 and 3 p.m. and $20 after 3 p.m. Between cover charges and
beer. Baker said he spent about $50 at
the Harp.
Although Baker stood in line for
two hours, the lines died down as the
night progressed.
"A lot of people go out all day and
end up crashing at about eight p.m., so
the lines were shorter later on in the
night with the exception of the masses
that came in after the Hockey East
championships got out," he said.
Between the $50 at the Harp, $10
Hooters,
$18 in cab rides and $6 at
at

from the

Burger King, "I spent well over eighty
dollars. But St. Patrick's Day comes
once a year, so you might as well
splurge," said Baker.
Lane Shriner. LSOE '01, also went
to the Harp. "It was a good time because everyoneyou knew was there, but
the bathroom broke down twice and
there were tons and tons of lines," she
said.
"I went to the Harp with Lane,"
Kim Marino, LSOE '01, said. "It was
fun except that it was crowded and the
cover charge was high. It was a good
time, but going to Hooters was more
fun."

The Dropkick Murphys, an Irish
folk-punk band from South Boston,
played at the Avalon to a sold-out
crowd. For once, a concert was a
cheaper option than going to bars. Tick-

ets cost $15, with drink prices ranging
from $4 to $6.
To honor the feast day of the patron saint of Ireland, the venue played

Irish music over the loudspeakers between sets.While some braved this
downtown scene, others stuck around
campus and frequented the party scene
to save some cash.
"We didn't go to any bars," said
Mike Gilleberto, A&S '02. "We went
to parties instead. It was a combination
of not having enough friends who are
twenty-one, steep cover charges and really long waits to get in. When I was at
Hooters earlier in the afternoon, there
was an hour wait to get in, which was
unusual and when we left, I heard the
wait at the Purple Shamrock was four
hours long and that was before dark.
That was just way too long."
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Visiting Speaker Discusses
Link Between Puerto Rico and
Ireland as Modern Colonies
By

Caroline Brancatella
news editor

Senate Plans To
Co-Sponsor More
Student Events

are "racialized in a particular way" in
that they are often "in the lower ech-

The Irish Studies department sponsored a lecture by Agustin Lao-Montes
entitled "Miracles or Mirages? Unarmed bootstraps and Displaced Tigers:
Diaspora in Ireland and Puerto Rico,"
last Friday. Lao-Montes is a member
of the faculty at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and will soon
release his book, "Mambo Montage:
The Latimzation of New York City."
Yet, the topic of Lao-Montes' upcoming book was not the topic of conversation for the evening. The speaker
instead focused on the idea of Ireland
and Puerto Rico as late modern colonies. He spoke of the similarities between both their economic situations
and the migration of their citizens to
other countries, especially the United
States and England.
Thomas Reifer, professor of the
sociology department, which co-sponsored the lecture, welcomed Lao-Mon-

HEIGHTS PHOTO/JOHN KENNEDY

Lao-Montes spoke of late modern colonies.
was "surprised that Puerto Rico was not

"Puerto Rico really is not really
considered a country. We are outside the
whole of world history because we are
not a nation. The same thing happened
to Ireland, as a matter of fact," said LaoMontes.

a key reference" to their situation and

that he changed his dissertation topic
based on the experience.
In speaking of Ireland and Puerto
Rico as modern colonies, Lao-Montes
pointed out of the difference between
[coloniality and colonialism.]
"Coloniality is the racial and gender hierarchies in the world, and also
of wealth," he said. He stressed that his
research focuses on the period from
1945 to the present and the question
"What is coloniality in the period of
formal decolonization?"

tes.

"We think there's a lot these two
departments can learn from each other,"
said Reifer in reference to the sociology and Irish Studies departments. He
added that he looked forward to the
possibility of working together again

soon.
Lao-Montes spoke of his experi-

ence of studying in Derry, Ireland in

"The more I dig into it, the more
correlation I realize there is between
Puerto Rico and Ireland," he added.
He addressed what he called "the
first miracle," the Great Puerto Rican
migration to the United States, mainly
the Northeastern region, as part of Operation Bootstraps. Lao-Montes said
that because of that, Puerto Rico is "a
nation that exists ontologically between
here and there because of the constant
flow of people and ideas
it is a translocal nation." He said that, because of
this, Puerto Ricans in the United States

In asking that, Lao-Montes also addressed the issue of how many world
powers really are dedicated to
decolonization, using the United States'
control of Puerto Rico as an example.

1996, during which he observed the
conflict between Protestants and Catholics. He told the audience that, in looking at Ireland as a modern colony, he

...

elons of the business world."
Yet, Lao-Montes pointed out that
Puerto Rico is "the most stable, liberal
democracy in the Caribbean," and,
while it sends labor out to the United
States, "it also imports labor from other
areas of the Caribbean." He then made
the point that the situation is similar to
what is called "the Celtic Tiger."
"For the first time, Ireland has one
of the fastest growing economies in
Europe, instead of getting aid from the
European community," said Lao-Montes. But, Ireland is still what he calls,
"part of the European periphery," much
like Puerto Rico is part of the North
American periphery.
A difference in the situations of Ireland and Puerto Rico, though, is that
Ireland is separated into two parts, one
of that is dependent upon "the capital
of the UK, which is falling."
Lao-Montes pointed out a situation
that Americans might not be cognizant
of "Irish racism is still kicking in England," which he said often makes them
"second-class citizens," much like
Puerto Ricans are treated in the United
States.
The discussion that followed the
lecture focused intently on the use of
the language ofDiaspora, and whether
"Diaspora" or immigration is a more
powerful term. Additional conversation
was held about what Lao-Montes called
"the persistence of Irish American
ethnicity."

CORRECTIONS

a source, Tlw Heights erroneously reported that Ricardo Robinson's brother was a suspect in
("Brighton Murder Hits Close to BC Student Homes," Al, Feb. 27). Mr. Robinson's brother is not linked to the murder.
In the same article, BCPD SergeantRoy Farrell was incorrectly identified as a source. SergeantParrell did not speak with The Heights.
Duett)

mgoiTißCt information received from

\u25a0

'1

.

Dae to a reporting error, The Heights erroneously stated the number of parking spaces that willbe tost due to the Lower Campus Construction Project ("Lower
Campus Construction Set to Begin," Al, Feb. 27). the correct number ofspaces that willbe tost is 175, not 300 as reported.

By Kelly
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As the UGBC Senate's year ap-

proaches its end, the group faces several possible limitations, ranging from
procedural deadlines to programming
restrictions.
At a meeting last Sunday evening,
senators set forth proposals to financially co-sponsor Fiesta Mundial, an
annual dance put on by the Organization of Latin American Affairs, and the
annual convention of the Massachusetts
College Democrats, which Boston Col-

lege will host April 8.
Senators will vote on the resolutions at next week's meeting. The two
requests for funding total $1,850, but
currently, the co-sponsorship fund carries a negative balance.
Members of the finance committee
remained confident that they can allocate more money to the fund, so the
Senate is still accepting applicationsfor

co-sponsorship and at the meeting before break, the Senate approved a grant

that overdrew the fund.
"We're trying to take money and
put it into co-sponsorship so that we can
continue to support these groups," said
Adam Baker, vice chairperson of the
finance committee and A&S '03.

Baker added that many committees
had not used their allocated funding,
which will be added to the co-sponsor-

ship account. The budget should be altered by the middle of the week.

The Senate will also vote next week
to the election code and bychanges
on
laws.
Senate elections are slated for April
18-20, after more than two weeks of
campaigning that begins April 3. The

date is later than in previous years and
is actually against the constitution
which states that the annual Senate elections must be completed by the end of
the second week of April, before the old

Senate dissolves.
The Senate faces a potential threat
of restricted operations in the future.
"Dean [Jean] Yoder doesn't feel that
the Senate should be programming at

all," said Damien Dong, CSOM '03.
Yoder is assistant dean of intercultural affairs and advisor to the Senate.

Senators do not know if Yoder intends to have the Senate cut back on
their current programming, which includes buses at Thanksgiving and Easter and organizing the Bald Eagle
Awards. Many of the senators present
felt that a cut of all programming functions would greatly inhibit the Senate's
activities.
"It would leave us with practically
nothing," Dong said.
Yoder was unavailable for com-

ment before The Heights went to press
on Sunday night.

Senators also discussed the many
multicultural events scheduled in the
coming weeks. Initially, the Senate intended to sponsor several discussions
and seminars, but most official Senate
support ended up being financial.
Senators individually helped with
upcoming events, but there was no official planning involvement. Senators
attested that the Senate as an organization is in full support of BC's attempts
to foster diversity.
"I do this stuff as an individualbut
I only have the opportunity to do it because I'm a senator," said Alonzo
Portlock, A&S '03, who helped plan
several of this month's events.
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Hillel Discusses Interfaith Marriages New Program
Offers Filmmaking
Opportunities
By

decision. I hope that Christians pass on
a serious faith to their children based
on Christian ideas and that Jews do the
same for their children. There are two

Sarah Towne

heights

staff

Boston College Hillel, an organization of Jewish BC students, held a
panel discussion on interfaith marriage
last Wednesday evening.
"This panel is less about interfaith
marriage and more about what it means
to he a person with one Jewish and one
Geniile parent. The focus will be on the
children's experience," said Melanie
Getreuer. event coordinator for Hillel
and A&S '04.
The panel included three students,
including Getreuer, Brianne Nadeau,
Hillel president and A&S '02, and Rick
Klein. Hillel secretary and LSOE '02,
all ol whom are children of one Jewish
and one Christian parent.
Also on the panel were the husband
and wife team who wrote The Half-Jewish Book. Frcke Vuijst and Daniel
Klein. Vuijst is the daughter of a Dutch
Reformed Minister and Klein is Jewish.
Rabbi Wesley Gardenswartz, assistant rabbi at Temple Emmanuel in Newton, and Rev. Bruce Morrill of the BC
theology department, completed the
panel, which was moderated by Joan
Blum, associate professor at the BC
Law School.
The discussion began with Blum
asking the panelists what it means to
be a Jew and if it is possible to be a

very different existential conditions involved and you can't do both,"
Gardenswartz said.
Students then commented on what
it was like for them to grow up with
one Jewish and one Christian parent.
Nadeau was raised Jewish even
though her father was Catholic. "Growing up we did all of the holidays, both
Jewish and Catholic, but not in a religious way. If Hallmark did it, we did
it," she said.
Nadeau said that she does not consider herself half-Jewish. Since Judaism is passed through the mother, she
considers herself wholly Jewish.
Getreuer was raised with a Jewish
father and Protestant mother.
"Our family did the fifty-fifty split
when it came to religion. We practiced
cultural Judaism but I grew up with no
real religious identity. Today I will say
that I believe in God, but that's it. I'm
still uncomfortable with organized religion," she said.
Rick Klein. LSOE '02, grew up
with a Catholic father and Jewish
mother.
"I grew up with more or less no religion. However, I identify as a Jew. My
mother is a Jew, therefore I am a Jew. It
was always more of a cultural identification. Catholicism is not a culture but
a religion. I have always been an American Jew," he said.
Gardenswartz addressed some of
his concerns about The Half-Jewish
Book to its authors.
"I love Jewish culture and bagels
are great. But I have a problem that the
symbol of Judaism on the cover of your
book is a bagel," he said to Vuijst and
Daniel Klein.
"Judaism is more than bagels. Judaism is being made in the image of

half-Jew,

Members of the panel had widely
differing opinions on this point.
Daniel Klein commented on the
fact (hat while Jewish literature says
there is no such thing as a half-Jew,
many o\' the people he and Vuijst spoke
to while writing The Half-Jewish Book
consider themselves to be half-Jews on
a cultural level.
Rabbi Gardenswartz disagreed.
"One cannot be half-Jewish. Religion
is a serious and passionate existential
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Panelists relate their experiences growing up "half-Jewish."

By

God. Judaism is the fact that God cares
about your daily life. God cares that you
shouldn't be playing basketball on Saturday. God cares that you shouldn't be
eating non-kosher foods. To give people
bagels is not enough," said
Gardenswartz.
This statement prompted a response
from Klein. "1 don't like the Rabbi's
criticism. It hurts people's feelings to
have someone tell them they are not a
real Jew because they identify only culturally with Judaism. There is an African saying it's not what you call me
but what 1 answer to,' and many people
answer to being half-Jewish. I don't like
someone else judging my Jewishness,"
he said.
Another topic hit on during the discussion included how much of either
religion children of interfaith marriages
should be exposed to.
The issue was raised by an audience
member about to embark on an interfaith marriage. Each student agreed
with the way their parents raised them,
as entirely Jewish, with an even split
of religions or no religion at all. Most
stated that none of them felt cheated in
any way, with the exception of Nadeau
who wishes that, .if anything, she grew

up with more Judaism.
The question of Jewish continuity
was also a focal point of the discussion,
with Gardenswartz and Vuijst and
Daniel Klein at opposite ends of the
spectrum.

Gardenswartz took the position that
merely cultural Judaism has no future.
He cited an example of an article he
read by a Jewish man with eight children who all married Christians and
raised none of their children in the Jewish faith.
"In our time, people have to choose
to be Jewish. Parents have to realize that
being Jewish is important, being Jewish matters and they must pass this on
to their children," said Gardenswartz.
Vuijst and Klein, however, maintained that interfaith marriage does not
weaken the Jewish identity of children.
"All kinds of things are Jewish.
There is Jewish humor and Jewish
world views that children of interfaith
marriages can still have," said Klein.
"Jews don't talk; they argue ... This
panel was very calm for Jews. It's important to recognize the pluralism that's
out there and keep the dialog open. I'm
proud of us," said Nadeau during the
concluding remarks.
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ordinators of the project would now
have to run a schedule system to keep

Zach Barber
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Cameras, editing system
to be based in Devlin
staff

Approximately 30 students attended the official announcement of

track of all students involved in the
program with so few pieces of equipment.

a new

Boston College program that
will assist aspiring documentary filmmakers last week. The Jacques

Next year, another grant for the
program is anticipated, which will be
used to purchase additional cameras,

Salmanowitz Program for Moral
Courage in Documentary Film was
originally located at George Washington University and transferred to BC

making it easier for students to get involved.

with a $32,000 grant from Documen-

pus and will allow students to branch

taries International.
Thus far, the grant has gone towards the purchase of two new cameras and an editing system that will

out," said Margaret Oellrich, A&S
'02,
Organizers hoped
students will combine their classes

be housed in Devlin.
The program is meant to help
would-be filmmakers make documentary films dealing with the issues
of social justice, human rights and especially moral courage. "I think the
program will heighten an awareness
about these issues that already exists
on campus," said John Micalczyk,

head of the SalmanowitzProgram and
professor in the fine arts department.

"Hopefully, the program will facilitate
what is already going on around cam-

and volunteer work with documentary
filmmaking.
Every year, the fine arts department raises nearly $50,000 to take a
few students abroad to document
events relating to the themes of social
justice and human rights.
In years past, students have traveled to Israel, Germany and other for-

eign countries where social justice issues can be clearly documented.
Micalczyk hopes to turn out at
least one or two very good documen-

Micalczyk hopes the new program
will spark students' interest in documenting the many events already tak-

taries by the end of this year, thus
sparking additional interest in the pro-

ing place through BC, including

gram.

P.U.L.S.E. placements, service trips

Another piece of this new program
is the introduction of a fall semester
class relating to documentary film
work and the history of documentary
films. The.-cla,s,v\| ill be run through

and other volunteer-oriented efforts.
Open to all students, the program
will involve workshops and instructions for students desiring to use the

equipment.
the fine arts department and will be a
.^
Once a documentary is completed, three-credit course.
it will be shown on BC Cable to exIt will give students the base on
which a solid documentary film can
pose it to the entire community.
"Finally, we got something for the be made, involving workshops and instudents," said Micalczyk. "This is a depth instructions on the filmmaking
totally new program for the school." process.
Both Micalczyk and the student leadStudents interested in getting iners of the program never expected the volved in this program may contact
large turnout they received at the ofMicalczyk through the fine arts de-

ficial

announcement of the program
last week. Micalczyk said that the co-

partment or one of the student leaders, Daniel Yager and Oellrich.
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Office of Affirmative
Action Launches Latino
Studies Colloquia
By

Matt Maronick
heights

staff

The Office ofAffirmative Action at
Boston College hosted its first Latino
Studies Colloquia in Gasson Hall focusing on effects of migration upon the

Hispanic Diaspora last Wednesday.
Mary Brabeck, dean of the Lynch
School of Education, summarized the
message of the Colloquia series in her
opening remarks.
Since the initiative was dedicated
to the increase of Hispanic doctorates
at Boston College and enhancing their

representation at the University,
Brabeck stated, "Having scholars of
color is essential to all aspects of the
University."

Turning her attention towards the
lack of diversity in graduate studies,
Brabeck commented, "We tend to study
ourselves. Even as a university, we
won't be including all people."
The Colloquia included two presentations. Martha Laracuente, GSSW
'02!, gave the first of these, discussing
the experience of black Latinos in
America.
She began by charting the 500-year
history of three separate slave groups

color to abandon heritage for practicality. "I wonder if people place themselves in boxes or if the society in which
we live forces people to choose and
place themselves in boxes," she said.
Still, despite the difficulty in finding comfort with a single culture,
Laracuente observed that a noticeably
larger number of biracial groups in
America, such as the black Latinos,
were slowly developing a sense of

multiethnic identity.
She pointed to a recent Washing-

"We tend to study ourselves. Even as a university, we won *t be
including all people."
LSOE Dean Mary
Brabeck
?

ton Post article, which commented on

the growing percentage of Americans
who were checking off more than one
racial box in national surveys. It also
stated that minority activist groups were
extremely opposed to this practice,

coming from Central Africa who would
eventually find homes in Puerto Rico,
Cuba and Hispanola. "Extracted from
their culture and planted in another way
of life, the Africans had no choice but
to take the Spanish culture as their
own," said Laracuente.
According to Laracuente, the 500

since, as Laracuente observed, they
believed it would "diminish their influence and hinder the enforcement of
equal protection laws."
Laracuente, by contrast, seemed
elated by the changing identity of the
ethnic minority. "People say that things
are getting messy," she said. "I say that

years since their forced incarceration in
the New World has not completely

things are slowly clearing up." She
went on to state that the readjustment
of ethnic lines might be the key to promoting greater overall understanding
between the races.
"There is no such thing as a single
race people anymore," she said. "Perhaps our multi-identity is the answer,"
she added.

eliminated African inequality in the
dominant Spanish-speaking society.
"Africans made these cultures what
they are today," Laracuente said, "and
yet. being black in Latin America
means being part of a subordinate
group, under-represented in political
arenas. It means being guilty until
proven innocent."

Laracuente went on to discuss how
black Latinos in the United States, as
part of the Diaspora movement, have
been affected by the pressure to assimilate into contemporary American culture. Lacking firm identity with their
Hispanic roots, an abundance of these
black Latinos have given in to the process of assimilation,
asserted
Laracuente.
"Not belonging here, and not from
there, many Latinos of color sought
said
acceptance somewhere,"
Laracuente. Although some black
Latinos have aligned themselves with
their Hispanic roots, even language
identity has become a hindrance to them
in the English-speaking world of business and opportunity, she said.
This has coerced many Latinos of

Laracuente's lecture was followed
by a presentation given by Myra RosenReynoso, LGSOE '04.
This presentation focused upon a
recent study done by Rosen-Reynoso,
which documented the difficulties of
Hispanic women with psychiatric disabilities.
She began the discussion by pointing to the large disparity in fortunes and
opportunity for men and women with
disabilities in the workplace.
"Whereas an average man will receive thirteen-hundred dollars a month,
the average woman will receive nearly
three-hundred dollars less," said RosenReynoso. "Whereas one-fourth of disabled working men live in poverty, onethird of disabled working women are
likewise classified as below the poverty
line," she added.
Basing her opening argument that

respondent in the Vietnam War.
Devlin 101 was filled to capacity
as Komunyakaa recited many poems
from memory. According to Doherty,
"the audience seemed to be hanging on
every word." Emily Neville, professor
in the English department, began by
introducing Komunyakaa and speaking
of his ability and "gratitude for the five
senses."

Komunyakaa displays what was
called a "physicality of the soul" in
many of his poems. He began by reading a poem entitled, "Ode to Drum."
Neville also said, there is a certain
"awe in the face if mystery and his ability to un-name things." If language is
a way of conjuring, then Komunyakaa's
way of un-naming things is not the
usual way. In a second poem, titled
"The Dead," he read, "even the crooked
nails are going in straight... I am strong

enough to support my weight."
Komunyakaa's poetry addressed
many topics, such as the relationship
he had with his father in a poem called,
"My Father's Love Letters." He tells
of a time when "words rolled from under the pressure of my ball-point."
He was also inspired by teaching
young children in Louisiana, where he
also grew up. "I am five. I can dance
for you if you close your eyes,"
Komunyakaa read in his poem, "The
Venus Fly Trap." And in "Camouflaging the Chimera" he addresses theVietnam War.

"The insights of the poems emerged
out ofpoetic

landscapes defined by sen-

immersion in a texsory immediacy
tured world of bodies, earth and objects
?

that came to life
through the
powerof [his] extraordinary reading
style." said Laura Tanner, professor of
the English department.
Among other poems, heread "Mak?

...

S3ii521j2

women with disabilities were already
receiving unequal treatment, RosenReynoso then moved into the particular case of Hispanic women in America.
Through her research, which she
referred to as "a qualitative study of
Latinas with psychiatric disabilities,"
Rosen-Reynoso assembled a focus
group of seven schizophrenic Hispanic
women to determine how they felt
about working with a disability. She
also discussed with the members of her
focus group whether they felt any prejudice against them in their place of work.
Over the course of her interviews,
Rosen-Reynoso concluded that, on the
former point, "All of the women
showed intrinsic motivators to work as
well as external economic factors."
Among the many overheads that RosenReynoso used to illustrate her study to
the audience was a quote from one of
the women from the study, "Working
makes me feel useful, as if I can support myself and my family."
Rosen-Reynoso also concluded that
lack of English proficiency and prejudice in the workforce were major issues
for and not simply their disabilities.
Rosen-Reynoso also alluded to the fact
that many of the women from her study
focused on their Latino heritage as being a problem and were ashamed for
not being able to easily integrate into
the American job market.
As one woman from her study said,
"[My co-worker] was very prejudiced
and 1 don't know why he had a problem with me. I later thought it was because I was Puerto Rican."
Rosen-Reynoso concluded her lecture by discussing the broad gap in research that she had discovered while
working on her study. "There is virtually no literature on Hispanic women
with disabilities," she said. "It's as if
they didn't exist."
She posited that perhaps the future
would hold greater opportunity for Hispanic women to be heard, through the
efforts of scholars. "This is a beginning
for me and I hope it is a beginning for
further understanding Latina women."
After the presentation, Regina Jean
Van-Hell, LGSOE '00, voiced her enthusiasm for the Colloquia series in a
Heights interview.
"The Latino population in the
United States is increasing and it must

be addressed, she said. "Latino studies is something of a burgeoning field
and the fact that Boston College is taking the initiative to support research in
it is a credit to the institution."
Latino Colloquia will be continuing its series in Gasson next Wednesday with, among others, a presentation
from Van-Hell and doctoral candidates
from the College of Arts and Sciences.
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ing Potatoes," "Yellow Jackets" and
"Blackberries."
He also chose to read poems from
a previous book that included some of
his 16-line poems.
He performed one titled, "Ode to
the Maggot," which brought laughs
when he read the last line: "No one gets
to heaven without going through you
first."
Of the many things Komunyakaa
writes about, he noted that he selects
"small things, strange things, euphony."
Inspired by a trip in 1990, in which
he returned to Vietnam, Komunyakaa
wrote "A Reed Boat."
In this poem, he suggested, "mystery is grown out of the decay of dead
things..." He closed by reading a few
poems from the 19705.
Tanner noted, "Mr. Komunyakaa's
incantatory voice lent his words an almost physical presence. [It] was really

an extraordinary experience."
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you know that little voice
inside that says "I can't"?
this summer,

[crush if].

"

Poetry Enchants Crowd
of Students, Faculty
Continued from Al

Police Blotter

O&MS

Bring your "can-do" attitude to Camp Challenge. Where

you'll get paid to learn how to become a leader and acquire

W.

skills that'll help you meet the challenges you'll face in your
career. Apply today at the Army ROTC department, with no

m

,

obligation. Before that voice tells you to take a vacation,

IPJSmI

I
IS

ARMYROIC oiflLlke any other college coarse
,

A

m

you can take.

FOR DETAILS CALLSS2-3230/careydb@bc.edu

www.bc.edu/bc_org/svp/odsd/ROTC/

There's still time left to write!
Stop by The Heights \ News
meetings at 5:15 p.m. Mondays
in the Eagles Nest. All are welcome.

E-mail Caroline at
brancate@bc.edu with any
questions.
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Hoops Success A Win For Us All

Isn't

this always the way? It seems that if BosCollege is going to face odds, they're go
ing to be long odds. A Catholic school started
in a Yankee, Protestant town, a bankrupt school
clawing its way to top 40 status. BC is the dark
horse, the perpetual underdog.
And that's where Al Skinner's Eagles found
themselves this year, embodying every
Cinderella cliche that was applied to them, using their "us-against-the-world" attitude to jell
and put together one of the most exciting seasons in school history. Despite being overlooked
by everyone but the most die-hard and optimistic supporters, the team captured the Big East
crown and set the school record for single-season victories. In spite of the brawl at Mary Ann's
that threatened to cast a pall over the entire season, the Eagles effectively blocked the incident
from memory.
Saturday's gut-wrenching loss brought the
season to an end, but we've been left with an
indelible impression and a taste of the galvanizing effects of big-time college hoops. St. Patrick's
Day, traditionally a festive occasion at BC in and
of itself, was augmented for thousands of us by
huddling around television screens to cheer on
our classmates. The team and its players will be
remembered for theirresilience, their exuberance
and the charge they've put into the campus.
Boston College prides itself on "doing everything." While some schools claim academic excellence, some emphasize their ability to provide
guidance in character formation and some excel
on the athletic fields, BC attempts to do all three
at a high level. The University's scholastic reputationhas grown steadily, joining the nation's elite
ton

the continuing excellence of the men's hockey
program and a newly rejuvenated men's basketball program, athletics would seem to be in fine
shape on the Heights as well.

BC's ability to tackle "the big three" sought
by major universities without significantly compromising any of the three areas is part of what
makes the school so appealing, part of what has
boosted the application figures above 20,000
annually. What makes the basketball team's success so beneficial for the University is that it
shines the spotlight on BC in a positive manner.
Nationally televised games showed sportsmanship such as Xavier Singletary good-naturedly
To the Editor:
helping an opponent off the floor, as well as the
A recent article in The Heights
obvious camaraderie that exists between the play- ("Students Learn About Safe Sex, Birth
ers and the refreshing respect they havefor Coach Control," A3, Feb. 20) reported on a reSkinner. Finally, college basketball fans every- cent discussion hosted by the Peer Education Network which addressed an urwhere saw the Eagles triumph time and again
gent and important issue in our comattention like this is good not only for the team, munity. Sexually transmitted infections
but for the entire school. Increased exposure of (STIs) continue to wreak havoc and
a positive nature leads to increased interest in destroy lives not only within BC but
also throughout the rest of the world.
BC and, ultimately, a wider and more qualified
The discussion reported in the article
applicant pool.
could have centered on a truly positive
But that wasn't on Troy Bell's mind he was and life-giving presentation of sexualdraining three pointers or Jon Beerbohm's when ity that could actually eliminate dangerous STIs, but was instead composed
he was throwing down alley-oops. The team has
entirely of information and a demonshown extraordinary determination and an abil- stration of the many forms of artificial
ity to focus on one game at a time. Aided by his contraception, which could be seen as
assistants and backed by Athletic Director Gene a sanction of uncommitted, fruitless
sex.
DeFilippo, Skinner orchestrated a remarkable
Rather than a discussion of thevariand unprecedentedworst-to-first finish in the Big ous forms ofbirth control and their relaEast, a conference that has rejoined the nation's tive effectiveness in preventing concepelite, and the program could be poised to estab- tion and the transmission of STIs, our
Catholic faith has something much
lish a foothold among the nation's best. At the richer to offer: Perhaps a presentation
same time, the hoops team has joined the men's of the Church's long reverence for the
sacred nature of the body and the gift
during the past decade. As one of the most widely hockey and football teams in theirrespective sucrecognized Catholic and Jesuit universities in the cesses, and in their ability to excite the campus. of sexuality would be more in order.
Church has long taught that sex,
world,'there is a palpable sense of Ignatian spiri- Few guessed the team would have succeeded as The
and our desire for it, is a gift from God
tuality on campus. With Big East titles from they did; it seemed as if the Eagles wore the unthat has been lovingly placed into our
men's soccer and women's cross-country, derdog label all year.
hearts to guide us not only in the reproJanuary's Aloha Bowl victory, the recent national
At BC, would we really want it any other duction of children but also into a deep,
more meaningful, more satisfying rechampionship won by track star Shannon Smith, way?
lationship with another person within
-

-

Letters
ST. JOHN'S SEMINARIAN RESPONDS TO P.E.N. SEXUALITYLECTURE

-

-

UGBC Must Stay Focused

Now

that the dust has settled on the
"Christmas colors election," the UGBC
should once again direct its attention to
problems facing its constituents. While gearing
up for next year's newly-elected administration
is essential, Cabinet and Senate members must
not lose sight of this year's objectives.
The ends sought by the current administration, led by President Alvin Barnett and Vice
President Rochelle Webb, include goals like increased tolerance of sexual orientation, improved
ethnic diversity and better academic advising. But
Barnett and Webb have not worked alone and
several members of this year's UGBC will step
into larger roles next year. If progress is to continue both this year and throughout next year
these sophomores and juniors will need to remain focused on their current responsibilities, but
keep an eye on next year's at the same time.
A few weeks back, Barnett convened a closedsession meeting to light a fire under the student
officials. No doubt discouraged by the pettiness
that marred the election and fearful that the current Cabinet would fall apart little more than
halfway through its term, Barnett and company
-

-

have stepped up the "Free Your Mind" campaign.
A natural progression of the UGBC's presentations to the University Board of Trustees about
issues such as multiculturalismand diversity, the
campaign is aimed at educating and activating
and complements the presentations. By aggressively informing the average student about campus issues and problems, as well as the student
government's efforts in addressing them, those
involved with the campaign are providing a tremendous service to the community.
One key component of the "Free Your Mind"
program is the continuing evolution of a notice
of non-discrimination separate from the
University's official version. Designed to represent the opinions of the students, faculty, staff
and potentially even administrators who sign it,
the document will advocate increased tolerance

of diverse backgrounds and lifestyles, specifi-

cally sexual orientations, and intolerance of discrimination and bigotry. On Sunday, members
of the UGBC began walking through dorms collecting petitions for what is being referred to as
a "student charter," and the idea was well received for the most part. The timing is fortuitous,
coming on the heels of Black History Month and
during Women's History Month, as well as in
the wake of last month's rally on the Dustbowl
protesting intolerance. But the step is long overdue and represents an encouraging and admirable
attitude.

Meanwhile, next year's executivebranch has
been busy behind the scenes. The balance is delicate: Amanda Jack and Richie Moriarty must take
care not to step on the toes of the current UGBC
administration; at the same time, in order for their
administration to be effective, Jack and Moriarty
need to begin the process now. Currently, they
are evaluating the effectiveness of various Cabinet positions and are looking to eliminate a number of spots, making the branch smaller and more
manageable. While certain elisions will undoubtedly be unpopular among certain factions, the
process is necessary to tailor the Cabinet to fit
the ever-changing demands placed on our student government. Soon the president- and VPelect will begin appointing Cabinet members, an
all-important process that will set the tone for
next year. The nastiness of last month's election
will make filling Cabinet positions a political
minefield within the too-often cliquish UGBC
circle; Jack and Moriarty would be wise to set
aside partisan concerns in their search for the best
selections.
With such an emphasis placed on diversity
and multiculturalism, our student government is
putting itself in a position to alter significantly
the very fabric of our University. The success of
programs like "Free Your Mind" are essential to
this ambition and members of the UGBC should
take care in following through on initiatives during the remainder of this year, while also working to lay the groundwork for next year.

married couples, is exactly what its title
suggests: both natural and oriented toward family, the basis of which is Christian marriage. Thanks to newly developed techniques and devices which help
a woman to monitor the relative fertility of her own body, NFP has been extraordinarily successful in assisting
husbands and wives to plan the size of
their family, far higher than the 70 percent success rate quoted by Ms.
Nemchek.
Perhaps more helpful would be a
program that draws on the riches of
Catholic tradition to assist students in
forming meaningful, committed, and
chaste romantic relationships which
would lead to meaningful, committed,
and fruitful marriages. In this sort of
program, a woman could learn more
about the beauty and value of her own
body along with an awareness of its
workings and cycles of fertility, while
holding men accountable to this reality
and to their own responsibilities as future husbands and fathers. After all, in
our Catholic tradition, it was within a
woman's body that the Son of God was
conceived and nurtured; and it was
Mary's husband, Joseph, who so respected the purity of her body thftj he
committed himself to a life of reverent
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the sacrament of marriage.
The teachings of the Church about
the use of human sexuality are designed
not as a punitive list of "thou-shallnot's" intended to limit the happiness
and pleasure of human life, but rather
they arise out of the Church's profound
respect for all that is the product of the
Lord's creative work, most especially
the human man and woman. What the
Church offers regarding sexual behavior and contraception is offered as a
valuable guide to all who seek to use
their bodies in loving, life-giving and
fully human sexual ways, and a warning to those who would see themselves
as objects to be given simply in the
pursuit of immediate pleasure. Those
aspects of the use of sex which the
Church cautions against, especially extramarital sex and artificial contraception, are prohibited exactly because
they threaten the intrinsic holiness and
dignity of the human body, created, as
it is, in the image of God and as the
dwelling place of the Holy Spirit. In
addition, misuse of the sexual gift
cheapens the sacred nature of marital
union. The total gift of self - heart,
mind, and body which marriage requires is severely compromised if its
participants see their bodies as anything
less than the unique and extraordinary
creations that they are.
According to the article, when a
discussion participant asked about the
so-called "rhythm" method of family
planning, Sara Nemchek, one of two
Peer Education Network presenters,
admitted that she knew little about this
method and why iris the only kind permitted by the Church. But Nemchek
was correct in stating that the "rhythm"
method is more natural than artificial
contraception because it is so tied to an
understanding of the biology and natural cycles of the female body, which it
celebrates, reveres and engages.
Natural Family Planning (NFP), a
method of fertility awareness which
includes aspects of the rhythm method
and which is approved for Catholic
i

chastity.
Without an understanding of the
real meaning of sex and the human
body, is it such a surprise that fully 50
percent of all marriages are at least statistically doomed to failure? When the
body and its sexual gifts are offered
without a real, permanent, and profound
commitment to the total union of the
Sacramentof Marriage, the relationship
itself is diminished and possibly rendered disposable. Genital sex, by its
physical nature, involves a sharing of
bodies, one with the other; to exclude
from this sharing the necessity of lifelong union and the possibility of conception is to do damage to a beautiful
gift. Perhaps the Peer Education Network could better serve its peers by presenting some assistance in forming a
life-long vocation to committed selfgiving which finds its clearest expression in the married sexual act, rather
than artificial contraception's empty
promise of maximum immediate pleasure with a minimum ofimmediate consequence. Although the promise seems
enticing, our bodies desire (and deserve) something much better.

Kelly Agostinacchio
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School Shootings and Society
KILIANBETLACH
I don't condemn Andy Williams.
I don't condemn him for taking his
father's .22 caliber pistol and opening fire in his Santana High School
last week, killing two and wounding
13. I do feel he's guilty and should
be prosecuted to the fullest extent of
the law, I feel sympathy and regret
for the victims and their families, but
I wouldn't consider him a pariah or a
horrible human being or a monster.
I think he - like all the other perpetrators of school shootings is a
confused, put-upon kid, a victim himself of a repressive societal structure.
Despite the fact that school violence in general is on the decline,
these instances of kids "snapping"
have become all too frequent.
Paducah, KY and Columbine and
now Santee, CA have been ingrained
in the American psyche, reaching
metaphorical status; "Pulling a Col-

umbine" has replaced "going postal"
in present-day vernacular. It is therefore all the more interesting, perhaps
damning, that politicians, school officials, parents and community leaders remain so significantly in the dark
as to the root cause of this new teenage trend.
Last week,

istration in many high schools, including my alma mater, to create lists
of so-called "red-flag kids," a gross
violation of civil rights that further
isolates those who don't fit the mold.
Stereotypes are over-generalizations
ultimately useless in interpreting or
predicting future behavior.
Ultimately, the issues behind
school shootings are two-pronged.
The first and most obvious cause is
the availability of guns. This, not fashion, musical taste or membership in
some so-called "drug culture" is the
real commonality between those who
have felt the misguided need to attack their classmates. No guns, no
shooting - it's a simpleequation. De-

into the drinks of coeds, or that every

listens to "boy bands" is either gay
or some stupid, immature 14-year-old
girl.
It is this view that has led admin-

In the past, many presumably accepted this and moved on, but then,

the individuals who engage in them,

it seems the lines were drawn in a
much looser sense. Now, music and
fashion and politics have converged
to the extent that it is possible to ascertain an individual's general stance
in all these fields, based on little more
than appearance. It is therefore easier
to isolate the deviants, the others who
don't live up to the idealized notion
of the American. Now, what was
simple taunting has become in many
cases, class warfare. Now, what was
once acceptable is driving kids to the
point where they snap. Everyone who
"taunted [Andy Williams] relentlessly," as one classmate characterized the situation, must ultimately
share a portion, however small, of the
blame for his actions.
I buy the Mayor of Santee's arguments that Santee is "an all-American town, close-knit, with Fourth of
July weenie-roasts." That's what
makes this so disturbing. Because if
the excluding, scape-goating societal
structure that leads to these outbreaks
of violence exists there, then it truly
exists everywhere; it is a legitimate
American phenomenon. In the face
of this, it is doubly hard to offer any
kind of solution.
Every society has, and to a certain extent needs, its deviants, but not
every society needs to oppress them
in the manner ours does.
Answers are not easily forthcoming, but understanding the issue without being blinded by superficial trappings is the first step in reaching the
stage where solutions are possible. I
feel that a deep analysis of the way
our culture works is the first step in
the right direction. "It can happen
anywhere" is a haunting refrain, the
truth of which will not be changed by
blaming the media, the music, the
drugs or the kids who failed to differentiate between a warning and a joke.
Ultimately, all the effort wasted
on piling flowers, balloons and
prayers may be better spent taking a
very close look at what kind of culture we are constancy recreating what kind of person we reward and
consequently, whatkind of person we

whatever-both subliminal and overt
that lay out what the successful
young American is.
For those who would take issue
with this, ask yourself why so many
kids at BC have nearly identical high
school
records
highlighting
volunteerism, why so many kids here
do identical things on weekends and
why everyone seems to look alike.
This is something that extends beyond the Chestnut Hill campus. Why
do so many politicians and business
-

In the time it takes someone to read The
Heights, / could be well on my way to Maine,
able to purchase a gun without waiting or
background check. In the time it further takes
that someone tofinish lunch in the Eagle's
Nest and maybe attend a class, I could be
back on campus, armed.

before Santana High
School officials had even finished
repainting bathrooms and hallways, spite the NRA's claims that guns deter violence, that people kill people,
journalists were hard at work attempting to once again decipher the series it is almost undebatable the greater
access to guns is directly correlated
of causationbehind this latest shootwith greater levels of gun-related
ing; they seek to find some commonality between the shooters. The usual crimes.
Granted, people "need" to hunt
list of suspects turned up: "violent"
music, alternative fashion, lack of inand besides, as certain lobbyists have
volvement in traditional high school pointed out, the massive numbers of
activities, a dysfunctional family and
unregistered guns "on the street"
of course, involvement with drugs.
wouldrender any legislation useless.
Robin Goodman, some form of noted Nevertheless, massive restrictions
psychologist, went so far as to claim need to be placed on private ownership of handguns in this country. In
that 85 percent of thekids who expethe
time it takes someone to read The
rience behavioral "problems" are involved with "the drug culture."
Heights, I could be well on my way
to Maine, able to purchase a gun withThis mindset represents a mythology that has reached absurd levels of out waiting or background check. In
acceptance and one that sorely needs the time it further takes that someone
to be debunked. To say that everyone
to finish lunch in the Eagle's Nest and
who listens to "alternative" music or maybe attend a class, I could be back
whateverlabel is most appropriate is on campus, armed. While it is hard to
the same as saying that everyfrat boy make such statements, one can only
is a drunk who routinely slips ruffles woHder how events in Santee may
football player is a macho jerkhypedup on steroids, or that everyone who

pervasive social structure that very
clearly rewards certain behaviors and
to the often painful exclusion of everyone else. There are walls, molds,

have differed if it were significantly
more difficult for Andy Williams to
get his hands on a gun.
The more important issue, however, concerns the context in which
these shootings take place. In
America, there exists an extremely

leaders have seemingly identical
wardrobes and hairstyles? Why do so
many women either through exces-

sive under-eating, bulimia or something as innocuous as wearing highheeled shoes - feel the need to abuse
their bodies in order to conform to the

prevailing notion of what a woman
should look like?
This seems all well and good it
certainly benefits those on the "inside" of such a wall but what of
everyone else? They are labeled loners and losers and freaks. They are
forced into different social arenas,
prejudged on the basis of divergent
fashion and tormentedby those lucky
enough to have developed along the
proper lines. At BC they are considered sketchy and are the benefactors
of countless dirty looks. Here is another instance of commonality between the shooters.
The psychological effects of this
are hard to gauge. Is it possible to
quantify the knowledge that, for
many people, being themselves automatically confirms a second-class
citizenship? How does one fight a
mindset, the invisible lines that bind
a culture together (and apart)?
-

-

punish.

MARIO POWELL
Boston Collegeis a Catholic Uni-

Some of us are vegetarians, and don't
have meat in our diet at all. Others
of us mightreally enjoy seafood or a
fish fry on Fridays. But for most

when our Catholic faith tradition attempts to interact with popular culpeople within the BC community, it
ture, it is our faith traditionthat loses is a sacrifice. For all of us, not eatout. Boston College has changed
ing meat onFriday, for whatever reagreatly since its inception mostly son, allows us to have some taste of
for the better, but the constant a religious experience that places us
dumbing downof our Catholic identogether with people who are less
tity at the expense of accommodateconomically fortunate than ouring a minority of the student body at selves. How meaningful and powthis institution counteracts with the erful the experienceis, depends upon
mission of this university.
how reflective we are about it, and
On Friday, March 8, Stuart Hall
the kind of choices we make, to endiningfacility served pork for lunch. sure that there is some sacrifice and
While most people at Boston College some experienceof solidarity in our
would not find this astonishing, I find Lenten Fridays. The act of serving
it to be a disturbing continuanceof a meat on Lenten Fridays destroys this
Catholic institution hemorrhaging symbolic bond that this university
ought to be striving to foster.
from within, due to its constant attempts to appease something other
Our desireis thatFriday be a day
than itself. One of the few remainof Penance and that we have in it
ing vestiges ofLent left in the Cathosome experience of solidarity with
lic Church is our abstinence from those who are truly hungry. First of
all, we want to remember that we are
meat on Friday every other Catholic institution of learning that 1 have keeping these Fridays special because this is that day our Lord gave
attended took that to mean a total abstinence of both consumption and himselffor us selflessly and comserving. Boston College does otherpletely. This is the day that comwise. Boston College is a Catholic memorates the Friday that apuniversity and the serving of meat on proaches, which we call "Good."
a Friday is an inappropriate break This commemorationis not intended
to be sad or artificially gloomy.
from the powerful spiritual opportunity afforded by this season ofLent. These Fridays are to be days that
Each of the Fridays of Lent are touch us deeply, because we rememdays we as Catholics abstain from ber that we are incredibly loved and
meat together. Of course, many
we havebeen redeemedfrom the vicpeople can't afford to eat meat every tory sin and death might have had
day, so avoiding meat is itself not a over our lives. This feeling of love
sacrifice. We may live in a region can only be borne out of solidarity
where livestock disease has caused with our brothers and sisters who are
a severe shortage or absence of meat. poor. With God's love we can feel
-

-

-

freedom freedom from our sin and
death, and freedom to love and give
ofourselves more generously. All of
our experience tells us that we can't
or won't be self-sacrificing without
this experience of gratitude and without spiritual freedom. The Fridays
of Lent are a spiritual exercise to offer us both of these graces.
Secondly, we desire to make our
Lenten journeyone that places us not
only with Jesus, but also with the
poor of the world. What does gratitude do, if it does not help us to be
mindful of and assist us in having
affection for those who have so much
less than we do? One way we can
intentionallyplace ourselves with the
poor of the earth is to prepare our
meals on these Fridays in ways that
lets us share a communion with them.
I challenge our dining facilities
to think of others who are less fortunate while they preparefood for this
privilegedBC community. If prayer
is "raising our minds and hearts to
God," and being in a relationship
with God, then anything can be
prayer. And preparing a meal can
certainly be a wonderful prayer. As
our dining staff prepares our meals it
should be helpful for them to contemplate the women of the campos,
barrios and villages around the world
and within Boston who are preparing meals today for their families
with great love, and with what they
have. Just imagine how different our
"getting dinner together" can be, if
we fill those busy moments of going
to the dining hall during lent with a
small remembrance of those who are
less fortunate. What better way to
-

-

Reconciling after
"The Invasian"
ARARHAN
Last weekend, Asian American students across the country were dealt
an unpleasant jolt when The Crimson,

Harvard University's main under-

graduate newspaper,printed a tirade against stereotypes of AsianAmerican
students in its /fm section (http://www.thecrimson.harvard.edu/fm/
article6U.shtml).
"The Invasian," written by sophomore Justin "Juice" Fong, managed to
provoke intense ire from many Asian American students by attacking perceived homogeneity and self-segregation among this prominent minority
(20 percent) at Harvard.
At first blush, Fong's rhetoric assaults the reader with sarcasm and un-

masked annoyance: "This homogeneity makes me more nauseous than
eating fermented fried pigs' feet on a stick with poop sauce. Some of these
folks just blend and mold together to the point that I can't even tell them
apart. They dress the same, they have the same friends, they take the same
classes a fifth of our school seems to be a swarm of clones at times."
At times, Fong plunges across lines of decency with his criticism: "The
stereotypical Asian male is a scrawny, impotent, effeminate brainiac.. .These
are the same people who approach an empty row in lecture and sit on the
end seat as to make an inconvenience for the rest of us, but a convenience
for them at the end of class. The stereotypical Asian female, on the other
hand, is a super-erotic personification of sensuality (Lucy Liu, Yoko Ono
and Mulan) a sex fiend hottie whose bones everyone wants to jump.
Harvard's Asian women are no different. They are out-and-about; many
men of different races with the Asian persuasion have capitalized on the
local piece of ass."
But deep in the crevices of his blanket statements and bits of misinformation, we find the substance of Fong's writing. The problem he seeks to
address: "In an institution that rigorously tries to promote community and
diversity, this demographic continues to resist and define [its] own segregated community. Why?" His response: "You're only Asian because you
think you are!" And finally, his solution: "But break out! Instead of going
to karaoke or the Chinese New Year Banquet, try going to an Aryan Nation
meeting. This might be a little shock at first. But believe me, it gets better."
Underneath all the venomous prickles of Fong's writing lies his bona
fide attempt to provoke all of us Asian American or not to question our
identities, and free our mindsfrom the social paradigm of race. Fong challenges us all to seek out communities to which we are bound not superficially by chance at our conceptions, but by a deeperrunning social fabric.
He realizes that most Asian American college students are, at the core, varying degrees of "Asian," and he rejects the thoughtless wholesalepackaging
of the gamut of Asian Americans by both Asian Americans and others
into one unnatural community.
Fong is right. The phenomenon of Asian self-segregation occurring at
college campuses across the country is a classic case of deceptive appearances and mistaken identity. While many Asian Americansbear the similar
physical traits of "homegrown" Asians, these characteristics are only skin
deep, not translating into equally similar traits of character and mind.
Eric Liu eloquently phrases Fong's dilemma in The Accidental Asian
by suggesting that Asian Americans define their individual cultures by
"breaking loose from the moorings of race." Both Liu and Fong implicitly
take a stand often advocated by great thinkers throughout history, most
notably Rousseau in The Social Contract one that treats society as an
encumbering leviathan that keeps man "in chains" by forcing him into unnatural social moorings in our case, racially segregated communities.
Granted, Fong makes some egregious faux pas' in his open letter. However, these missteps (apparently rooted in the slippery slope effect) do not
justify many Asian American students' simplistic accusations that Fong has
"set Harvard Asian American students back ten years." If that is the only
conclusion students can drawfrom Fong's piece, they have completelyfailed
to appreciate his point that we must strive to live by the truth of our substance rather than blundering down the path of superficialityand falsehood
by ignoring basic human responsibility to be true to oneself.
Fong has widely been labeled a hypocrite for attacking Asian American
students' stereotypes while admitting that he himself has a preponderance
of Asian American friends. However, such ad hominem attacks are simply
shots below Fong's belt that leave the content of his speech unscathed. Just
because one does not practice what one preaches does not require that we
dismiss everything ascribed to him as not credible; if that is the case, we
must do away with all esteem for the vast majority of public figures, starting with presidents, popes, preachers, friends and even family.
Let us recognize Fong as a well-intentionedindividual who made legitimate observations however poorly constructed and immature his presentation and that his apparent hypocritical sanctimony is inconsequential. That done, let us examine his closing remarks in "The Invasian" and
do the piece justice by allowing his poignant last words to resonate in our
hearts:
"I don't think anyone really appreciates that our campus can be so segregated at times. In truth, the Asians represent just one demographic that
can be blamedfor this crime. But the real problem with all of this is that it
perpetuates the stereotypes and the racial divisions that we already have.
The more the Asians stick to themselves, the more alienated we feel from
their community, and the more alienated they feel from our community.
We're distancing ourselves here. I'm not looking for social harmony or
whatever. I mean, where's the love, my children? Come to papa and show
me summa that sugar. Can't we all just get along?"
(For a comprehensive final word on the sundry Asian Americanpopulace today, read Zhou & Gatewood (2000) in Volume IX ofAsian American
Policy Review)
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Kilian Betlach is a regular columnist
and Marketplace Editor of The
Heights. He is a junior in the College ofArts and Sciences.

BCDS Should Follow Church Doctrine
versity, right?
Far too often at Boston College,
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express this than to refrain from serving meat on the Fridays of Lent, and
attempt to spiritually connect with
thosefamilies who sacrifice so much
to put so little on the table for their
families.
The obvious objection here is that
a sizable amount of students, faculty
and staff either are Catholic and don't
live out their faith tradition, or belong to other faith traditions they
all have to eat, don't they? I am not
going to disagree with this point, but
1 disagree with the premise upon
which it is based. Just as BC accords
African Americans a special night at
the Lower Campus Dining Facility
for food commonly associated with
their culture or the sudden appearance of Matzo ball soup during the
year, BC should do the same for its
Catholic students, faculty and staff
by disallowing our dining facilities
from serving meat on Fridays during
-

Lent.
It should come as no surprise that
Boston College is and should always

strive to be a Catholic institution in
word, identity, and action. It is unfortunate that BC has chosen to acknowledge this only in word far too
often and has chosen to lessen its
identity at the expense of either accommodation or ignorance.
If the dining staff did not take
BC's Catholic identity into consideration than I believe BC has failed
to accommodate the very students
who attempt to put BC's faith tradition into action.
Mario Powell is a sophomore in the
College ofArts and Sciences.

-

-

-

Theseyourare

Arar Han is a sophomore in the Lynch School ofEducation.
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Sports of The Heights
Casey O'Connell

Triumph and Tribulation

Three Key
Ingredients

Xavier

Singletary, Kenny Harley
and Jon Beerbohm all came (o
Boston College under very different circumstances, but they will depart in May with a common accomplishment having set the standard for
BC basketball success in the 21st century. None of the seniors came to a top
25 basketball school, but they will
graduate from one after serving as key
cogs in Al Skinner's rebuilding machine.
"Coach Skinner, I've always called
him a chef," says Singletary. "He got
the ingredients and put them together
to make this team."
While Troy Bell was certainly the
base ofSkinner's culinary masterpiece,
the three high-profile seniors
along
with walk-on Nick Dunn
have each
been key to the overall recipe for success. Skinner personally brought every
senior on board
Beerbohm and
Harley are his first four-year products.
?

?

?

?

***

Perhaps the most publicly underappreciated Eagle senior, Harley has
been through it all at BC. After starting
alongside Jim O'Brien leftovers Antonio Granger and Duane Woodward in
his 15-win freshman year, Harley
strapped in for the nose-dive to the
depths of 1998-99. He was on the floor
for the loss to Harvard and the humili-

ations at the Big East Tournament. In

fact, Harley missed only one game in
his entire four-year career, playing in
119 contests, seven short of the school
record. He ends his career with a modest per-game scoring average of just
under eight points per game, but the
well-spoken Harley's biggest contribution to the team was his leadership.
Having personally experienced the
fall of BC basketball, Harley was the
person to give perspective to (he team
throughout the wild success of a 27-5
season. When Bell was asked who the
most vocal senior was following BC's

As Singletary sat on the sidelines
for a year after he transferred to BC in
1998, he must have been kicking himself repeatedly. He had chosen to leave
Howard University
where he had
been the star, averaging 22 points per
to play for an Eagle team that
game
was going nowhere fast en route to a
paltry six wins and no direction. Chaos
reigned, with Clinton Sims and Willie
Deane calling it quits after the season.
But "X" stuck with it. He stepped
in to fill the role of Bell's scoring sidekick and played it to perfection, coming up with hugs plays such as the gutsy
drive to the hoop to help beat Syracuse
at Conte last month. Deadly clutch
?

?

three-point shooting was Singletary's
trademark and although he suffered
some lean times in terms of shooting
percentage, his scoring ability brought
offense to the Eagles at a time when
they had little scoring punch behind
their star point guard.
***

Jon Baprbohm came to BC in July,
1997, as alate signing by Skinner at a
time when he simply needed bodies to
fill out a team ravaged by defections
caused by O'Brien's admissions flap.
Needless to say, you would never have
found Beerbohm's name on Athlon
Sports' list of top recruits. Beerbohm
has struggled with limited playing time,
but in his four years, he has given a very
valuable contribution to the Eagles
the ability to single-handedly change a
game through an electrifying dunk calapulting BC to a big scoring rurj.
Beerbohm's dunking skills will be on
display in the slam dunk contest at this
year's Final Four, showing the nation
his techniques for firing up the BC
crowds.
?

BC Rules Hockey East

Eagles Fall to USC

Eagles Claim
Third Crown
in Four Years

BC Bounced From NCAA Tourney

By

The last 10 seconds of the game
featured a sine curve of emotion for
Eagle fans, sensing hope when Bell hit
a three-pointer to close the deficit to
two points and then plunging to defeat
after Kenny Harley missed an ill-advised, last-second bid for a game-ty-

Dan Last

heights

staff

At the start of the season, the Boston College men's hockey team clearly

defined its expectations: win the
Beanpot, win the Hockey East Regular
Season Title, win the Hockey East
Championship and win a national title.
Three down, one to go.
The Eagles' impressive season
reached a new level this past weekend
as the team captured the Hockey East
Championship, defeating the River
Hawks of UMass-Lowell 5-3 on Friday
night and the Providence College Friars 5-3 in the championship game on
Saturday. It was BC's third title in four
years and fifth overall. Hockey East
Rookie of theYear Chuck Kobasew was
named Tournament MVP after his
three-goal performance in the semifinal round versus the River Hawks. The
Eagles' strong performance in the tournament, along with a season in which
BC has amassed a 30-8-2 record, earned
them the top seed in the East division
of the upcoming NCAA Tournament.
The most notable part of the Eagles'

See EAGLES, B5

***

BC's basketball Class of 2001 has
not justrejuvenated the program, but it
has brought hoop fever back to BC.
"There's going to be a lot of pres-

sure on the guys coming back,"
Singletary said
"[The seniors] have set the standard
for what BC basketball teams should
be," Skinner said. "They've shown the
work ethic and attitude that it lakes to
be successful at BC."
So as Chef Skinner continues to add
to his masterpiece, names like Harley,
Singletary and Beerbohm will continue
to serve as examples of the new, successful face of BC hoops.

Continued From Al

HEIGHTS PHOTO /JEFF HRIFN

Brooks Orpik lays out a
Lowell player in the Hockey
East Semifinals.

ing three-point play.
Harley got the ball from Bell and
passed up a three-point attempt to drive
to the basket and try to get three points
the old-fashioned way, by scoring a
hoop and getting fouled. Many reporters and fans alike thought that Harley
should have tried a shot from behind
the arc, but since he thought that the
three-point line was well-guarded,
Harley opted to take the ball to the hoop
HEIGHTS PHOTO /JEFF BRIEN and try to draw a foul.
"I could have put up a deep three,
Krys Kolanos (foreground) watches as the
but
they had it defended and I didn't
Eagles celebrate another FleetCenter goal.
want to put up a bad shot," Harley said.
"[Head] Coach [Al] Skinner said that
since they were defending the threepoint line so well, we-might try to get
to the basket and get fouled."
Bell, however, agreed with most
observers and thought that a threepointer would have been the better option, potentially tying the game immeSaturday night, 1 sat alongside Boston Coldiately and sending it into overtime.
"I take responsibility for that last
lege fans, watching the Eagles in their tournament game. Nervously, I glanced between play," Bell said. "I was having a good
the scoreboard and the playing surface as time shooting night and I should have shot
began to run down on BC's tournament run. that."
Skinner stood by Harley's decision
My pulse quickened as I watched the Eagles get within two
points of the USC Trojans with only 7.5 seconds remaining, to drive the lane, and said that the play
but my heart sank as the final buzzer sounded, indicating the did not decide the game.
end of the game and the conclusion of this magical basket"The game was forty minutes
long," Skinner said. "You would like
ball season.
After several minutes, however, the television broadcast to get a three-pointerin that situation,
came to a close, the pain of the loss yielded and my attenbut 1 didn't want to get a bad shot. Let's
tion returned to the ice where the BC hockey team was in not get carried away with one play.
the midst of wrapping up its third Hockey East championThere were a lot of plays that could
have happened during the game."
ship in four years.
While the disappointment echoing throughout the BosThe Eagles started the game strong,
taking an 8-4 lead on a three-pointer
ton College community that night must have been considerable, the atmosphere in the FleetCenter was lively and enerby Harley. The Trojans answered back
getic. Although the basketball season had recently come to with an 11-point spurt that featured two
a disappointing end, the sea of yellow Superfan shirts seen spectacular dunks from JeffTrepagnier
at the Fleet Center knew nothing of it. What they knew was to get a 15-9 advantage. BC clawed
that, despite having started in mid-October, the Eagles' back to within two, but USC went on a
hockey season was really just getting started.
12-pointrun to go up by 14 points, 27-

HOCKEY NOW ALONE
IN SPOTLIGHT
JAKE

BERY

59-58 win at Providence in February,
he replied without a second's hesitation,
"Kenny Harley."

On

See FOCUS, B5

See CHECK OUT, B3

HEIGHTS PHOTO / CHRIS MINKIEWICZ

Al Skinner (center) and the coaching staff
brought the Eagles from 11-19 last year to
the NCAA second round in 2000-01.

LOSS LEAVES EAGLES
HUNGRY FOR MORE
On Basketball
Casey

Uniondale,

O'connell

NY Troy Bell sat at the interview
table in the bowels of Nassau Coliseum with a
blank look on his face. He was not satisfied.
Not the least bit happy. Sure, the Boston College star had just put up the biggest point output of his career in his biggest game as an Eagle. He had led
his team to a 27-5 record and into the NCAA Tournament
when nobody thought that was possible. He had also collected
an armful of individual accolades along the way.
But afterBC's 74-71 loss to USC forced an early checkout just short of the NCAA Tournament's Sweet Sixteen, Bell
was in no mood for consolation prizes.
"For me personally, the season wouldn't have been complete until we got a chance to play to go to the Final Four,"
Bell said. "1 definitely feel like our season got cut short."
As soon as BC switched gears to the tourney on Selection
?

See FOUNDATION, B3
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Humble Smith Quietly Takes National Title
In
pick one athlete who best personifies
Boston College athletics, it would be a

the midst of the basketball team's
patented Big East Champion
Bounce and the hockey team celebrating every championship that the
season has offered thus far, it's easy to

ON THE Dl.

travesty if he overlooked Shannon
Smith. Smith was crowned the national
champion after winning the 3000 meter
race at the NCAA Indoor Track Cham-

DAVE 1.AMATTINA

pionships in Fayetteville, AR. But the
story that Smith tells isn't highlighted
by a widespread television audience or
a fanbase that analyzes her every move.
Even The Heights didn't give her the

overlook the accomplishments of other
athletes. It's hard enough to pick one

respect she earned. But while brackets
were filled out, Smith made it impossible to ignore her. And she did it in a
fashion with which she had become so
familiar.
With no one looking, Smith headed
to Arkansas for a chance to do something amazing. When other sports teams
board the plane with title hopes on the

major team to follow, let alone keep
track of every stat for every sport with
a touch of Maroon and Gold. But while
all of Chestnut Hill focused on the basketball and hockey team's quest for a
national title, one woman pursued a
national crown by herself and won.
If Gene DeFilippo was asked to
?
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Shannon Smith embodies what is great
about college sports.

of athletics in her decision. Instead, she
spoke of how an extra year of education would help her future. Track was
merely a supplement, an additional incentive, not a primary motivation.
Smith embodies what is great about
college sports. More than anything else,
the skill to sink a three pointer, smack
a puck, or run 3,000 meters in 9:11.25
should help people to find other areas
in which they excel. For as any realistic college sports star knows, knees
blow out, endurance ebbs, and talent
fades. This time of year, so much can
be made from one play or one player,

but on any given day, the skill can be hurt her return to the Heights either.
Smith is the type of champion you
stolen. It's not that big-time athletes are
to blame for depending so heavily on
can truly get behind. Maybe I'm partheir physical prowess, but too often do tial because she's the only athlete to ever
we treat them like celebrities and not
write me an e-mail thanking me for the
students.
article I wrote instead of berating me
for a misplaced word. In the weeks to
But Smith is as close to considercome, there will be much analysis of
ing herself a superstar as I am to claiming to be a USC fan. Rather, she speaks the hockey team's ability to win a national title and a breakdown of the basplainly about her career and achievements at BC, but emphasizes her acaketball season. In the meantime, much
demic awakening over the last few like the rest of her career, Smith will
years. During our interview, Smith was -quietly revel in her success.
so concerned that she came off as an
As the year goes on and she moves
athlete looking to take another year of towards graduation, Smith will be faced
school in order to better her perforwith choices about law school, and
mance on the track that she e-mailed
track will become an increasingly disme explaining that she was truly just tant fond memory. Although Smith will
trying to take some classes in order to someday be forced to trade record
better prepare for law school. In true books for law briefs, nothing can ever
student-athlete form, she also added take away the fact that she is one of the
that the chance to break some records
most gracious, talented athletes to wear
and pick up All-American honors didn't a Boston College uniform.

This Week in BC Sports

TAQUERIA

/

I
\X*

line, life at BC stops, but Smith went
unnoticed. At the championships, she
not only defeated the competition, she
destroyed history too. Before the gun
went off, Angie Graham held the school
record of 9:20.59. Smith ran a 9:11.25,
blasting the time that held true for four
years. More importantly. Smith became
the first female national champion in
this school's illustrious athletic history.
A few weeks ago, I had the chance
to sit down with Smith because we at
The Heights finally realized that one of
BC's finest athletes had gone largely
unnoticed for too long. Granted I'm
only finishing up my second year here,
and there are a lot of athletes that I
haven't interviewed, but Smith was by
far the most genuinely kind that I have
had the pleasure to talk to. While I tried
to talk about why she came back for a
fifth year and how track played a part
in it, she shrugged off the importance

Home events In BOLD

By Roger Smerage, Heights Staff
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SPORTS SHORTS
3rd Annual

By

Jake Berry

assistant

Boston Network Night

sports

editor

The Intracoastal Waterway of Miami Beach played host to the women's
crew team as it opened its season in
Miami, FL on Tuesday, March 6.
In the day's first event, the varsity
squad defeated Miami by one and a half
boat lengths, its largest margin of the
day. In the second piece, the same team
proved victorious by a margin of three
seats, while the third piece saw the
Eagles ahead by one boat length.
The women's second varsity team
also contributed to the day's success
proving victorious in each of its three

tor Juniors ana seniors

pieces.
The novice competition saw both
the first and second novice crews take
part in three pieces against Miami. The
first novice crew finished in first place
in all three races, while the second boat
was unable to beat Miami's efforts.
The women's crew team will continue its season, March 24, when it will
compete in the Jesuit College Invitational, to be hosted by St. Joseph's. The
races will be held on the Cooper River
in Camden, New Jersey.

Where Eagles Have Landed

The women's track and field team
recently completed the ECAC Championship, while the men's team took
part in the ICAAAA Championship.
Having taken place March 3rd and 4th,
both championships were held at the
Reggie Lewis Center in Boston.
On the women's side, eighth and
16th place finishes by Laura Smith and
Jen Donovan, respectively, in the mile
run helped the Eagles to a 12th place
finish out of a field of 46 teams. Strong
finishes from Lauren Claudia and Julie
Spolidoro also assisted the team in its
efforts. Additionally, the women's distance relay team won the event with a
time of 11:17.42.
The men's team was led by Jeff
Normant who finished ninth in the preliminary round of the 500 meter event.
The final round saw Normant finished
in fifth place with a time of 1:02.55.
The men's 4xBoo relay saw the Eagles
take sixth place out of 23 relay teams
in the preliminary round. The team finished eighth in the final round.
The men's effortsearned them 36th
place out of a field of 49 competing

Wednesday, March 21, 2001
.UU-O.iJU MrlVl

The Heights Room
»

6PM-7:OOPM: BC alumni talk about getting their first jobs
7FM-8:30PM:

Networking with alumni from various career fields
Sponsored by

http: / /careercenter.be. edu

Career Center
&

Young Alumni Club

www.bc.edu/yac

Refreshments will be served. Business casual recommended

teams.

March 9 and 10, several members
of the women's track and field team
travelled to Fayetteville, Arkansas to
compete in the NCAA Indoor Track
Championships. The team returned to
campus several days later, boasting
Boston College's first ever national
champion as senior Shannon Smith
won the 3,000 meter, capturing the national title in that event and setting a
new school record.
The women's team will continue its
season on Saturday, March 31, when it
. will participate in the SnowflakeClas-
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With Foundation in
Place, Eagles Want More
Continued

from

Bl

nationwide attention and re-infected

Sunday, Bell made his goal clear: he
wanted to go home. No, Bell didn't

quit and pack it in. but wanted to
literally go home go back to his hometown of Minneapolis lor the Final Four.
"I'm trying to get to the Final
Four," Bell said that Sunday. "I haven't
made it home since last summer."
Bell's 32 points against the Trojans
were not enough to earn a trip to go
back to see his friends and relatives. But
the sophomore could be back as many
as two more times with heaps of experience in tow. Seniors Kenny Harley,
Xavier Singletary and Jon Beerbohm
wish they could be so lucky.
While the hunger forfuture NCAA
success that lingers in Bell's stomach
explains his lack of satisfaction with
BC's accomplishments, the seniors and
Head Coach Al Skinner can look at
BC's 2000-01 season from a different
point of view.
"As I told the team in the locker
room, there's no way that what's happened in this tournament can diminish
what's happened this season," Skinner
said. "We had a great year and nobody
can deny that."
The accomplishments for the
Eagles are almost too numerous to list.
Skinner's amazing turnaround of what
was a downtrodden program garnered
want

-

Chestnut Hill with the basketball bug.
But so many people will point to
Hurley's ill-fated and ill-advised drive
to the hoop with the Eagles trailing by
three points in the closing seconds
against the Trojans. They will say that
BC was not a legitimate top 10 team
because they did not even make the
Sweet Sixteen. But in the end, the only

"There's no way that
what's happened in this
tournament can diminish what's happened
this season. We had a
great year and nobody
can deny that."
Al Skinner
?

way that a season can be properly evaluated is in the context of how well a team
responds to expectations. For a BC team
that was widely expected to have no
more than 16 or 17 wins, a 27-win season is hard to put in a negative light.
"Last year nobody ever thought we
would be in this situation," Singletary
said. "All of the guys are disappointed
that we didn't do more, but season-wise

I don't think too many people had a
season like we had."
The final game of the season, although it was not BC's best performance, showed the tools that the Eagles
used to get back on the college hoop
map. Tenacious defense, never-ending
hustle and offensive rebounding were
the reasons that BC came so close to
pulling out a win in a game where USC
shot twice as well as the Eagles, 60 percent to 30 percent.
But for a team that was seeded third
in its region, more was expected in the
NCAA Tournament. Perhaps the expectations were unfair seeing as the only
NCAA experience any Eagle had going in was a fat goose egg zero. After
coming so close to the Sweet Sixteen,
there are still lingering what-ifs.
The BC team that showed up on
Long Island was not the team that rolled
through the Big East Tournament untouched. If the Eagles had been firing
on all cylinders, Superfans might be finalizing plans to go to Philadelphia
right now.
But Bell will not have a chance to
play in Philly to try to win a plane ticket
home. But there is a clear bright side:
now that he and the Eagles have had a
taste of the tourney, the hunger and desire to return to the post-season will rage
until their next opportunity. The foundation has been built.
-

THUNDERBIRDS QUIETED IN FIRST ROUND
By Casey

O'Connell

sports

editor

and edged out a 68-65 win at Nassau
Coliseum. It was classic tourney action an inspired, upset-minded underdog was looking to slay Goliath.
"A team like Southern Utah, if we
had played them in the middle of the
regular season, we could have beat
them pretty badly," said Troy Bell, who
led BC with 18 points. "But in the tournament, you can't take anything for
granted."
BC outrebounded Southern Utah
52-35, including a whopping 30-17
edge in offensive rebounding that
proved to be the difference in the game.
But overall, the Eagles had their
hands full with the Thunderbirds, who
came into the game as double-digit underdogs. BC traded baskets with
Southern Utah for much of the first
half and the T-Birds used a late spurt
to take a 39-33 halftime lead. Point
guard Jeff Monaco was the star for the
T-Birds, pacing the scoring with a
game-high 26 points including six
threes.
Going into the break without a
commanding lead was nothing new for
the Eagles, and although many of the
BC fans in attendance looked at the
first-half score with a major groan,BC
stayed true to form and remained con-

Uniondale. NY
Maybe Boston College had been away from the NCAA
Tournament for too long. People may
have forgot that to properly gear up for
March Madness you should buy a
bottle of Maalox.
Many Eagle stomachs were
churned on Thursday night as BC, the
East Region's third seed, survived a
scare from 14th-seeded Southern Utah
?

HEIGHTS PHOTO / CHRIS MINKIEWICZ

Ryan Sidney (right) shows the determination that brought the Eagles to the cusp of the

Sweet Sixteen.

Eagles Check Out
in Round of 32
13, with 8:10 left in the first half.
But as Superfans have grown to expect, the Eagles showed their claws in
the face of adversity. BC went on a 172 run to take a 30-29 lead with 3:08
left in the half. The run featured steals
in the USC backcourt leading to buckets for Ryan Sidney and Harley. Bell
scored six of his 11 first-half points
during the Eagle run. The Trojans
claimed six of the half's final seven
points to take a 35-31 lead at the break.
BC's defensive pressure and fullcourt press successfully rattled the Trojans at times.
"Tonight we were patient on the defensive end," Skinner said. "If they
made a mistake, we wanted to take advantage of it."
USC exploited its size advantage
in the early part of the second half to
inflate the lead back to nine points, 4839, with 11:29 left in the game. BC was
unable to convert its missed shots in the
way that it had done for most of the
season. The Trojans swatted away five
BC shots in the second half and held a
41-28rebound advantage for the game,
making the most of its height advantage under the basket. Combined with
BC Center Uka Agbai being whistled
for his fourth foul a mere 2:20 into the
second half, the Eagles were looking
up to the Trojans for most of the game.
"We tried to force some turnovers,
but we were getting a lot of fouls in the
backcourt," Bell said.
But just like in the first half, the
Eagles refused to fold down the stretch.
An 11-3 run brought BC within one
point, at 59-58, with 4:33 remaining in
the game. Bell scored the first seven
points of the charge, and BC forced
three turnovers in that span. Brandon
Granville, USC's starting point guard,
fouled out with 7:06 left, allowing the
Eagles to disrupt the Trojan offense
with the press.
The Eagles continued their charge,
taking a 64-63 lead courtesy of an acrobatic drive by Bell with 2:39 left.
USC immediately reclaimed the advantage with a two-point bucket from Sam
Clancy. Sidney had a chance to give the
Eagles the lead back with 1:33 left, but
his three-point bid rimmed out and BC

was to trail for the rest of the game.
That is not to say that the Eagles
not close, though. BC nearly
pulled out a comeback after trailing by
five going into the final minute. The

were

"There's no way that
what's happened in this
tournament can diminish what's happened
this season. We had

fident.
"As a team I thought we would
come out better in the second half,"
said Head Coach Al Skinner. "The
game we played in the second half was

some great wins during

the game we should have played overall."
The Eagles scrapped their way
back into the lead as Bell came alive
after putting down a mere two points
in the first half. A Bell dunk provided
BC's first two points of the half and
let the T-Birds know that the Eagles
were determined to prove themselves
to be the more ferocious fowl.
"In order for us to win, I had to
put my game back in order [in the second half] and stay out of foul trouble,"
Bell said, referring to his three first half

the season, but unfortunately the NCAAs are

one-and-done."
?

Al Skinner

deficit was narrowed to a single point
(69-68) on a dunk by Agbai with 38
seconds left after the Eagle center was
left all alone on an inbounds play. But
with the shot clock no longer a factor
and USC with the possession advantage, the game was practically turned
into a free throw contest. The Trojans
hit five out of six foul shots in the final
37 seconds to keep the game out of
BC's reach. Seldom-used USC backup
point guard Robert Hutchinson hit three
out of four foul shots over that span af-

attempted only seven free
throws all year.
BC's last-minute bid failed, and the
Eagles were sent packing with a final
record of 27-5.
"1 give USC a lot of credit," Skinner said. "They made the plays they had
to make."
And so, single elimination halted
the Eagles' magic. But in a season full
of so many accomplishments Big East
regular season and tournament titles, a
top ten ranking and a return to the big
time one loss cannot ruin BC's amazing and unexpected strides.
"There's no way that what's happened in this tournament can diminish
what's happened this season," Skinner
said. "We had some great wins during
the season, but unfortunately the
NCAAs are one-and-done."
ter having

Top: Xavier Singletary muscles for the ball against Southern Utah. Right: Jon Beerbohm and the Eagles thought
things would be looking up against USC.

Boston Coleg

LeadrsNCATounmt

Continued from Bl

BC vs. Southern Utah

Rebounds
Assists

-

Blocks
Free Throws

-

Troy Bell
Troy Bell
Kenny Harley

18
9
4
3
5-6
5-6

UkaAgbai
Troy Bell
Xavier Singletary

BC vs» University of Southern California
'',

Points
Rebounds

Assists
Blocks
Free Throws

Troy Bell
Troy Bell
Troy Bell
Brian Ross
Troy Bell

.

32
5
3
1
12-14
.

_J

fouls and sub-par marksmanship.
Besides Bell, Xavier Singletary
was the major catalyst for the Eagles,
scoring 15 points, including a huge
three-pointer that broke a 63-all tie
with 57.2 seconds left.
Southern Utah closed the game
back within one on a Frederick House
basket with 44.8 seconds left. On BC's
next possession, Bell grabbed the rebound off of an errant three-pointerby
Singletary, drew a foul, and hit two free
throws to give the Eagles a three-point
lead.
The T-Birds had a chance to send
the game into an extra session with a
three pointer at the final buzzer, but it
clanged off the rim and sent the Eagles
into the second round.
"I thought about the Notre Dame
game," Singletary said, referring to the
Eagles' buzzer-beater loss in February.
"I just hoped that the basketball gods
were on our side this time."
Fate was good to BC, and although
the win was not as impressive as many
had hoped for or predicted, it served
its purpose to get the Eagles within
a gameof the Sweet Sixteen. BC took
a big step by showing that they had
what it took to grind out a win over a
pumped-upteam with nothing to lose.
"I can look at every guy on this
-

and believe in them even more
after this game," Singletary said. "It
was a team effort and I believe there
will be more confidence in everyone
on this team after this game."
The grit showed by the Eagles in
winning a game where they shot a
meager 32 percent from the floor
team

proved that they have taken their regular-season knowledge into tournament
play.
"Last year we would have lost a
game like this," Bell said. "We weren't
mature enough and we didn't have

enough character."
This article originally appeared on
bcheights.com.
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Women's Hoops Struggles to 15-14
Late Season Run Ends in Big East Tourney
BY

Roger Smerage
HEIGHTS STAFF

For the Boston College women's
team, with last November
came high hopes. The Eagles, led by
senior co-captains Jamie Cournoyer and
Danielle O'Banion, wanted to repeat
their performance of the 1999-2000
season. When asked about what the
goals for the season were in the Fall.
Head Coach Cathy Inglese told The
Heights, "We want-ed to m.ake the
NCAA tournament." It was that simple.
It would prove to be easier said than
done. In a season plagued by injuries,
the Eagles finished 15-14 overall, with
a 7-9 Big East conference record. The
team clinched the seventh seed in the
Big East tournament, but fell to Connecticut in the quarterfinals to end the
season. No NCAA bid. The Eagles

basketball

I

HI Hillls

II

D PHOKI

Nicole Conway shot threepointers at a 46 percent clip
in 2000-01.

"We were disappointed we didn V
make the NIT.
Maybe if we had
eked out a few more
games, we would be
there."
Head Coach
Cathy Inglese

weren't even invited to the NIT.
"We were disappointed we didn't
make the NIT. We had the highest RPI
ranking of any team that didn't make
the NCAA or NIT." said Inglese.
"Maybe if we had eked out a few more
games, we would be there."
The season started out the way BC
wanted it to, with wins. The Eagles
went to East Lansing, MI to compete
in the Chevrolet Classic. With an 8064 victory over Tennessee Tech and a
63-61 nail-biter win over Michigan
State. BC traveled home with the tournament title and a 2-0 record. But when
Duke came to town on November 22,
things changed.
The Eagles got off to a good start
against the Blue Devils, but midway
through the first half, juniorpoint guard
Brianne Stephersonre-injured her right
knee. She finished the rest of the game,
but the Eagles gave up a 17-2 run to the
Blue Devils, who went on to win 6749. That night, a doctor told Stepherson
that she had not re-aggravated herACL.
which she had injured last year, but
strained the pes ancerine in her knee.
In other words, she would miss the next
month of the season.
Without Stepherson, the Eagles
traveled to Worcester and beat Holy
Cross to get a key victory, improving
to 3-1. On December 3, BC went to the
Fleet Center to host the fifth-ranked
Purdue Boilermakers after a Celtics
game. A close game throughout, the
Eagles fell in the end, 73-61. That same
week, BC traveled to Knoxville, Tennessee, only to lose 72-57 to the second-ranked Lady Vols of Tennessee.
"We played in a bigger venue, and
that gave us the ability to play a top five
team in a big environment. That helped
when we went to Tennessee." Inglese
said about the game at the Fleet Center.
The Eagles non-conference schedule in December seemed lax. and BC

?

perience at the position. Kim [Mackie]
also was a big impact. She is our best
post player, and the most athletic big
kid. Thai's something we really
missed," Jnglese commented about the
injuries this year. Mackie did not play
this season, as she was recovering from
a torn ACL.
BC split its next two games, beating Buffalo and falling lo Fairfield. The
first game of 2001 gave the Eagles
hopes of a great second half. Freshman
Amber Jacobs, who took over the point
guard position, led the Eagles to a blowout victory against St. John's, 75-36.
BC had opened its Big East schedule
with a dominating win. and was 7-5
overall.
And then it fell apart. BC lost nine
of its next ten games. Three of the losses
were crushing defeats at home. Miami,
Virginia Tech. and Villanova all came
into Conte Forum and beat the Eagles.
The final two games of the stretch were
an 81 -65 loss to the top-ranked Irish of
Notre Dame and a 78-53 defeat at the
hands of the University of Connecticut.
BC was 8-14 overall and 2-9 in the Big
East.
However, Inglese saw something to
build on.
"Going into the UConn / Notre

iii'iuins i-n.r: Hioio

Becky Gottstein was BC's
leading scorer, averaging
15.9 points per game.
picked up victories against LaSalle and
Dartmouth. The Eagles were 5-3, and
Stepherson was returning to the roster
for the Kent State game. However, the
Golden Flashes extended their home
winning streak to 35 games by defeating the Eagles 72-68. The next Sunday,
BC fell out of the coaches' poll. Two
days later, Stepherson strained her patella tendon in practice. Inglese was
forced to announce she would miss the
rest of the season.
"| Brianne] certainly was a vital part
of the team. She had started two years
at point guard and had two years of ex-

Amber Jacobs started in each of the Eagles' 29 games this
season, averaging 11.6 points per game.
Dame week, we reassessed the whole
sehedule. After those games, we had
five left. We said, 'Lets go out and play.
Lets beat some of these teams.' I was
really pleased. The players could have
just sal back and said, 'Okay, we're not
going to the NCAA tournament.' But
they didn't do that."
Instructing her players and the media to think of the last five games as a
"mini-season," Inglese worked her
magic well. Over the last five games,
the Eagles went 5-0. During the stretch,
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BC went down to Blacksburg, VA and
gave Virginia Tech a taste of its own
medicine, beating he Hokies 65-59.
When Georgetown came to Conte on
February 21, freshman Janelle
McManus stole the show. McManus
scored a career-high 24 points, including some clutch three-pointers down the
stretch, to lead the Eagles to an 85-80
win. A thrilling overtime victory over
Pittsburgh and an 18-point win over
West Virginia gave BC a five game winning streak to close the regular season,
and give the Eagles the seventh seed in
the Big East tournament.
In the first round game against Miami, the 10th seed, Cournoyer decided
she did not want the season to end just
yet. Cournoyer led the Eagles to a 6249 victory with a season-high 24 points.
The win propelled BC into the
quarterfinals. However, the Eagles faced
second-seeded Connecticut, which was
ranked third in the nation and hosting
the tournament.

"The big thing was the
experience we lacked.
We were in every single
game this year except
for the last game
against UConn and I
think that gave the kids
experience."
Cathy Inglese
?

Unfortunately for the Eagles, the
basketball gods felt no pity for the underdog. UConn rolled over BC 96-53,
on a day where nothing went right for
the women from Chestnut Hill.
"Against Miami we played well, but
UConn was a disappointment. We were
really disappointed about how we performed. I was pleased we got to the second round, but we had a tough seeding," said Inglese.
The Eagles were led by the solid
play of junior Becky Gottstein all year,
save the five games she missed due to a
broken hand. Gottstein averaged 16.4
points per game and 8.5 rebounds per
game. She also moved into third place
in Big East career scoring and second
in Big East career rebounding this season. Gottstein was twice named CoPlayer of the Year in the Big East and
also was named to the second team AllBig East.
The two seniors, Cournoyer and
O'Bunion, led the team in two very different ways. Cournoyer guided the team
on the court, using her size to work
underneath the basket. O'Banion, who
scored a career-high 11 points against
Holy Cross this season, led from the
bench, as she missed most of the second half of the season with an ankle
sprain and a bony edema of the ankle.
She,dressed for the first time in thirteen games against Pitt on Senior Day
on February 24.
"Danielle helped with the leadership and Jamie, her experience at the
front was important," Inglese said of the
seniors.
"The big thing was the experience
we lacked," Inglese said when asked
about the season as a whole. "We were
in every single game this year except
for the last game against UConn and I
think that gave the kids experience. I'm
hoping that has more impact next season."
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Hockey Gets Top Seed in East
By

Dave LaMattina

associate

HEIGHTS PHOTO /JEFF BRIEN

Boston College captains Mike Lephart, Brian Gionta (center) and Bobby Allen
celebrate their third Hockey East Tournament title in their four years at BC.

Eagles Reach Third
Goal, NCAAs Await
Continued
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victory was the total team effort that has
defined this team all season long. From

offense to defense, freshman to senior,
and first line to fourth, every player can
say that he contributed to the Eagles'
success not only over the weekend, but
all season long as well. Saturday night's
star was freshman Tony Voce who
scored two goals, including the gamewinner. Also scoring for the Eagles
were Captain Brian Gionta and Alternate Captain Mike Lephart, whose
shorthanded, wrap-around goal, in the
first, tied the score at one and swung
the momentum the Eagles' way.
"[Ales Dolinar] did a great job of
chipping the puck to me," Lephart said
of his 14th goal of the season. "I noticed that [Providence goalie Nolan]
Schaefer had slid way out of position
so I just tried to wrap around as quickly
as I could."
Voce and sophomtfre Krys Kolanos
completed BC's storing in the first period, and Voce's power play goal in the
second extended the Eagles' lead to 41 as they appeared to have the game in
hand.The Friars, however,battled back,
scoring the next two goals to cut the
lead to 4-3 after two periods. The Eagles
went to the locker room having lost the
momentum they had worked so hard to
gain.
"After the second period, we were
back on our heels a little bit," Head
Coach Jerry York noted after the game.
"We asked our players just to follow
Gionta out the door and watch how hard
he played and that would be their inspiration and the fire they needed in the
third."
The Eagles' captain carried the
team on his shoulders in the third, playing what York called, "As good a third

period as he has had in his career." With
the game still in doubt, freshman Ben
Eaves fed Gionta who was waiting in
front of the net. Gionta lined up the shot
and pushed it high over Schaefer for his
fourth goal of the tournament and 33rd
of the season.
After the game, Gionta gave all the
credit to his linemates for his goal.
"[Jeff] Giuliano was working real hard
in the corner and chipped it low behind
the net to Ben [Eaves], Ben, like he has
all year, making great passes and seeing the ice unbelievably, found a way
to get it through the defense to me out
front," Gionta said.

"We have three of the
four championships we
want. But there is still
once more out there. If
we work hard enough,
we can get that."
Brian Gionta
?

As the clock wound down in the
third, it became evident that the Friars
were simply too tired and too overmatched to mount any sort of late threat.
When the horn sounded, the Eagles'
players jumped off the bench onto the
ice and swarmed goalie Scott
Clemmensen at the net. Clad in hats that
read "2001 Hockey East Champions,"
they waited patiently to get their hands
on the coveted trophy. Kobasew was
presented with the MVP honors and
joinedVoce, Clemmensen and Alternate
Captain Bobby Allen on the All-Tournament Team.
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It wasn't a surprise. It probably
wasn't even a relief. At this point, it was
something of a certainty.
For the fourth time in as many
years, the Boston College men's hockey
team watched as they were picked to
play in the NCAA tournament. They
received the top-seed in the Eastern
Region, a selection that means BC will
only travel to Worcester for their first
match. Coach Jerry York and his Eagles
may be used to it by now, but picking
one of the tournament's 12 seeds is still
something to look forward to.
"We're always excited this time of
year. It's March and there are playoffs
and we're competing for national championships," York said.
The seeding really didn't raise any
eyebrows. The Eagles have turnedin an
outstanding regular season. With their
latest victim being the Providence Friars in the Hockey East Championship,
BC has claimed every title that the season has had to offer
so far.
"We're looking for one more championship that we can get this year.
That's the national championship and
we're three games away," said senior
captain Brian Gionta.
But the three games that are left to
play are sure to be the toughest, most
grueling matches that Gionta and teammates will have faced in their careers.
The Eagles' top seed means that they
have a bye in the first round. Along with
BC, Michigan State, St. Cloud State and

place on Friday in Worcester's Centrum

Centre.
The prospect of playing another
Hockey East team so early in the tournament surprised York.
"We thought with three Hockey
East schools that there would be enough
brackets to keep us away from each
other, but they've gotta move people
around at different seeds," York said.
"You start moving people, all of a sudden the top seeds not rewarded because
they're playing a higher seed."

Regardless of who they play,
Gionta knows how tough it will be to
come away with victory in any round
of the tournament.
"Any team you see in March or
April is going to be an outstanding
team," he said.
Of all the factors that play into the
Eagles' favor, experience is certainly
foremost.

Continued
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Providence in the midst of a pivotal,

Winning 27 out of its 32 contests
this season, the often overmatched, undersized basketball team has authored
one of the NCAA's sweetest Cinderella
stories. But, with the Beanpot Championship, Hockey East regular season
title and Hockey East Tournament
championship all in hand, the hockey
team shown that there is more than one
small team with a big heart to be found
on campus.
Led by 5'6" senior captain Brian
Gionta, the hockey team amounted a
Hockey East-leading mark of 30-8-2
over the season, earning a number two
ranking in both major national polls.
Last weekend's win in the Hockey East
Tournament granted the team an automatic bid to the upcoming NCAA tournament and helped the team to its first
round bye.
In the Hockey East Tournament,
three goals by freshman Chuck
Kobasew and senior goaltender Scott
Clemmensen's 28 saves led the Eagles
to a win over UMass-Lowell in the
semi-final round. The victory earned the
team a berth in the championship game
where it would face the Friars ofProvidence College.
The meeting proved to be the fourth
of the season between the two teams.
Having defeated the Friars in two out
of the three previous contests, BC
looked to avenge a 5-3 loss suffered to

university

op

late-season stretch.
This time, freshman Tony Voce contributed with two scoring tallies, setting
the tone for the rest of the game. Midway through the third period, Gionta
added his 33rd goal of the year to up
the score to 5-3, in the Eagles' favor,
where it would remain throughout the
close of the contest.
Four Eagles were rewarded for
their efforts in the tournament, earning
nods on the All-Tournament team. Senior defenseman Bobby Allen,
goaltender Scott Clemmensen,
Kobasew and Voce joined BU's Mike
Pandolfo and Providence's Regan
Kelly to round out the team. Additionally, Kobasew, the previously-named
Hockey East Rookie of the Year, was
selected as the tournament's MostValuable Player.
The success of the Eagles in the
Hockey East tournament parallels that
met by the basketball team in its conference tournament. Having finished
the regular season with the Big East's
best mark, the Eagles also went on to
win the Big East Tournament, earning
them an automatic bid to the NCAA
tournament. Second team All-American Troy Bell was named tournament
MVP, while a pair of Eagles, Jon
Beerbohm and Xavier Singletary re-

ceived nominations to theAll-Tournament team.
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A day after its win in the Hockey
East Tournament, the NCAA selection
committee announced the Eagles as the
East division's top seed heading into
the NCAA tournament. Accordingly.
BC will receive a first round bye and
will meet the winner of a game featuring the Maine Black Bears and the
Minnesota Golden Gophers.
Although the enchantment of this
basketball season ended earlier than
many would have hoped, all is not lost.
Yes, citing a successful recruiting class
and a good returning core, the future
looks promising for the basketballprogram, but judging by the hockey team's
unparalleled depth and commitment,
the coming weeks should prove hugely
rewarding.
So, as any Boston College basketball fan will tell you, just wait till next
year, for itboasts endless possibilities.
But, in the meantime, listen to thisBoston College sports fan and just wait till
next week, when the next NCAA Tournament is just getting started.
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The first team in the history of the
Big East conference to ascend theranks
of the Big East standings, from last to
first, in a single season, BC not only
drew the attention of campus sports
enthusiasts, but the national media as
well. Rising as high as seventh on the
ESPN/Coaches Poll, the team boasted
a third seed heading into the NCAA
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"We felt pretty good about our last
three teams. They were good solid
hockey teams. This particular year is
different in the fact that we're deeper,"
York said. "Our fifth and sixth
defenseman can play on a more regular
basis than the last three years. I think
we've been a little more consistent this
year."
"Anytime you play in big games in
front of big crowds the atmosphere that
a national championship or a Frozen
Four game brings gets you ready,"
Gionta said. "A lot of the guys have
experience: we know what it's like to
win, but we also know what's it's like
to lose so we know what's it's gonna
take to get back there again and hopefully win it.".
As opposed to the last two years,
BC faces off in a first round that is much
closer to home. Playingin Worcester is
not something that York takes lightly.
"It's a lot less arduous to travel. Our
fanbase is closer than in Grand Rapids,
MI. We'll have a terrific turnout in
Worcester," he said.
For the seniors, this is the last shot.
They've had their chances, but now it's
time to play for the championship that's
eluded them for four years.
"If you get there and have teams
that can get to the Frozen Four on a
continual basis, you're gonna win one.
If you don't get to theFrozen Four, you
don't have any chances," York said.
"We've given ourselves a chance the
last three years, this will be our fourth
year and we feel pretty good about our
chances."

FOCUS SHIFTS SOLELY TO HOCKEY

1 II
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North Dakota will all be sitting out the
first round while the lower eight seeds
fight it out. BC takes on the winner of
the Minnesota-Maine game to take

?

"It's such a great feeling to be in
this position as a freshman," Kobasew
said. "We played as a team so well. Everyone had a part in this."
Kobasew's remarks epitomize the
unselfishness that is this year's BC
team. With so many stars on both sides
of the puck, it would be easy for' the
players to spend more time basking in
their own glory than in that of the team.
Not these Eagles, however. They have
taken on the team-oriented attitude of
their coach and translated that into one
of the most successful seasons in BC
history. It is impossible to talk to a
player after a game and not get an earful on one of his teammate's performances. Scott Clemmensen, BC's version of Mr. October, is no exception.
Having amassed a 27-1-1 record in
March over his four-year career on the
Heights, his outstanding goaltending at
tournament time has been a huge part
of the Eagles' success. Clemmensen,
however, sees it differently. "I am not
the only one who is 27-1-1, it's the entire senior class put together," he said.
Put that experience and unselfishness together with the top freshman
class in the country, and you have a
team that seems destined for even
greater things, namely a national title.
"We have three of the four pieces
of the puzzle, three of the four championships we want this year," Gionta said,
"But there is still once more out there.
Hopefully, if we work hard enough, we
can get that."
The Eagles first NCAA Tournament game will be Saturday at 8:30 p.m.
at the Worcester Centrum. They will
play the winner of the 4-5 game between Minnesota and Maine for the
right to advance to the Frozen Four in
Albany, NY on April 5 and 7.
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TENNIS: A FUN AND PRODUCTIVE SPRING BREAK

SOFTBALL TAKES SIX WINS IN CALIFORNIA
By

of the day, BC took on San Diego Slate
again. The Eagles scored two runs early,
but the Aztecs scored once in the third
inning and again in the seventh to force
extra innings. Both the eighth and ninth
innings went by without either team
scoring a run. BC scored a run in the
top of the tenth, but the Aztecs countered with two in the bottom of the tenth
to grab a 4-3 victory.
Six days later the Eagles competed
in the Torreo Invitational, hosted by the

John Muething
heights

staff

After a successful West Coast trip,
the Boston College women's softball
team was unable to play.this weekend
due to the poor condition ofShea Field.
This weekend would have been the
Eagles' first contest since returning
home from a 6-3 road trip. The Eagles
started their West Coast swing on
March 2 with a match-up against
Furman. The Eagles jumped ahead of
Furman early, taking a 3-0 lead in the
first inning. They would add one more
ran in the second and two more in the
fifth. Sophomore pitcher Kimberly
Ryan took a no-hitter into the sixth, and
held on to give BC a 6-3 victory. In a
second game later that day, the Eagles
dropped a 5-2 decision to the host of
the tournament, San Diego State.
The next day, BC played Furman
again with a much similar outcome as
the day before. In this meeting, the
Eagles won 4-0. In their second game

OVE

CALIGORNIAL

BC 6, Furmafl

3

BC 2, Portland St. 1

BC 4, Furtnan 0

BC 2, BYU 0

BC 14, San Diego 0 BC 5, Tulsa 0
University of San Diego. In their first
game they squared off against Portland
State. Offensively, Jennifer Asbury,
who went 2-3 with a RBI, led the
Eagles. Ryan once again guided the
Eagle defense, pitching a complete
game and giving up only one run on

three hits to lift the Eagles to a 2-1 win.
In BC's second game of the day,
freshman Tekae Melandris pitched a
shutout and Alison Erbig had three hits
in the Eagles' 2-0 victory. On the
tournament's second day, the Eagles
suffered a 4-2 setback in the first game
of the day against Northern lowa, but
exploded in the second game to come
away with a 14-0 victory over host San
Diego. Erbig and Jaclyn Goodchild
combined for six hits and six runs
scored while Ryan and Melandris combined for the shutout in the Eagles'
thrashing of the host team. Nine different Eagles came up with hits in the San
Diego game.
The Eagles finished the tournament
on a strong note, shutting out Tulsa and
scoring five runs of their own. BC
jumped ahead early with a run in the
first and rode the arms of Erin Mackie
and Ryan to the 5-0 victory. After the
tournament, the Eagles' record stands
at 11-9. The team hosts Harvard today
at 2:30 p.m.

CASEWORKER!!

By

Tim Arth
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staff

While some students enjoyed tropical locales and others went on service
trips to work, the athletes on the Boston College tennis teams were able to
enjoy the best of both worlds. The
men's tennis team traveled to Hawaii
and California to participate in tennis
matches while the women's tennis team
traveled to Californiafor their own tournament in the sun.
The men's tennis team's stay in
Hawaii was very enjoyable as they
played several of the toughest teams in
the country. In Hawaii, they faced the
University of Hawaii, which shut them
out 7-0. BC rebounded to defeat
Chaminade 8-1. BYU of Hawaii and
Hawaii Pacific both closed down the
Eagles with scores of 9-0 and 7-0. The
team closed out the week as they traveled to San Diego to take on the University of California at San Diego. The
Eagles won this match 3-2 as they
ended the Spring Break trip with a 2-3
record. Members of the tennis team felt
that they had a great time on the trip to
Hawaii, but they also thought it was a
great experience.
"It was the best spring break tennis
trip that I've had in four years. The team
got to bond, and that was the best part
of the trip. It was definitely a learning

THE CHOICE PROGRAMS

Providing Opportunities to learn While Serving

experience, playing the better teams in
the country," said senior co-captain Jason Cowett.
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Freshman Paul Colahan echoed
Cowett's sentiments.
"We bonded as a team, and had lots
of fun. Towards the end of the week,
we became very focused on the rest of
our season," Colahan said.
Head Coach Rob Miller was also
happy about the spring break trip.
"We have a very great team chemistry, and the trip made it more prominent," Miller said.
Miller also cited the excellent play
of freshman Brad Anderson. Anderson
had come back to play in the last match
of the week against UCSD after three
weeks off to treat his appendicitis. He
came back strong to win two matches
against UCSD. After Anderson and the
rest of the team's showing, Miller is
excited for the rest of the season.
"We ended the trip with a great
win," Miller said. "We are motivated to
begin the last stretch of the season,
which is the most important time of the

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ HADUiY WRIGH'I

Spring break got the tennis team outdoors in the California sun.
season."
The women's tennis team also had
an enjoyable week in California. They
participated in the University of San
Diego Invitationaland placed fourth out
of eight teams. In the first round, the
Eagles defeated the University of Portland 4-3. They then went on to lose to
Texas A&M 5-1 and the University of
San Diego 5-2. Coach Nigel Bentley
was pleased with his team's effort during the tournament. He cited strong play
from Kiren Fernando, Ruta Veitas, and
Cynthia Tow.
"I have been very pleased with the
play of Ruta. She has been a very pleasant surprise at third singles, as she has
been making significant contributions
all season," Bentley said.
Tow went undefeated in singles
play during the tournament, and
Fernando, Veitas, along with Jessica
Engel, Allison Ashley and Emily
Hellburg helped pitch in to secure the
win for the Eagles over the University
of Portland. Bentley was concerned
with the health of several of his players. Veitas is playing through a severe
wrist injury, and freshman Allison
Ashley is suffering from a severe case

of shin splints. Benlley expects both
players to be ready for the last part of
the season.
"The week went very well. We were
very close with the University of San
Diego and Texas A&M, who are [two
of the] top 30 teams in the country. We
played very well as a team." said Cocaptain Cynthia Tow.
"We were able to spend lime together, and we became closer as a
team," Ashley said.
The women's team returned to action on the East Coast on Saturday
when an inspired effort helped the team
overcome injuries and pick up an impressive victory over Brown. The day's
turning point came when the doubles
team of Hellburg and Brooke
Moldenhauer stormed back from a defi
cit to win their match, 8-6.
"We played shorlhanded," Bcntley
said. "It was a good win without two of
our top four players who were out due
-

to injury."

The Eagles' hopeto remain healthy
as they head into the late season
matches. The women return home next
Sunday for a conference face-off with
Seton Hall.
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FRESHMEN AID WOMEN'S LACROSSE IN FIRST-EVER BIG EAST CAMPAIGN
By

records among oilier conference players.
Ryan was a regional All-American
selection last season. As second year
caplain. she looks 10 lead (he team in
improving its record. "It's not just about
wins and losses, hut improving as a

Allie Weiskopf

heights

editor

This year's women's lacrosse team
is unveiling two new weapons: a new
coach and a new attitude. "Our slogan
is 'WIN,' which stands for work, intensity and new outlook," Head Coach
Shari Krasnoo said.
Krasnoo joins the Eagles alter
coaching Monmouth in West Long
Branch, NJ for six years. Last year.
Krasnoo led the Hawks to a school
record 13-4 seasonal mark and an appearance in the Northeast Conference
championship game.
In addition to Krasnoo's arrival, this
season marks the first time the Big East
Conference will sponsor women's la-

learn,'" she said. "We are all gelling used
lo the new coach who has done an unbelievable jobcoming into the program,

not knowing the system, and taking the
players and turning them into a team."
Miller, the 2000 NCAA Division I
leader in assists per game and a preseason All-America honorable mention,
averaged 2.47 assists per effort last season with 41 assists and 31 goals. In
addition, Miller has been selected as a
Street and Smith preseason All-American honorable mention.
"Lauren was the leading assister in
the nation last year as a sophomore,"
Krasnoo said. "There is a lot to be said
aboul that since she was a sophomore
on a team with our record. She really
maintains composure as an assisting

crosse.

"It is great for all the programs involved,"Krasnoo said. "I think the Big
East realized that a good number of its
lacrosse teams were nationally ranked,
like Georgetown and Syracuse. It means
that the conference winner has an automatic bid to the NCAA lacrosse championships and it will also help for recruiting."
Senior attacker Emily Ryan and
junior attacker Lauren Miller have been
selected to the 2001 Preseason All-Big
East team, honoring their national

player."
In addition lo the individual awards,
the Big East Coaches' Poll predicted the
Eagles to finish seventh, last in the conference.
"I'm not surprised that we got a seventh seed, but it's deceiving because the

conference is so strong," Krasnoo said.
"Maybe we'll pull our own worst to
first. It will take time; it won't happen
overnight."
Finishing last season with a 6-10
record, Krasnoo cites three team goals:
to always leave the field playing hard,
to play with intensity and to play every
moment, whether it be the first or the
last minute, with the same intensity.
"We are trying to keep things in perspective," Krasnoo said. "We are a
young team with five freshmen starters."
Freshman Rachel Zeller serves as
the team's only goalie, giving the team
14 saves against Notre Dame, Saturday.
"Rachel has improved a lot since September," Krasnoo said. "She comes
from a great high school program. I feel
very comfortable having her back
there."
In addition to Zeller, Krasnoo
places a lot of faith in her young players. "Kim Jacobs played a strong defensive game against Harvard, Tara
Morley has speed, Rachel Baush plays
attack well with Lauren [Miller], and
Maggie O'Neill was a field hockey
player and on the Big East Ail-Rookie
Team."
Co-captain defensive player senior
Kelly Boyle is aiso looking to the fresh-

men for leadership. "They are playing
really well and they are really handling
the pressure well," she said. "They are
adding a great element to our team."
In its first ever Big East game, Saturday, March 17. the Eagles fell to
Notre Dame 8-7. Following O'Neill's
two goals, Bausch scored three goals,
all within the final five minutes of the
game, but the team's efforts fell short.
"We had a little bit of a slow start,
but we really stuck it out until the end,"

Boyle said. "We played well, especially
in the second half. This game was better than our season opening against
Harvard because more people stepped
up. In the Harvard game, two people
scored all the goals and in the Notre
Dame game, more people contributed."
Several days earlier, the Eagles fell
to Harvard 14-11 despite Miller and
Ryan's five goals apiece. "I feel like we
outworked Harvard," Krasnoo said. "I
could tell that we were playing with a
new intensity and a new look. Even
though we lost, we never felt out of it. I
feel good with that mentality and I think
it will stay all season because things feel
different from September. We are mentally ready."
Earlier this month, the Eagles traveled to Duke to play in the South of the
Border tournament. "We went 4-6
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against teams we came close to or lost

Although the Eagles play Holy
Cross tomorrow afternoon, Boyle cites
the Big East conference games as be-
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The Eagles are enjoying their first year of Big East competition.
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ing the toughest competition. "We are
looking to win every Big East game, so
the upcoming games against Virginia
Tech and Georgetown are crucial."
The Eagles face the Hoyas and the
Hokies next Wednesday.

to in the past," Krasnoo said. "It showed
our work has been coming together."

Unlimited Nights, Unlimited Weekends. Talk for hours
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Rachel Bausch is one of a talented pool of freshmen that look to
make an impact on the team in its first season in the newlycreated Big East Women's Lacrosse Conference.
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Beyond Therapy is Just What the Doctor Ordered
Both of them retreat to the counseling of their respective therapists, whose
inability to deal with their own problems,

John Perich

heights

staff

Being alone is tragic. The inability
to find someone with whom to relate
frightens many peoplefrom time to time.

It is Christopher Durang's gift, though,
to take seemingly humorless ideas and
inject them with a vibrant, self-conscious
irony that entertains the audience. Similarly, it is the gift of Clay Howard. A&S
'01, to find the perfect ensemble cast to
translate that irony. The Dramatics Society production of "BeyondTherapy" provides a stage for both.
"Beyond Therapy" follows the attemptfjjf two unbalanced people, the
cynical perfectionist Prudence (Andrea
DeCataldo, A&S '02), and the bisexual
basket case Bruce (Matthew Sears, A&S
'04), to relate to one another. Meeting
through personal ads, each is unable to
get past the other's issues, and their first
date ends in comic misunderstanding.

much less their patients', adds to the hilarity. Prudence's therapist. Dr. Stuart
Frami ngham(Christopher Crocetti, A&S
'02), overcompensates for his masculine
insecurity through flashy dressing and the
seduction of his patients. Brace's counselor. Charlotte Wallace (Kelly
Fitzgerald, A&S '01), is guided entirely
by a lust for sugary foods and the advice
of her stuffed Snoopy doll. Without any
real help from their therapists, Bruce and
Prudence must resolve their individual
issues, as well as Bruce's relationship
with his male lover Bob (Kevane
Coleman. A&S '04), on their own.
As a heavily sarcastic comedy, the
plot of "Beyond Therapy" unfolds in
a rather obvious fashion. The play relies heavily on strong character interaction. Fortunately, Howard has assembled a solid cast of talented actors

Beyond Therapy
by Christopher Durang

with a strong ability to play off each
other's moods and attitudes. The

"Beyond Therapy"
Directed by
Clay Howard
March 15-17
Bonn Studio
dialogue itself, ranging from
Brace's guileless assertions to Dr.
Framingham's chauvinistic rants, is
absolutely hilarious. Even when some
of the scenes drag on for a bit, the giveand-take between the performers
keeps the audience hooked.
For the individual performances,
DeCataldo leads the cast, bringing out
a
Prudence's sympathetic side
woman on the verge of turning 30 still
and
looking for Prince Charming
her caustic, cynical wit. Crocetti gives
the seamy, absurd sexuality of Dr.
Framingham some genuine energy in
one of the most amusing performances. Sears and Coleman give excellent depth to their roles. They transcend the normal stereotypes of "alternative" lifestyles and still inspire
?

?

laughter. Fitzgerald gives a delightfully air-headed performance as a nontraditional counselor, with the kind of
comic genius that an audience has
come to expect from her. Even James
Gannon (a visiting Fulbright scholar
from Ireland), as the elusive waiter Andrew, shines in his brief moments on
stage, as the one character "in touch"
with his feelings (however blunt they

may be).
The only reservation one could
have about this entire performance lies in the "pop culture" motif that frames it.
The backdrop for the
play is decorated with
various scenes from pop
art
Roy Lichtenstein
paintings, beer and cigarette ads, glimpses of fast
food, as well as other
decor. Music by
Britney Spears, the
Spice Girls or
*NSYNC accompanies every scene

fessional counseling ? The shallowness of modern relationships? The
fleeting nature of self-confidence? :
Who knows? The one positive aspect of the pop-culture motif is to
remind the audience that, no matter how tragic failed relationships
might be, we must look at them in
an upbeat and comic light. Since
that is the ultimate message of "Beyond Therapy", forcing the audience
to listen to "Bye Bye Bye" cannot be
considered a total failure.

1

By

?

change.
This set choice only confuses the audierfte,f aJsi&lJ'ttte question,
what is the relationship between pop
culture and attempting to patch up relationships with professional therapy?
Is this about the popularization of pro-

BC's Dramatics Society conquered Christopher Durang's
"Beyond Therapy" last week.

Sharps, Bostonians Host Director John Herzfeld Proves 15
Annual Invitational
Minutes is Worth Every Second
By

Kate

Schrinsky

heights

staff

While many Boston College students stayed in their dorm rooms last
Thursday night

(o

v- itch the

!"kis

ketball team play in the NCAA playoffs, the Sharps and the Bostonians a
cappella groups were busy hosting their
own invitational tournament of sorts.
With the audience nearly filling Devlin
008 despite the basketball tournament,
the Sharps and Bostonians, along with
three visiting singing groups from University of Texas, University of Illinois
and New York University, gave memorable performances at their annual invitational.
The Sharps, the only all-female a
cappella group on campus, began the
show with a select number of songs,
including their smooth and enchanting
version of Dido's "Thank You." Wearing standard black pants and colorful
tops, the women opened the showbeautifully.
New York University's all-male
group, Mass Transit, followed the
Sharps with a more physical performance, including a rendition of "It's

Gonna Be Me" by *NSYNC, complete
with cheesy boy-band dance moves and
an enthusiasm that spread throughout
the crowd. The Mass Transit men also
performed a theatrical recital of the

By

heights

p.-pular soiv; "T;i! ,\u25a0 On Me." Of
course, the men wanted to close their
section of the show with a spectacular
finish, and certainly did just that with
an
out-of-the-ordinary (to say the
least) performance of the Madonna's
"Vogue," complete with the same
moves the Queen of Pop used in her

HEIGHTS PHOTOS JOHNKENNEDY
/

The Sharps peformed last week to a full Devlin 008 crowd.

staff

15 MINUTES: A John Herzfeld-directed picture about a prestigious police detective »7,v> '. a»is up with a fire
department investigator to solve a murder. Staring Robert DeNiro, Edward
Bums, Karel Roden, Oleg Taktarov and
Kelsey Grammer.

'S!)s

music video.
No Strings Attached, the co-ed
group from the University of Illinois,
followed NYU. Trying to match the
over-the-top dancing and movement
that MassTransit provided was a difficult task, and one that the group did not
do successfully. Their most well done
songs were Ben Harper's "Steal My
Kisses" and the Dave Matthews Band's
"Tripping Billies," but their soloists
could not compete with those of either
NYU or BC. The audience found itself
struggling to push through to the end
of their set so as to hear the next two
groups perform.
In jacket and tie, and black skirts

Elizabeth Kannenberg

Imagine this: You are a former acThree college a cappella
groups traveled to BC to
perform with the Sharps and
the Bostonians.
and dresses, the Bostonians took the
floor of Devlin, with a loud cheer from
the audience. They began with a funny
and cheery version of Ace of Base's
"The Sign" and gathered the audience
back in with their harmonies and use
of their voices as instrumentals. Their
adaptation of Guster's "Center of Attention" had an uncanny similarity to
the actual band's sound.
With the Bostonians leaving the
floor, the University of Texas' group,
Ransom Notes, came on and, by the
end of their first song, "Killing Me
Softly," by the Fugees, the audience
could see the group dynamic and lively
interactions between the singers. Ransom Notes were extremely well received by the audience, and they finished their routine with a quirky "She
Don't Use Jelly" by the Flaming Lips,
and a powerful and animated performance of Dave Matthews' summery

"Stay."
Overall, the invitational put smiles
on the faces of the spectators and the a
cappella groups alike. Regardless of
the occasional slip in tone or hoarse
voice, the performance proved to be
an enjoyable one for everyone involved.

tor looking to establish yourself as a director and producer with a solid script
you've written yourself. The script is a

witty, dark and explosive story of
America's obsessive love affair with its
own media creations and the constant
quest of the individual for fame and
notoriety at any cost. Several stars have
shown interest in working on the movie
and yet no production company will
pick up the project for 11 years.
This was the plight of 15 Minutes
writer, producer and director John
Herzfeld. Herzfeld wrote the script of
15 Minutes in 1989 and hawked it
around Hollywood, trying to find a studio to fund the film. In 2000, New Line
Cinemas finally picked up the project.
According to Herzfeld, the timing
couldn't have been better. "The script
became more relevant. As all this reality stuff came in, as the OJ trial came in

the script just took
on another level, and
that's why it took so
...

long," he said.
In this age of television networks' exploitation of people in
the quest for higher ratings and of the American public eating it up,
the 15 Minutes story is
quite relevant. As
Herzfeld noted in an
interview with The
Heights, "Once, the
American
Dream
meant you came to

America and, through
persistence and hard

work, you succeeded,
but now this is a culture
where no one is responsible for what they do
and some people want
recognition for nothing
... People are willing to
do anything so long as
they do something
that puts them in the
Although it, took him a while, John Herzfeld
spotlight." As Kelsey
was finally able to get his masterpiece on the
Grammer's character
silver screen.
Robert Hawkins, host
of a New York City tabloid news show, role of New York City police detective
puts it, "Ifit bleeds, it leads."
Flemming.
In an age where violence and tragThe clarity of the message and
the creative, volatile way in which edy in programming often result in
he presents it in 15 Minutes drew money and power for media outlets,
Flemming has learned to play to his austar power to the project that would
normally be unheard offor a young dience of the general public and extend
director like John Herzfeld. his 15 minutes of fame as a tough lawHerzfeld explained that when New man. Equally as steely in his work is
Line Cinemas asked him for his Flemming's counterpart Jordy Warsaw
first choice for the lead role of (Edward Burns), an arson investigator
Eddie Flemming, "1 said 'Robert with the New York City Fire DepartDeNiro,' and they said 'Who's your ment. The difference between these two
second choice?" But DeNiro, who men is not ability, intelligence or intuFlemming indulges
Robert DeNiro plays Eddie
is a fan of Herzfeld's films 2 Days ition but morals
in
his
while Warsaw is
celebrity
the
and
Don
status
Valley
King:
Only
in
Flemming, a detective investigatmedia's glare.
humble
and
avoids
the
America,
in
was
inspired
enough
unsolved
murder.
ing an
MINUTES,
C3
by the 15 Minutes script to take the
See 15
?

I Love You Satires the Trials and Tribulations of Love
Kristen Eco

for the

heights

Old couples, younger couples, first
dates, final dates, single men and single
women convene nightly at the recently
renovated Stuart Street Playhouse for
an evening of laughs, revelation and
song. The musical revue "I Love You,
You're Perfect, Now Change" presents
a terrifically funny and often self-effacing account of the trials and triumphs
wedded to the term "relationship." Taking spectators on a cursory ride across
the expanse of generations, the sketchcomedy explores the Who, What,
When, Where and What If's of courtship and couplehood. Suitably, the
Newark Star Ledger called it "Seinfeld
set to pop music."

The play opens with hooded figures chanting divine manifestations in
a scene entitled "Cantanta for a First
Date." In a helter-skelter sort of frenzy,

PLAYHOUSE

The performers discuss the
hardships of love.

the cast of four plays over 60 parts,
changing costumes and characters
about as often as the heart of one
so engulfed in love skips a beat. But
the sigh of a terminal bridesmaid
or the hang-ups of a neurotic couple
are quick to remind us that all is
never always well in the arena of
romance. Disappointment, disillusion and disaster are bound to wreak
havoc on people high on cupid's
venom, of which laughter is the choicest antidote.
In one hysterical episode, a prisoner wearing the penitentiary's orange
jumpsuit convinces an indecisive
couple at a singles group meeting to
tie the knot. In another scene, a tough
guy silting beside his girl at the movies fights back tears, thunderstruck at

how he let on-screen melodrama drive in "Shouldn't I Be Less in Love with
him Xo the point of uncontrollable sobYou?"
The half-shell of a blue glass house
bing. Other scenes include two pouting women be\u25a0 makes up the set,
I which itself is
moaning the "sina commentary on
gle-man drought,"
"I Love You, You're
the fragility of
a couple at the altar who realize
|
relationships.
Perfect, Now Change" spirited and up-A
forever is forever,
Playhouse | beat score helps
a dad behind the Stuart
I to maintain a
wheel negotiating
200
Street
traffic alongside
I strikingly hasty
his henpecking
Boston, MA
I pace, appropriate
I for a society afspouse and two
(800) 447-7400
flicted with a colwidowed seniors
li lective lack of
marveling the joys
' attention span.
of life at a funeral.
One noteworthy vignette involves a Holding the spectator's attention
man amazed at why he still loves his
in full alertness are skittish tunes
wife after so many years of marriage rendered by violinist Jennifer

I
I

Street

Stuart

I

By

Schiller and pianist Kim Douglas
Steiner.
In two of the many laudable numbers, the lyrics verge on the edge of
being dangerously sappy, but these
brief dips into sentimentalism fail to
take away from the work's achievements. The production portrays a range
of female concerns sensitively, and, for
that, writer Joe DiPietro is deserving
of applause. Actors Adam Hunter and
Chip Phillips, along with actresses
Mary lee Graffeo and Amy White, sing
commendably. Members of the
audience cannot help but privately
muse or gleefully nod in agreement, because by its candid mirth and relentless familiarity, "1 Love You, You're
Perfect, Now Change" enthralls and
entertains.
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MUSI C
Aerosmith, Still Playing at the Top Clapton, Brubeck Are Savvy Veterans
By

Paul Crocetti

asst. arts

&

review editor

Some might say (hat Aerosmith has
sold out. with their appearance at the
Super Bowl Halftime Show which featured such pop superstars as Britney
Spears and *NSYNC, and with their recent huge pop hit "I Don't Want to Miss
a Thing." However, with their new album, Just Push Play, Aerosmith sets the
record straight for anyone who was wondering, offering a blistering 50 minutes
of tough rock 'n' roll. Most of the time,
Just Push Play is a hard-hitting record,
with Joe Perry's masterful guitar work
matching nicely with Steven Tyler's rugged vocals. Only when Aerosmith slows
it down (which they do a couple times)
do they lose momentum on this release.
Just Push Play is
Aerosmith's best effort since 1989's
Pump. One main reason is that they have
shed much of the pop
sound that has dominated their rec-ords of H^Hrai^fftwfiT'
late. Nine Lives
(1997) and Get a Grip
(1993) weren't bad, but JustPush Play
brings back memories of older, classic
Aerosmith.
"Beyond Beautiful" begins the album at a furious pace. It's the best song
of the 12, as Perry blasts the listener with

***l/2
Eric Clapton

his intense guitar, and Tyler
shows off his vocal range
with his high, shrill cries.
Aerosmith brings the listener in with this loud song
and doesn't let up too much
with the rest of the record.
The title track follows
with just as much intensity.
Perry shows his skills for
laying down great guitar
sounds with the song's
opening notes. Then
Tyler's vocals take over,
with his lyrics humorously
taking aim at censorship:
"Just push play/ F ? A/
Just push play/ They're
gonna bleep it anyway."
The first single, "Jaded," slows it
a

down

bit,

Reptile
(Reprise)

the harder, upbeat stuff. "Fly Away
From Here" and "LuvLies" are pretty
good songs, but they seem out of place
on this album. "Outta Your Head"
brings the faster sound back and is
reminiscent of "Walk this Way." Who
knows what Tyler is rapping about
("Bricka bracka fiya kraka/ sis boombah"), but he sounds good and the song
rocks.
Just Push Play is not the most original work of late, but it does have a good,
enjoyable rock sound, which is what classic Aerosmith has always been about.
This album deserves to be cranked up
loud, because easy listening will not do
it iustice.

but

Tyler's emotional
words make up for it.
He has been free of
alcohol and drugs
since the mid-'Bos,
and in this song,
speaks of a love
who's into both:
"You're

thinking so

complicated/ I've had it all up to here/
But it's so overrated."
Aerosmith slows it down a lot more
on a few other songs, which is disappointing because, with the exception of
"Dream On," their best music has been

It has been over 35 years since the
words "CLAPTON IS GOD -' were
written on the brick buildings of London. For Eric Clapton, this divine coronation must be remembered with a
sense of irony after so many years. In
addition to being rock and roll's most
consistent and celebrated guitar player,
depression, heroin addiction, alcoholism, a failed marriage and the tragic
death of a four-year-old son have all
found their way into Clapton's life.
Perhaps this is why audiences still
stand in awe of him each time he steps
onto the stage to perform, now at
nearly 55 years ofage. True to his days
as a young zealot pit against the emerging British pop scene during his last
days with The Yardbirds, Clapton is
still playing the
blues. With his
new album Reptile, he continues
to do what has
given him life after so many
hardships: play

the blues with all his heart and soul.
Throughout his career, Clapton has
produced an array of sounds by using
the blues as a springboard. Today, he

has left behind the psychedelic sound
that he gave Cream and his heavily produced pop sound of the' 80s. While still
unafraid to experiment, he has now created an album with energy and feeling
that remains true to the simple motifs
of his beloved blues, all the while incorporating the elements of soul, funk,
gospel and pop. Clapton shines with the
hopeful and soulful blues numbers
"Believe In Life" and "Modern Girl"
in which Clapton's words are truly telling of a life full ofmany experiences.
In addition to his more grass roots approach, Clapton reminds his listeners
that he can still play with vigor on the
straightout rocker "Superman Inside,"
in which he lets his Fender Stratocaster
cry and sing with sharpness and precision.
With Reptile, Clapton is not breaking any new ground or revolutionizing
the way that the guitar is played. By
his own admission, he is not interested
in taking on the role of a musical virtuoso. Today, Clapton is playing for
pure, human expression. While his supposed divinity is a rather romantic concept, due to the exceptionally human
tendencies demonstrated in Reptile, it
is unlikely that Clapton is a god. Nevertheless, with a guitar in his hands,
Clapton may be less than a god, but far
more than a man.
?
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Dave Brubeck
Double Live from the USA

&

UK

(Telarc)

When jazz piano icon Dave
Brubeck played at Harvard's Sanders
Theatre a few weeks ago, it was a fantastic show. The experience of listening to Brubeck's new Double Live From
the USA & UK nearly lives up to that of
seeing him in person. This two-disc set,
which is a collection of his finest
live cuts from the
last decade, shows
that the now 80year-old legend
still has the chops
to put on engaging and inventive performances.

See BRUBECK, C4
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MOVIES
Herzfeld has his 15Minutes of Fame Mexican Misuses Star Power
from

CI

The difference of opinion leads to
several comical and sarcastic exchanges
between the two detectives, but they must
put aside their personal beliefs to address
a larger issue: Two Eastern European
immigrants are engaged in a whirlwind
killing spree aimed at America's inability to turn off its television sets.
Emil Slovakand Oleg Razgul have
seen the American people devour stories of murder and gore and even embrace the perpetrators. The immigrants
plan to videotape their exploits and sell
them to the highest media bidder, then
plead insanity at a criminal trial and be
set free to profit from selling their story
to the film industry.
Flemming and Warsaw trail the killers through a witness to one of the murders as the city and the nation watch

the ordeal with rapt attention. The plot
twists are extreme and the action is on

Karel Roden plays Emil
par with any DeNiro film, culminating
with the murderers' debut on the

Jumbotron in Times Square. It is a sad
yet obvious commentary on our
culture's morbid fascination with the
misfortune of others.
Herzfeld has scored a masterful victory over the elusive monster of self-

analysis with 75 Minutes. Coupled with
DeNiro's best action performance in
years and the emergence of Burns as a
captivating and believable action lead,
the film proves itself not only as a fastpaced, raucous crime drama but also as
a satirical and intelligent portrayal of
the consequences of America's constant
mission to quench our curiosity.
Herzfeld has succeeded in tackling the
question he set out to address in 15
Minutes: "Is the media fulfilling the
public's appetite for violent stories, or
are they encouraging it?"
Rating: A-

Enemy at the Gates Inflicts Suffering
James Gallagher
senior staff

ENEMY AT THE GATES: Jude Law
plays a Russian sniper who has inflicted
so much damage on his enemies that
the Nazis send Ed Harris, their topnotch sniper, to kill him. Starring Jude
Law, Rachel Weisz, Ed Harris and Joseph Fiennes. Now playing at GC
Fenway 13.
Vassili Zaitsev, a Russian World
War II hero, could have become a Hollywood hero too, but that just didn't
happen. Enemy at the Gates, directed
by Jean-Jacques Annaud, is set in the
Battle of Stalingrad during World War
II and is based upon the true story of

attention of Danilov (Joseph Fiennes),
a Soviet political officer, who turns
Vassili into a national hero in order to
bolster the lagging hopes of the struggling Soviet army.
All of the propaganda regarding
Vassili quickly falls into the hands of the
Germans, which, in combination with
their continual loss of officers, sets off
the German desire to silence Vassili's
rifle. Ed Harris enters as Major Koenig,
Germany's most accurate and deadly
sniper, who is sent to kill Vassili, setting
the scene for the game of cat and mouse
between the two infamous snipers.
This is more than enough for a substantial plot, however, an extra twist is
added. The beautiful Rachel Weisz plays
Tania, a Soviet supporter ready to fight
for the Red Army
and aid Vassili in
his troubles. Tania's
beauty also draws
the attention of
Danilov, resulting in
a love triangle that
could prove detrimental to all three.
Enemy has the
foundation for an
amazing plot, with
its lew twists ci espionage and treachery, and could have
developed into a really great film, but
ended up as nothing

Ed Harris plays Major Koenig, a German
sniper sent to kill Vassili Zaitsev.
Vassili Zaitsev (Jude Law). Vassili was
a shepherd boy whose grandfather
taught him to shoot at a very young age.
His immense skill with a rifle draws the

more than mediocre. Vassili and Koenig
are not given enough chances to really
duke it out as too much emphasis is
placed on the interrelationshipsamong

Danilov, Tania and Vassili.
The whole love triangle, and character of Tania, for that matter, could
have, and probably should have, been
left out entirely. The relationship is stale
and uninteresting. Tania brings nothing
to the story but an annoying drag on the
other characters. The relationship is so
predictable that no bookie in Las Vegas would ever give odds on it for fear
of losing all of their money.
The battle scenes are scarce and
could easily have been stolen from Saving Private Ryan (though Enemy's are
much less intense). They are hard to follow and are never given a chance to attract the audience's attention. In fact,
there is so little action outside the love
triangle and Vassili's and Koenig's duel
that it is easy to forget a war is even
going on.
Law gives a rather uninspiring performance as Vassili. He never seems to
be a calculating sniper, but comes
across as an ignorant fool who can shoot
a gun well, but doesn't really understand why he's shooting it. Harris,
contrastingly, does play a very stoic and
manipulative sniper well, though his
character is given only a meager attempt
to develop. Fiennes adds a decent performance as the tearful Danilov, but like
Law, is not very exciting.
All in all, Enemy is a ruined chance
at a great story. Too little is given to the
duel of the snipers and too much is
given to a pathetically boring love triangle. Enemy at the Gates misses the
mark and is truly an enemy to audiences
everywhere.
Rating: C

life, Samantha (Julia Roberts, Erin
Brokovicli), who wants Jerry to end his
ties with the Mafia and get hitched.
Jerry whole-heartedly wants to run
away with his love and live the American dream, but his Mafia bosses give
him a second choice. Either Jerry goes
to Mexico to bring back a legendary
pistol called the Mexican or he sleeps

Brian Denitzio

man going only by the name Leroy

Gandolfini, The Sopranos) kidnaps Samantha. It just so happens that
THE MEXICAN: Gore Verbinski's latLeroy is a hit man with a heart, and he
estflick premises on a gangster (Brad.
and Samantha spend their time together
Pitt) trying to bring a famed gun called
discussing life and love.
the Mexican back across the borderfor
The story eventually winds its way
his Mafia bosses. A hit man kidnaps his
to a very cute ending that is a long time
girlfriend, played by Julia Roberts, and
coming. By the end, moviegoers may
things escalate. Starring Pitt,
wish they had a gun to put themRoberts and James Gandolfini.
selves out of their misery. The only
Now playing at GC Fenway 13.
bright spot is the superb chemistry between Roberts and
When a studio is able to land
Gandolfini. One would think that
two marquee stars like Brad Pitt
there is little Gandolfini could do
and Julia Roberts for a film, perto surprise an audience in the role
haps the intelligent thing to do
of a mobster with emotional probwould be to put them on screen
lems, but his performance is what
together for more than 20 mincarries the film.
utes. Anyone expecting to see
Pitt is loveable as Jerry but conany sort of magical chemistry
tinually seems to lose all control of
between Pitt and Roberts will be
his extremities in a feeble attempt
sorely disappointed with Gore
Pitt and Roberts don't have-a chance to at physical comedy. Roberts is at
Verbinski's {Mouse Hunt) latest
times irritating and difficult to like
develop an on-screen relationship.
film, The Mexican.
in the role of Samantha but turns
Brad Pitt, coming off his role
on the charm, and in the end, turns
as the mumbling pugilist in Snatch,
with the fishes. Jerry weighs his options in a noteworthy performance.
plays Jerry Welbach, a regular guy who and decides that it is in his best interThe Mexican is brimming with pofinds himself having to make a choice
ests to disappoint Samantha and head
tential but underachieves in many assouth.
every man must make at some point in
pects. Trimming some fat along the way
his life. He is at a crossroads facing two
From the moment Jerry sets foot in could energize the plot and more interultimatums that are intrinsically tied. On Mexico, it seems he is on a journey of actions between the two Hollywood
the one hand, there is the love of his
destiny (and buffoonery). Finding the megastars would perhaps go a long way
in helping to make The Mexican the hit
gun proves easy, but
bringing it back across it could have been.
the border is another
Rating: C+
story. Jerry learns that
the gun has a curse on
it and becomes thoroughly familiar with
the power that it possesses. Once Jerry lays
A
Aerosmith
his hands on the Mexican, nothing goes his
B
Boston
way.
C
Bosstones
While Jerry is fumD
NKOTB
bling and stumbling
Julia Roberts and James Gandolfini have
his way through the
LFO
F
good chemistry in The Mexican.
Mexican desert, a hit
heights

editor

(James
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Theater Talk: Where Movies are Playing
Coolidge Corner
The Coolidge Corner Foundation I ISniiiiiiiSlEBMWSsawManKsiiTiiiw
now runs the theater as a non-profit
heights editor
organization and it shows films of
In the indomitable spirit of the submany genres running the garnet from
urb of Brookline that for years has refirst run hits to independent films to
sisted becoming just another part of the
special children's matinees. One might
think to maintain such a theater in a
city of Boston, so has the
modern era would be costly, however
Coolidge Corner Theatre
refused to go by the waythe price of tickets is only $8.00 for
adults, $5.00 for Coolidge Corner
side in an era of multiplexes
and DVDs. The quaint
Theatre Members and $4.00 for children and seniors. The theatre is easCoolidge Corner Theatre,
which makes its home at
ily accessible on the T, located at the
290 Harvard Street in
Coolidge Corner stop on the C
branch of the Green Line, and the surBrookline, claims to show
\u25a0.:\u25a0?\u25a0\u25a0:\u25a0
\u25a0>:\u25a0\u25a0
.
,
movies "the way they were
rounding area offers a number offine
meant to be seen." The
restaurants for a post-cinema nosh.
Additional information can be found
Coolidge does just that.
While it does not offer Directions to the Coolidge Corner Theatre at www.coolidge.org or by calling
many of the modern accou(617)734-2500.
trements found in newer theaters such
dergone significant changes but the spirit
as the GC Fenway 13, the Coolidge's has remained the same. In 1977, Justin
\u25a0I"
\u25a0 II
rich history and interesting ambience Freed acquired the theater and it was at
make it worth the trip on the Green Line this point that the Coolidge began its histo see exactly how movTory of showing indepenies "are meant to be
dent and "art" films. Freed
seen."
eventually converted the
The Coolidge Corner
balcony into a theater to at\
Theatre, like the neighPICK UP & DELIVERY 7 DAYS A WEEK
tract more viewers but still
\u25a0"?iiwtfii. Villi
j
borhood that it calls
was unable to keep up with
per item
home, has a rich history.
the multiplexes that were
& Return Del i very
Includes:
for
the
Summer
Pickup,
Storage
*??
The building that curpopping up throughout the
rently houses the theater was originally nearby suburbs. Freed sold the theater,
per item
items stored for
built in 1906 and was home to the Beaand it was threatened with demolition.
*
Large
Box (20"x20"x20") box included) *
con Universalist Church. The church
However, in 1989, the Brookline comor
Large
trunk
suitcase \u2666 bike \u2666 set of skis/boots/poies
went through financial hardship and
munity launched an initiative to save the
i
dorm
or small piece of furniture
fridge
eventually ended up leasing its prop- theater.

Brian Denitzio

-

erty to representatives of the Harvard
Amusement Company. After extensive
renovations, the church was successfully converted into a theater and
showed its first film in 1933.
In recent years, the Coolidge has un-

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0:\u25a0'\u25a0'.
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MORE MUSIC

Brubeck Lives On; Kim and Josh Lack Context in Debut
Continued from C2
Brubeck's playing does not swing
any less or lack thai creative spark that
produced the essential and highly recommended Time Out (1957). Even nonjazz lovers seem to know Brubeck's
name and his song "Take Five," showing his uniqueness as a jazz musician
to cross over into the pop realm and still
remain creative.
When Brubeck was at the forefront
of West Coast jazz in the 19505, he was
one of the few white jazz musicians
Charles Mingus praised. "He's one of

the few white guys out there not copying anyone," said Mingus.
On the first disc of this set, Brubeck's
slow and impressionistic introduction to
the standard "Body and Soul" shows his
creative juices are still flowing and it
segues beautifully into impassioned solo
by quartet alto saxophonist Bobby
Miletello. Miletello does not seem to
complement Brubeck's playing as well
as Paul Desmond once did, but he plays
enjoyable solos nonetheless. Desmond
can be heard on such Brubeck classics
as "Blue Rondo A La Turk" and "Take

Five," and was a fixture in Brubeck's
quartet from 1951 t01967.
Another enjoyable tune is "Marian
McPartland," in which the artist uses the
syllables and sound of her name as a basis for the swinging piece. The inevitable
"Take Five" that is expectedby audiences
at every Brubeck concert appears on both
discs, showcasing drummer Randy Jones,
a fixture in the quartet since 1976. At the
Harvard show, Jones was on his game,
playing some of thebest jazz drum solos
this reviewer has heard in a long time.
An added bonus is that Telarc is sell-

need look no further than Taken Out of
Context, a compilation of some of the
comic routines by area comedians Kim
Davis and Josh Lubarr, to find the answers. Yet, while this CD does provide

?Reid Jagger

**l/2

some

Kim And Josh
Taken Out of Context
(Kim Davis and Josh Lubarr)

leaves the listener with

For all those that have ever ques-

I

H

tioned the inner workings of dating
companies, the true nature of the afterlife and other such intricate questions

ing this set for the price of one CD (it can
be found on-line for less than Sl2). If you
can not get to see this master pianist live,
picking up Double Live From the USA &
UK may be the next best thing.

jtffeNfe

t.

1

it

ter.

even more questions.
Perhaps the greatest

"Hell," the final track on the CD is
certainly the best routine on Taken Out
of Context. After being destined to Hell,

of these questions is
whether or not this CD

See KIM, C5

CANDIE'S WILL
PAY UP TO 20,000
$
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TO THE COLLEGE
OF YOUR CHOICE
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answers,

is actually meant to be funny. While
some routines are somewhat witty and
elicit some smiles and chuckles, others
fall flat and leave the listener grasping
for the humor. Overall, the compilation
seems more geared toward making interesting points about human nature and
religion than to cause uproarious laugh-
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Ticket Sales
Dates: Sat. March 24,10am-4pm
Mon. March 26,5-9pm
Tues. March 27,5-9pm
Wed. March 28,5-9pm

$2.00 OFF

SPRING BREAK
FILM PROCESSING!!

Location: Conte Forum
Tickets may be purchased by cash,
check, Visa or Mastercard. A valid
BCID and driver's license or passport
are needed for identification.
***

If you have not received your Senior
Week Booklet please contact the
Senior Week Hotline at 552-3492

Drop off your film at the B.C. Bookstore to be
developed, and bring this coupon when you pick
up your pictures.

Coupon good for film picked up on or before March 31 st
One coupon per roll.
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HEAVYDUTY ROCK ANDROLL

Out Kast Hits the Orpheum
their long-time fans, performing quite

I

\

\

I

;

111

Band: DeepPurple
Album: Machine Head
Year: 1972
Label: Warner Bros.
Members: Ritchie Blackmore(guitar),
|lan Gillan (vocals, guitar), Roger
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.MUSIC.YAHOO.COtv
Glover (bass), John Lord (keyboards)
OutKast played a crowd-pleaser. and lan Paice (drums)

after a blistering guitar solo, closesthe
track on the same note as it began on, a
heavy one.
The other tracks on the album follow the blueprint set by "Highway
Star." "Maybe I'm ALeo" contains the
same heavy attitudebutis differentiated
from the previous by its harmonies and

[ft - " \u25a0
'\u25a0
'
It
\u25a0
\u25a0
Heralded as one of the loudest
dience could basically sing the lyrics
bands of all-time, Deep Purple has also
without the help of Dre and Big Boi.
The concert ended with a pumped- had more facelifts than can be kept traek
up crowd, bouncing to "Bombs Over
Baghdad," red lights flashing and adrenaline flowing from every seat in the house.
The end satisfied those who cameto see
their favorite songs performed and '\u25a0\u25a0..\u25a0 /.'
v.
:.\u25a0:
brought together the enthusiasm of the
night for those who had been following
OutKast through theirfirst four albums,
letting everyone go home for a night of
sweet "GasolineDreams" after a stankin'
good time with OutKast.
-.:

\u25a0\u25a0

II!

immediately recognizable as they
clearly served as the prototypefor many;
metal bands a decade later. Throughout the tune, the heavy guitar increases;
the tension. Soon, a progressive rock
soundingkeyboard solo breaks through.
Gillan, however, regains the helmarid,

By Jeremy Raelin
arts & review editor

\u25a0

I

"Stank you very much," Dre (Andre
Benjamin) and Big Boi (Antwan
Patton) shouted after the conclusion of
their ,sold-out concert on March 11. Southernplayalisticadillacmuzik.
Perhaps the most vivid, and someFrom the faces and the raspy voices of
their screaming, frenzied audience, it what alarming part of the concert came
was obvious that the fans were the ones during the song "We Luv Deez Hoez,"
wishing to extend their deepest "stank as two male dancers snagged girls from
theaudience to dance with them on stage.
yous" to their performers.
OutKast's Stankonia Tour opened What began in grinding dance moves
with a performance by Ludacris. The erupted into lewd and demeaning sexual
band got the crowd going with their lively simulations, which definitely got a rise
"What's Your Fantasy" and "Southern out of the audience, but a not-so-favorable reaction from female audience memHospitality." Within an hour, their Georgian counterparts were taking the stage bers. A standing back handspring, landing in a sexual position on top of the fein their usual eye-catching apparel. Dre
male audience volunteers was especially
surfaced in a metallic, turquoise spaceage suit and immediately had the crowd astounding, as demonstrated by the gasps
and hollers of the crowd.
bouncing.
Poor sound made it difficult to unFor audience members
derstand both the rapid rap lyrics and the
OutKast
interested only commentary between songs as whistles
Orpheum Theaiei in hearing Out- and screams following Dre at the microKast's smash phone would often result in turning to
March 11
radio hits such ones neighbor directly afterward to say,
as "Ms. Jack- "What'd he say?" However, this didlittle
son" and "Bombs Over Baghdad," to put a standstill to the cheering, especially as the finale approached.OutKast
which earned Stankonia a triple platinum status in only four months, this
played their three most popular songs,
concert may not have been quite what
"Rosa Parks," "Ms. Jackson" and
they expected. OutKast reached out to "Bombs Over Baghdad," where the au-

\u25a0\u25a0
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for the

a few songs from their first four albums.
At one point, as the crowd's energy
dwindled during an unknown song, Big
Boi stopped mid-song and moved on
to their first hit, "Player's Ball" from

'

Kali Downer

|

By

\u25a0

Concert Corner

KEEPING AN EYE ON
SHOWS IN AND
AROUND BOSTON

fill
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LOOK FOR THE OUTKAST IN AN
UPCOMINGPERFORMANCE AT BC.

Kim and Josh Spin Some Laughs
Continued from C4

single, "Chemistry," starts off the album
and is probably Semisonic at their best
(regretfully). It is a track primed and
ready for the radio, but upon listening
to the song it becomes immediately forgettable. It features the incredible combination of a guitar, a bass and a set of
drums played together. And while this
concept may seem a bit outrageous for
some, the most are not so impressed.
Singer Dan Wilson again brings his far
too soothing voice to the track again
making it all the more forgettable and
all too close to the sound of Third Eye
Blind.
The rest of the album is more of the
same. The track "Bed" is quite honestly
one of the most awful tracks any band
has released in months. The remaining
tracks are less abrasive, though, and are

Kim explores the nature of Christian
theology through a very observant conversation with the Devil. While the routine is not laugh-out-loud hilarious, it
is very witty, somewhat funny and actually leaves the listener truly questioning the rationale behind Christian
dogma.
Yet, while there are masterpieces
like "Hell" there are also mesterpieces
such as "Shiva Kwan Do." The routine,
like "Hell," questions the nature of theology but, unlike "Hell," comes off as
being offensive due to its use of stereotypes and some lower-brow humor: It
is definitely not as witty as its counterpart.
The other two routines featured on
Taken Out of Context "The Connection" and "The Dating Counselor"
are not spectacular, but not horrible,
either. Much like the other two tracks,
they rely more on subtle wit and observation, though, at times, theseobservations are not so much funny and noteworthy as they are ordinary and easily
noticeable.
All together, Taken Out of Context
is a mixed bag. While providing interesting insights into the realms of romance and theology it proves less interesting comedically.

psychedelia. Over the past five years,
this label has provided the finest mindexpanding music from the Outback,
with the possible exception of the
"Tribal Council Theme Song." Serotonin Ronin series
compiles rarities,
alternate takes,
and greatest hits
from the label's
impressive roster.
Clocking

Lord and Paice.
Machine Head starts off on a heavy
note as a fast-paced and deep-sounding guitar opens "Highway Star."
Gillan'sharsh vocals set the tone for the
album. His high-pitched screams? are \u25a0R*lHf»Ki»S?imE?WY

.
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Luna, A Brave New Girl

in at 140

By

Kevin Donovan

minutes, Serotonin Ronin provides
for the heights
enough music to take a drug-induced
So often, popularbooks are about hejourney into the heart of darkness and
roes leading lives that most people can
back, Conrad-style.
Crichton's
The two contributions from only imagine: Michael
scientists, Tom Clancy's worldtroubled
Abunai! are among the standout tracks.
weary soldiers, Harlequin Romance's
"Learning to Ask" is an absolutely
surreal love boats. The charisma in those
psychadelicious ditty that jolts the
characters draws readers in because they,
heartrate like a nice double-line of pure
more boring than worthy of commenttoo, want to have adventures. So. when
Miami cocaine. "Barbara Allen" is a Doreen, the
ing on.
protagonist in Brave New
Still, Semisonic will have a special less-structured jam that, like morphine, Girl, a book by Louisa Luna, says, "I'm
place in many young girls' hearts for wins the listener over through texture just any other girl in the neighborhood,"
their big hit "Closing Time," and they rather than clear peaks and valleys. most would tend to agree with her and
will buy All About Chemistry. Sadly, Abunai! is from nearby Brighton, MA would almost set the book down because
nothing on this album has nearly the and, somehow, they were able to resist
of her utter normality. Most readers are
catchiness or spirit of the old days. They writing songs about Wednesdays at interested in the troubled hero traveling
had their fame, and now they have the Maryann's and sneaking Nantucket to exotic places not this unembellished
necessarily disappointing follow up. Nectars into Circle Cinema. They must
14-year-old who laughs so hard she farts,
Just one more band to follow the oldest have been totally wasted to make this smokes cigarettes because it looks cool
omission, but the music is all the better and spends most of her summer grounded
rock n' roll cliche' ever.
for it.
in her room listening to the Pixies. Or,
The songs here range from the pop maybe that is because Doreen reminds
Paul G. Jackson
nugget drenched with reverb, like most people of themselves at age 14.
Shaun M. Filiault
This is a story about survival and
Green Pajamas' excellent "Morning in
Myra's Room" to the epic all-out drone growth in those bittersweet early teensuch as Alphane Moon's "Saltsea/In age years. Outspoken and misunderstood,
mi
***l/2
the Vector of Celestial Influence." Doreen introduces the reader to her world
Various
Semisonic
Artists
Though these interpretations of through the eyesof her family, which inAll About Chemistry
Serotonin Ronin (Vol. 3)
a
(Camera Obscura)
(MCA Records)
the essence of psyche are wildly diver- stantly gives one frank and sobering unrole in the house.
of
her
derstanding
gent, every song on this compilation
"Tracey
says
you're
an
idiot... Dad says
accompanied
All about chemistry or all about
Nearly everyone has at least one sounds quite nice when
don't
do
Mom says
anything
stupid
making insipid music? This is the quesclassic psychedelic memory. Maybe it by a slow strobe and a dimebag of don't swear don't let people think
tion music fans should pose to was in Biology 101 when the mix of the white widow. Upon cueing up
you're filthy and fast, keep your bedroom
Semisonic. With their new release, All chemicals caused you to watch the Salamander's "Old Mr. Jones" under clean, do all your homework, make some
About Chemistry, Semisonic apparently teacher's face to melt into a strange the aforementioned conditions, one friends who are girls," is one typical line
did not get the memo that their careers melange of neon tones and glowing is nearly able to sense Mr. Jones' from Brave New Girl. Doreen struggles
were over after selling their souls to the embers. Perhaps it was shrooming at a presence in the room, begging for a with her peers and her family, finding
gods of one-hit- wonderdom. The album BC basketball game and seeing Troy toke. Trippy, yes. But hey, dude: It's comfort only with her only friend the
tries it hardest to find some niche in the Bell morph into a giant purple eagle all good.
and with memosickly and timid Ted
Serotonin Ronin proves that qualworld of rock vis a vis spacey ballads, as you swore the orange ball was talkries of her older brother who Doreen's
guitar anthems and a goodly amount of ing to you and only you. If you have ity modern psychdelica did not disapfather kicked out of the house when
piano playing. The end result, though, never had such an experience, do pear with the death of Shannon Hoon. Doreen was only four.
1
is a mixture of not worry; it is safe to say that the Though this type of music no longer
But, things are about to change for
uninspired pop bands at Camera Obscura could more gets placed into the mainline of sociDoreen and not for the better when
than make up for your deficiency ety, it still bubbles under the surface like she becomes infatuated with her older
songs that will
a batch of freebase boiling up in a dirty sister's new boyfriend, Matthew. He is
surely fade away of drug trips and surreal mental exospoon.
handsome and funny and when he begins
from the public
duses.
to show interest in Doreen, she cannot
Australia's Camera Obscura is the
very shortly.
Richard Benjamin help but developan innocent crush. When
The first world's foremost label for modern
?
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Matthew goes too far and seduces
Doreen, she finds herself flung into
an adult world in which she is ail-too
quickly over her head. The struggle
Doreen goes through to recover from
this trauma will either pull her family closer together or tear it apart.
"Brave New Girl" is Luna's first
novel and the most recent from MTV/

Pocket Bonks, which began its success with Ihc hit "The Perks ofBeing
a Wallflower" by Steve Chbosky. For
a first novel, it is very uncompromising and confident while not trying to
take on too many ideas at once. Luna
focuses Doreen's interests to mostly

praising her favoriteband, thePixies,
and critiquing MTV. The characters
are well drawn except for the antagonists
the 21 -one year old Matthew
and prom queen Alexandra Stuart ?
who both lack any strong motivation
for their malicious actions. This goes especially for Matthew, who seems to be
evil just for the hell of it. The ending is
awkward and sudden. Luna does tie up
all of her loose ends but does so too
quickly; it comes off feeling forced.
The writing in "Brave New Girl"
isn't poetry, and, at times, the dialogue
sounds awkward, but the book is written
like it should be. These are bold, vulgar
and brief sentences that sound right when
?

...

coming from a 14-year-old. Most people
were all a little blunt when we were 14,
and Luna, for better or worse, doesn't
clean up Doreen's thoughts to make them
sound pretty and pleasant and all those
things Doreen so hates. It can feel like a
modern Sixteen Candles starring Holden
Caulfield, but nevertheless, "Brave New
Girl" isbold and unrelenting and a breath
of fresh air for teenage girls looking for
a bit of thereal world on the bookshelves.
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Improper Bosconian

Open Everyday 10 a.m. to 11 pan.
1412 Beacon Street Coolidge Corner 73»-7JOO
446 Harvard Street Brookline 277-7111
822 Somerville Avenue Porter Square Galleria 6614500
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Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.

A
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Year in and year out, employees at education and

y .__,?,.,??_?,

research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF.
And for good reasons:
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Investment Expertise

A strong commitment to low expenses
-ki
\u2666?
\u26 6\u25a0
Plus, a full range of* flflexible
retirement
income options

?
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LOW Expenses

personal service

5
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Customized
Payment Options

For decades, TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff

'

at over 10,000 campuses across the country invest for?
and enjoy?successful retirements.
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A solid history of performance and exceptional
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Easy diversification among a range of expertly
managed funds
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Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.
Go with
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Weddings Parties
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Campus Events
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COLOR COPIES
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Printing
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JACKETS

Min. Order $100.00
370 Chestnut Hill Ave. Cleveland Circle
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All other A&S,LSOE, and SON students will pick up their Registration Information/
Degree Audits Forms from their faculty advisors beginning Wednesday, March 28, CSOM
students in the Classof 2004 will pick up to forms from their peer advisors.
?
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Water Bottles

?

students in the Classes of 2002aid 2003 in COM,
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Infonnafen/Degree Audit Fonns will be sent during the week of March 19 to
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Min. 25 copies
Collation add 1/24 each page
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Flash Printing 370 Chestnut Hill Ave. Cleveland Circle
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www.tiaa-cref.org
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1.800.842.2776

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

For more complete information on our securities products, call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before you
invest. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products.
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New York, NY and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance and
annuities. TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. © 2001 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund, New York, NY 01/02
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because life is made up of many things, life is composed of features.

Sofa Doesn't Matter
Theplush leather experience is quite a rush, but Supersofa stardom
is onlypartially reflective of what it means to be a Superfan.
By

A Profile in Excellence
Last month, Tiffany Griffin won Boston Colleges MartinLuther
King, Jr. Scholarship. She sat with The
an interview.

Annie Barrett

By

asst. feaures editor

Behold the Superfans. The people
whose drained voices won't let them
speak for days after any home game,
those who emit maroon and gold auras by merely existing and just don't
look like themselves if they aren't plastered with excessive amounts of BC
colors.
Their antics and cheers support BC
with energy that seriously rivals the activities that occur at the athletic event.
And during this year's basketball season, the chosen few got to do so atop a
courtside plush leather monument, the
Superfan Supersofa, courtesy of Boston College Athletics, Bernie & Phyl's,
the Boston College Bookstore and
Boston College Concessions.
An hour before each home men's
basketball game, the two or three bestdressed Superfans were selected, based
on appearance and enthusiasm, to enjoy sofa stardom. Benefits of the sofa
experience include up-close, personal
viewing and a Boston College gift

pack.
"Sports marketing knew that we
had been in our pimp suits every game
all year, and they basically created the
couch to make other people put out as
much effort as us," writes Tom
Pelissero, A&S '03, in a series of interviews conducted via e-mail.
By '"us," Pelissero refers to the
thrilling trio of Chris Conlon, A&S
'03, Brian Giesen, CSOM '03, and
himself, collectively known as
".Scooby and the Pimp Patrol." The
Patrol has dominated the Supersofa
throughout most of the 2001 season.
Students might recognize the trio
as "Shaggy, Scooby and Scrappy," as
the three were announced during
games. Such nomenclature, it should
be known, does not reflect the intentions of Conlon, Giesen and Pelissero.
"Personally, I think [the misled announcers] are trying to cramp my
style," complains Giesen. '"Cuz I'm
Scooby Doo, the real Scooby Doo, and
all you other cartoon characters are just
imitating."
"We were the Troy Bell Pimp Patrol, but the Jesuits and their masses
of security guards shot that one down,"
Conlon explains of the evolution of the
trio's name.
Giesen, a spitting image of Scooby
Doo as the animated dog would look
if he were about to hit the court, was
sandwiched between Pelissero and
Conlon, whose respective maroon and
gold leisure suits could be classified
only as "pimp-like" during the
threesome's season-long reign as sofa

winners.
"We were some of the handful of
fans at the BABC [Boston Amateur

editor

Tiffany Griffin's schedule makes
her seem like one of those people who
owns thfee daily planners and a
PalmPilot. Nudging six feet and armed
With a smile that turns heads in the
Eagle's Nest, the BC junior also sends
the iinpression that she might be busy,
but you can take it to the bank that she's
going to get things done.
Griffin's activities aplenty and engaging personality, though, are just two
reasons behind why she was honored
recently as the winner of the Martin

.;

As "Scooby and the Pimp Patrol," Pelissero, Giesen,
and Conlon (from left) dominated the Superfan
Supersofa all season.
Basketball Club] scrimmage back in
the fall and started dressing up around
the Wofford game, so it was only fitting that Scooby enjoy the plush leather
seat," says Giesen.
And enjoy it he does
but only
to a point. All three Superfans agree
that, despite its hype, the sofa is actually not the prime spot for supreme
enjoyment of a game.
"The sofa is fine, but it's just not
that fun," says Pelissero. "You can't
jump around, you can't help get the
crowd into the game, you really can't
do (much)... Once we were there, we
realized that front row really was bet...

ter."

Conlon adds, "But the couch is
because it offers us the chance
further into the visiting
players' heads. I think it helps Us do
our jobs during the game with greater
ease."
When asked for "humorous anecdote" regarding the sofa experience,
Pelissero replies, "Nothing funny really happens there, although one time
a Virginia Tech player askedwhere we
got the suits, and I responded 'Your
mom's closet.' Fairly mundane."
Those who aspire to become sofa
occupants should note an important
prerequisite for the job. "Humility is a
virtue," says Giesen. "If you can't
laugh at yourself, then the Supersofa
is not the place for you."
The legend of Scooby and the
Pimp Patrol has brought the three
Superfans recognition both on and offcampus.
"Our best recognition," says
Pelissero, "came in Providence, not on
campus. A family came up and said
'Hey, aren't you guys the Troy Bell
Pimp Patrol?' That was pretty cool, but
I don't get caught up in it."
"People have recognized me as
great

to get even

Scooby. Augmenting this phenom:
Scooby has made random appearances at Lower Live on weekends
and greeting delivery men," claims
enon,

Giesen.
"It is funny to see how this has
taken off from us being the only ones
at the basketball games to being the
cornerstone of a sold-out crowd. We
were even offered jobs as the Superfan
coordinators. Old people tell us we
look good and are 'classy,' while little
kids are too scared of the moronic college guys to say anything," remarks
Conlon.

Despite their notoriety as the three
costumed couch-dwellers, though,
Scooby and the Pimp Patrol attribute
their efforts to their love for BC basketball rather than luxurious seating
and abundancesof free stuff.
"A lot of peoplethink we dress up
to get on TV or because we're drunk
or something. We dress up because it
shows faith in the team," says

Pelissero.
Giesen explainedhis reasoning behind the Scooby stint: "Mostly, I wear
Scooby to piss off uppity pseudo-fans
who scoff at me because I am not wearing khakis. It's a basketball game,riot,
;
a fashion show."
Such a claim was not valid,
though, on one fateful Sunday, when
the sofa was overtaken by Rebecca
McFarland and Bridget Rynne, both
A&S '03, who appeared to be straight
off the runway with their gigantic
golden wigs, mod disco-style eyewear
and sparkly maroon pants to offset the
traditional Superfan top.
"I have to say, we just looked
good," insists McFarland.
"If it's a contest of who is more
dedicated to the sport, it's the Pimp
Patrol, hands-down. If it's a question
on who looked better atop the little
slice ofleather heaven, I have to claim
us women as far superior," explains
Rynne.
So which matters more:occasional

sequined spirit or diehard devotion to

It's Ladies Night: Golden bombshells Rynne (left) and
surrounded by extras from the smash hit Sugar and
Spice, take over the Supersofa.

McFarland,

Jim O'Sullivan

heights

the game and team? Both attributes are
equally appreciated by the sofa, but
Scooby and the Pimp Patrol consider
their placement on the couch a statement about more than just their outlandish appearance. The consistency of
their sofa run reflects the true spirit of
the Boston College Superfan.
"Don't just come to one game
dressed like an idiot; game after game
of showing your spirit is what makes
you a Superfan," says Pelissero.
What will the future hold for
Scooby and the Pimp Patrol? The three
are certain of one thing: their sofa reign
has only begun.
"As far as topping our "excellence," it's very possible," claims
Giesen. "We plan to top ourselves."
The student body can only bite their
nails in wild anticipation.
Pelissero provides honest and inspirational words to sum up the essence of the sofa: "The Supersofa is
great for students who want to get
dressed up one time for a laugh and
some TV coverage, but real Superfans
will turn out every game looking as
weird as possible just to show how
much they believe in the team."

.

Luther King Jr. Memorial Scholarship.
The scholarship, given to a BC student
Of African-American descent who adheres to King's ideals and whose GPA
is 2.8 or higher, covers 75 percent of
the winner's senior year tuition. Last
month, Griffin became the award's 20th
anniversary winner.
"Winning the award meant a lot
because [King's] principles are really
something I believe in," Griffin told The
Heights during an interview in the
Eagle's Nest. And, although she's
pleased and honored with the award,
she has her own views on the state of
diversity at BC.
"I went through culture shock but
it was not really based on race or
ethnicity; it was more based on money,"
Griffin says of her first few months of
freshman year. Born and raised in
Springfield* MA, she chose BC from a
hdst of schools, including Syracuse,
Bbwdenn, Brown and Trinity.
"I was the first one in my family to
go to college so I had no idea and no
one to ask," Griffin remembers of the
application and admission process.
"Iwanted a fresh start and Ifigured,
Boston's a college town, there's a lot
to do. It's hear.the city, but not right in
the city, so there's a lot to do and I can
get in there if I want to volunteer or
something."
Upon arriving at the Heights, however, Griffin found the atmosphere far
different than the one to which she'd
grown accustomed back home.
Griffin's transcript, highlighted by ac-

tivities such as National Honor Society, Key Club, a clerical job at a local
community center and her job as the
director of a TV show at her school's
station, had opened to a range of experiences, but she was unpreparedfor the
social climate at BC.
"I came from Springfield, which is
really diverse. As cliched as it sounds,
we all really got along, and color really
didn't matter. It sounds like I lived in a

MLK, Jr. Memorial
Scholarship winner Tiffany
Griffin flashes a smile.
fairy tale, but we all went to the same
parties, we all hung out; it wasn't
cliquey

at

all. And going from that

to

here, J. Crew land, everyone wears
Abercrombie, the Gap, Prada," she recalls.
"It was just so homogeneous and
so rich and everyone was the same, or
so I thought. That was my first impression and, honestly, I wanted to transfer
my freshman year."
"But just because people dress the
same doesn't mean that they are the
same," Griffin adds, noting that she
began to change her views after a while
on campus. "I had to look beyond mere
appearances, andrealize that, sure, there

may be fifty people wearing the sam
J. Crew sweater on but chances are the
all have really different personalitie;
It took me a while to realize that."
Still, despite her apprehensio
about the state of diversity on campu;
Griffin plunged into the scene at B(
with the same selfless enthusiasm sh
had shown in high school. Having hel
down jobs since she was 13-years-ok
she's no stranger to long hours and hec
tic schedules. At BC, she redefines "ir
volved," working in marketing at a dig]
tal technology firm, serving as an Ir
ternational Assistant, mentoring a Cap
Verdean girl from Dorchester, keepin
a work study job on campus, going t
Antigua on a service trip, and tutorin
in the Options Through Education Pre
gram.
Such commitment to participatio
and volunteerism helped qualify Gril
fin for the honor. But the spirit of th
award speaks to more than actions, als
addressing an awareness of social jus
tice. Griffin points out that people e
BC made her more aware of racial ten
sion, and how King's doctrines hel
battle that tension and inequality.
"My freshman year, I went fror
color not being an issue to it being th
issue, and not necessarily predomi
nantly from white people," Griffin re
members.
"It was more [that] white people ar
like, 'You're not white' and blaa
people are like, 'You're not blac
enough. You have white friends, yo
have Latino friends, you're best friend'
Indian,' she continues. "It comes fror
both sides and that is one of the thing
that I think needs to be tackled on thi
campus. If the administration fei
strongly about diversity, it would trickl
down to every aspect of BC life, but i
has to start with the student body, am
from the heart, too."
"Until people from both ends
AHANA and non-AHANA communit)
feel that we want to be one campus,
won't happen. Winning the MLf
Award
That's Martin Luther King'
principle. Being black is not joininj

i

...

See GRIFFIN, O

THE B.C. OF BC: TALES FROM THE PAST

From the Stone Age to the
New Age in Chestnut Hill
BY Nancy Reardon
HEIGHTS EDITOR

This article is thefirst in a series
of Boston College.
"Too many of our institutions of
learning, collegiate as well as secondary, Have followed the policy of purchasing land for the present rather than
for the future with the result that they
are today wandering where to turn for
moreroom. Boston College will never
find itself in that plight."
These words were confidently
written by an unsuspecting reporter for
the Woodstock Letters, a Jesuit magazine, after the opening of Boston
College's first building on the Chestnut Hill campus in 1913. Forever preserved in. the permanence of print, this
erroneous prediction has been beaten
into absurdity by time, growth and
change.
The glaring irony is that Boston
College has never resolved its constant
struggle for land. Nearly 90 years after
the move from Boston's South End, the
site once considered more than adequate for any college's needs has become desperately insufficient.
The original layout of the campus
consisted of seven buildings constructed in the English Collegiate
Gothic style and complemented by a
small reservoir and acres of inspirational green landscape.
The present-day campus has deviated greatly from the architects' original vision. The reservoir and green
on the history

fields have been sacrificed to the tyranny ofrapid growth and replaced with
a heterogeneous scattering of new
buildings and facilities.
The Boston College of today an
ever-expanding university in all but
name stands as a tribute to the ambitious vision of Rev. Thomas I. Gasson,
SJ. He was appointedpresident in 1907
and immediately set forth in fulfilling
his plans for a new site and a higher
quality of academics. His determination
served as the catalyst for the constant
forward thrust that has kept Boston
College moving forward and upward
in the collegiate world.
Harrison Avenue, home to Boston
College in its first 50 years, boasted the
large Church of the Immaculate Conception, a faculty residence and spacious collegiate building. Rev. John J.
McElroy, SJ, founder of Boston College, had originally sought to purchase
the whole block but backed down when
locals labeled it an "audacious attempt
on the part of ecclesiastical authorities
to acquire undue and colossal power."
The land he did acquire proved to be
more than sufficient for the school itself, but lacked recreational space.
McElroy had faced roadblocks
when searching for the original location for his school. He came to Boston
in 1847 as a young Jesuit with a strong
desire to establish a Jesuit institution
in the city. But, at that time the largely
Protestant community harbored strong
anti-Catholic sentiment. In 1853, when
McElroy purchased land in the North
-

-

End, 925 Bostonians signed a petitior
asking the Committee on Public Land;
to prevent him from building. Theii
protesting continued for four years a;
the Jail Lands controversy, and endec
with a decision to instead build in the
South End.
In January of 1907, Gasson revealed his lofty plans to alumni at an
event held in his honor. His speech
made front-page news in Boston's
Catholic newspaper, The Pilot, which
printed his words, "I hope to advance
the college to the highest point possible
in the intellectual world."
The funds required for the move
were estimated at $10 million, a somewhat ludicrous goal for a school with
barely 500 alumni. Needless to say,
Boston College did not meet its goal
by the end of Gasson's presidency.
Nevertheless, as the impressive buildings sprung up, enrollment increased
and more contributors stepped forward
to invest in the promising young school.
The public hailed the new campus
as the perfect site for an institution of
higher learning. This writer's 99-yearold great aunt, blessed wilh an impeccable memory, loves to tell about how
she watched construction workers lay
the cornerstone for Gasson in 1909. As
the story goes, she commented. "Remember this day. This will someday be
a great school."
Although my aunt tends to exaggerate and dramatize her stories, this

See BEGINNING, C8
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Cambodian and French
Cuisine Walk Together
By Christine Rizzo
heights

Now that

staff

it is Lenten season,

licate the quality and experience.
The Elephant Walk, located at
900 Beacon Street, can be reached
at (617) 247-1500

many of us are not eating meat on
If going out this Lenten season
Fridays. Thus, it is a perfect time of
year to experience The Elephant is not in your plan, here are some
recipes that are all meatless, incredWalk at 900 Beacon Street.
This restaurant is nationally acibly simple,require little preparation
claimed for its unique fusion of time and are incredibly satisfying.
Cambodian and French foods, with
special attention toward vegetarian Quick-Fix Zucchini Mushroom
entrees.
Lasagna
At first the menu may seem Serves: 6
daunting, it's not everyday that we're
exposed to Cambodian fare. But if Ingredients:
1 tablespoon olive oil
you like Thai food, light sauces, vegetables and exquisite food, you will
1 pound zucchini, thinly sliced
surely savor your Elephant Walk 1 package (6 oz.) sliced mushrooms
1 bunch fresh basil
meal.
Immediately upon entering The
1 cup water
Elephant Walk, you feel as if you're 1 package (8 oz.) part skim mozzaon vacation. The green plants and rella
rattan decorfurther establish the res6 Delverde Instant No-Boil Lasagna
taurant as one of a kind. Its menu
sheets
makes you salivate, even though you 1 jar,(26 oz.) spaghetti sauce of your
choice
may never have heard of the combinations.
Particularly phenomenal is the Directions:
Amok Royale: a spicy custard-like 1 .Heat oil in a large skillet; stir-fry
combinationof fresh crab, scallops, zucchini and mushrooms over high
catfish and shrimp with coconut heat for six minutes.
milk and complex seasonings 2.Mix sauce with water. Ladle 1/2
steamed in a banana leaf cup.
cup sauce mixture on the bottom of
The Vegetarian Somlah Kako is a 9" x 9" pan.
perfect for a Friday meatless dinner, 3 .Place a sheet of lasagna on the bottoo. It consists of a hearty Khmer tom, top with 1/2 cup vegetables, 1/
2 cup sauce, 1/3 cup cheese and six
vegetable stew with shitake mushrooms, oyster mushrooms, lemonlarge basil leaves. Repeat four more
grass, butternut squash, baby bok times, endingwith the last sheet of
choy, eggplant, zucchini, green lasagna. Top with remaining sauce
beans and spinach.
and cheese. Cover tightly with foil.
Their spring rolls are famous 4.Bake in a preheated 350 degree
Fahrenheit oven for4s minutes. Let
throughout the country and are mimicked by many restaurants as a recool for 10 minutes before slicing.
sult. Prices typically range from
$11-25 for dinner and $6-15 for Tortellini with Escarole and Beans
lunch.
Serves: 4
The food served at Elephant
Walk is of a genre all its own and Ingredients:
for a reas6n-no

r

other&faee c%h,j^p-

1 bunch/.escarole, washed.and

coarsely chopped
2 tablespoons olive oil
1 clove garlic, finely chopped
1/2 cup chicken broth
1 can (15 oz.) Cannelloni beans,
drained
1 small onion, chopped
1 package (8 oz.), tortellini
Directions:
l.Drop greens into boiling water.
Cover and bring back to a boil. Cook
for one minute; drain.
2.80il tortellini for three minutes;
drain.
3.1n a large skillet, heat oil; add garlic and onion and cook over low heat
for two minutes.
4. Add escarole, beans, chicken broth
and precooked tortellini; cover and
simmer over low heat for eight minutes.

Ziti with Sauteed Shrimp, Herbs
and Tomato
Serves: 6
Ingredients:
1 lb. Ziti cooked
cup olive oil
1 clove garlic, chopped
1 teaspoon oregano, basil and pars-

Griffin Joins Tradition of
MLK Scholarship Winners
Continued

from

C7

every single AHANA club and saying,
'fight the power,' it's more than that.
Not necessarily assimilation, not losing
who you are, not me coming here and
having to wear Prada. No, 1 still hold
true to who I am, but in the same sense
I didn't shut myself off from all that was
different from me. That's a big part of
the award," she says.
As the 20th winner of the award,
Griffin became part of a tradition started
in 1982 by Dr. Donald Brown, director
of AHANA student programs. The
scholarship grew out of a daylong tribute held at BC in Dr. King's honor, an
event which provided an opportunity for
a "cross-section of the Boston College
community," in Brown's words, to
honor the memory of the assassinated
civil rights leader. Eventually, the tribute culminated in a dinner.
"The dinner was started to celebrate
the life and commemorate the death of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.," Brown
says, adding that the original financial
portion of the scholarship was $500.

Through the generosity of BC's Jesuit
community, though, the prize increased
when the Jesuits pledged $20,000. Today, the award covers three-quartersof
senior year tuition.
UGBC President Alvin Bamett was
last year's winner and had nothing but
praise for Griffin.
"She's definitely well-deserving. I

don't know Tiffany really well, but I
know the award means a lot to her ...
She should definitely be celebrated,"
Barnett says.
"Her commitment to Boston College and the Martin Luther King legacy
is so apparent."
Will Dorcena, publisher of the
newly-conceived Boston Haitian Reporter and BC '95, has attended several of the dinners over the past ten
years and thinks the event serves to
unify the community.
"What strikes me most about the
event is bringing all those different
people on the BC campus together that
night," Dorcena comments. "It's great
for the students to see that BC has many
people who want to come and support

something like the Martin Luther King
scholarship. I don't know of any other
event quite like that."

The award itself, Brown points out,
is best presented to an individual who
"best emulated the principles of social
justice so profoundly advocated by
Martin Luther King, Jr." Griffin certainly seems to fit that bill, with her
volunteerism and unerring commitment
to King's ideals.
Where to now? Despite the undoubtedly crammed nature of her planner, Griffin says she's not a strictly longterm planner: "I've never lived my life
like that." Her goals down the road include teaching, writing a book and pursuing her hobby of black-and-white
photography. She enjoys travelling and
exploring how others live, saying "Going different places and seeing how different and how alike we all are is really
cool. I love different cultures and learning about them."
For now, though, faraway lands and
different.cultures will have to wait. Tiffany Griffin's all booked up for a while.

As it was in the Beginning...

"

was only half that size. Administrators were most likely conscious of
anecdote is consistent with contempothe late 19th century trend toward
rary feelings toward construction, a
ley
criticism of the juxtapositionof the
sharp contrast to those held by present1/4 cup chopped onion
two schools. Gasson also believed
day locals.
1 lb. peeled, deveined shrimp, cut
The decision to move the camstrongly in the need for better sciinto bite-size pieces
pus was no doubt a, risky gamble, ence facilities and accomodations
1 can (28 oz.) tomatoes
especially since it was unlikely that for a faculty extended to lay protsp ground black pepper
the time-old space problem was a fessors.
When the separation of schools
large factor. Both the college and a
Directions:
preparatory school were established finally occurred, there was hardly
I.Saute garlic, oregano and onions on the South End property.
any protest to the suburban move.
in olive oil in a large frying pan over
It was the custom for most in- McElroy had met opposition from
medium heat for one minute.
stitutions to offer this seven-year colleagues because the site was to
2.Add the shrimp; cook for one program. The fact that both divi- be a whole two-and-a-quarter miles
minute.
sions were located in the same from the preferred North End.
3.Add tomatoes and season with salt building may have been the prime
Half a century made quite a difand pepper. Reduce heat; simmer factor in the need for a new camference with the extension of troleight minutes
pus. The prep school welcomed ley lines and the development of
4.Stir in parsley and basil; toss with more than 1,000 students in 1913, neighborhoods. Newton was mainly
hot cooked pasta. Serve.
so it was definitely not overcrowded a rural area; Middle Campus was
in 1900 when the total enrollment once a large tract of farmland

Continued

from
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known as the Hinckley Estate.
These facts only support the argument that the college in many ways
preceded the town, though reason
has yet to be a useful tool for hushing the local outcries against new
construction.
Since its humble beginnings,
Boston College has defined its character by defying the odds, surpassing expectations, and standing
firmly in the way ofopposition. This
series, "The B.C. oj'BC: Talesfrom
the Past, is not intended to be
merely a historical summary ofBoston College. As it enters the 21st
century, the University is still constantly developing in many ways not
"

only limited to physical change. The

series willfocus on some of the most
influential changes of the past that
have shaped Boston College.

"!!171.

Make a Smart Career Move
with The Affiliates
Are you Interested in Legal
Employment Opportunities for
the
graduates who are
Students
in growing their resumes to include

\u25a0F

Wf
V

experiencein lawfirms and/or corporate
legal departments, and are interested in

V

V

receiving excellent compensation should
attend The Affiliates' information session

K

at Career Services on March 28th

from 5-6 pm.

W.

B
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We have administrative, paralegal &
attorney positions immediately available for

«J

qualified candidates.
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We pay competitively and offer a range of
positions within the New England area.
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If you are unable to attend the information
session, please contact The Affiliates

|r

101 Arch Street
Boston, MA 02110
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DONEGAL TRUST
APARTMENTS

APARTMENTS

NO FEE
EXCELLENT SOUTH STREET LOCATION...
FREE SHUTTLE BUS...
ONE STOP ON THE GREEN LINE...
WALKING DISTANCE TO BC (7 MIN.)
BUILDING IS ALL BC STUDENTS.
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2001.

ONE, TWO AND THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
FROM $1025 TO $2100 INCLUDES HEAT AND HOT

WATER.
LARGE EAT-IN CABINET KITCHENS WITH
DISHWASHERS, REFRIGERATORS AND STOVES. MOST
KITCHENS HAVE MICROWAVES. OWN PRIVATE
PARKING AVAILABLE AT REAR OF BUILDING. CABLE
READY BUILDING. BUILDING NEWLY WIRED FOR
HIGH SPEED INTERNET.

www.affiliates.com

\

TheAffiliates

PLEASE CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

617-738-7870
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Weekly Features
The Sweet Sixteen

Everybody's Column

?

neighbors.
After all, in the real world, many of
us will assuredly encounter the burdens
of a large family and some of us will
never again have the luxury of choosing
from an array of stalls and sinks. And
whatbetter way to prepare us for the rigors of bumper-to-bumper traffic on the
way to work or the competitiveness that
will surely exist in the workplace than to
have to wait in line to shower?
Also, the disturbing hygiene rituals
of some floor mates such as leaving hair
caked on the walls of the shower or disposing of food in the sinks without rinsing it out for the next user are excellent
preparation for some of the idiosyncratic
behaviors that we will have to adapt to
with our co-workers in the real world.
The lack of privacy within the actual
room in which we live is also crucial to
developing better future living skills.
What better way to improve our communication skills with complete strangers
than to force us into a 16 by 12 foot
space, giving only two weeks notice to
prepare for living during the next year
of our lives? Close quarters are essential to working on the most pertinent interpersonal skills such as discussing with
your roommate the immediate need for
him/her to leave the room for the night

mil»

ji

daycare abstaining from distracting activities such as Snood and AOL Instant
Messenger so as to devote more time to
their own academics and the encouragement of their peer's academic life. Of
course, it is only in rare cases that students participate in the consumption of
illegal substances, so this need not be a
consideration of a possible distraction existing in college dorms. These refusals
to succumb to the pressures and distractions of college life assures that there are
plenty of people at all hours of the day
and night to get us back on track in the
atypical event that we digress from our

studies.
Communal bathrooms, no privacy
and endless distractions all aid in our progression and preparation for the cold,
harsh world that exists outside of our
quaint BC campus us college students
have it a11... and all for the bargain basement price of a mere $34,000.
?
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10. assistance

17. materialize
18 powersapen
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22. scram, run away
23. choose
25. type of willow
/f
27. take out a dragon

51
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61
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Down
1.-in the shade
2. alternate moniker
3. driving?
4. funeral bell sounds
5. soak
6. not bottoms
2
7. pi times the radius
8. shrieks when it's ready
9. to do it is human
10. nimble

11.
12.
14.
20.
22.
24.

26.
29.
30.

31.
33.

43 ' intentional burning
44 ' ridge on a screw,

rhymes with furl

gnarly pest
4
C a Pe
4«" be "y
50. very dry
53 - messy caters
«?

55. he who plays the lute

-

58 a single thing or person
19. almost, great season!
21. available in Spanish, abrv. 59 ' Pacer's stat
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28. 2000 pounds; 1 word
29. ancient ancestor?

63
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BB?

32.
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15. "new" homonym
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13. Mr. Greenspan
14 for richer or-
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5. not-quite schools
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beard-guy, Pedulla
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crossword by Lance Jasper

taste

with the tongue

35 - two-pointer?
39. tanning shrub

I II

42. either: or as neither:?

inside the outer
dominatedMizzou
famous mathematician
silvery sea snake
hotter
making even
juice alternative
pose, as with a question
play on words
flightless Aussie bird
-artist,-man

34.
36.
37.
38.
40.
41.
46.
49.
51.
52.
53.

62. someone who issues?
64 ' taxi

65. library area
67. the head onmi
Smurf1
68. fib
69. worth, image
70. on par
71 everyone
72. has lots of weeds
73. potato partner

cattle pen (this one's hard) 54.
Los Angeles team
56.
57.
bird noise
finish
58.
thieven slang
60.
61.
golfinstrument
63.
apparent by nature
malaria fly
65.
it is contraction
66.
dismiss, as with a rumor
slow slimer

written defamation
smooth, cool
teepee alternative
rocked Utah State
the going?
got 100%
put teams in order
work with thread
lock component

That's What You Think

In effort to convey to the student body just what they are thinking (because somebody had to do it),
The Heights presents this weekly jumble of internal dialogue (signified by italics), complaints and

behavioral observations.

AnnieB

Anyway, the Tan People (TP) have

Why indeed ...) of the Chesapeake trip.
Throughout the week, TWYT enforced a strict acronyms-only (A-O) rule.
The remainder of this column, as well as
its author's day-to-day demeanor (DDD)
in general, should give a good idea (GI)
of just how annoying this rule can become.
The main portions of my group's
days consisted of playing Assassins in
our roughly nine by nine foot bedroom.
We also attempted and usually botched
up construction work on different neighborhood sites. Our Construction Coordinator (CC) Dan's outer psyche progressed from mildly friendly to insanely
perturbed as the week went on.
After one hour of work (as he rips
out 140 freshly-driven nails) "Don't go

begun to cohabitate with the I Accidentally Nailed in my Thumb People
(lANIMTP) once again. See, even our
acronym is cooler.
The TP think their orange hues look
cute, but they're actually wrong. This is
one of those points when That's What You
Think gets to insist, "That's what you
think."
Wanna know what I think? Ithink I'll
start reading O 'Halloran instead.
No! That would be a huge mistake.
Come back. I didn't mean it. Or at least
that much.
Next, I'd like to send out a gelatinous
booty call, courtesy ofBaltimore's 92-Q
FM, to the RAVENS (Why all capitals?

thinking without me!" Damn volunteers.
After two hours
(something
crashes loudly) "Must be all them
women." Damn women.
We tried our best to placate him:
"Dude, Danimal, at least we choreographed this medley about our day with
you!" Grumpy old fart. If only he could
appreciate our non-constructional qualities. We can dance and sing!
The next morning
"Danny Baby! Sheetrock's back, all
right!"
Oh, my God, they 're back again.
Dan's stress level most likely reached
its summit when six of us, led by 3'6"
tall co-leader Silly Honcho, hoisted up a

Sending a huge shout-out to all the

Appalachia "We don't need the preliminary signs of severe skin cancer to have
fun" Volunteers. We rock the party that
rocks the party (c'mon!).
You' 11 have to excuse the highly personal nature of this week's column. It's
a bit too bad y'all weren't on the Chesapeake Appalachia trip for spring break.
Actually, it's a lot

100 bad.
So, have you gone the whole week
without asking, "How was your break?"

more than 40 times? I didn't think so.
That's a shame.' Refer to TWYT#I for a

clue.

...

...

...

giant sheet of drywall onto a very high
ceiling.
Hold the phone: I didn't even tell you
about the rasp yet! The God-like rasp is
a tool found in Dan's "apron" used to
smooth the edges of drywall. TWYT
quickly likened the rasp to "a parmesan
cheese grater... but, you know, for a drywall instead," much to Dan's eternal dismay and disappointment.
As many team members came to
agree, the rasp isn't just a tool. It's not
even a concept. It's more a way of life.
Try inserting "rasp" into song lyrics in
the place of different word classes (verbs
work best) for some real high jinks. \u25a0

Then there's the ever-present issue of
certain individuals' undying devotion to
the Appalachia No-Shower Clause
(ANSC). Fortunately for our highly wary
snouts, our troop contained only one of
these over-zealous (no acronym necessary) members.
Don't get me wrong. If no bathing
facilities were available, I would have
been all about jumping on the bandwagon
o' collective filth. But the showers were
right there. Co-leader Big Boss Man
(BBM) simply turned a blind eye.
Our ability to accept BBM's "ripeness," though, exemplifies the close ties
built so quickly on Appalachia trips.
You know? Letting someone know
he's completely foul right to his face,
loudly owning up to the passing of gas
right after such passing occurs, and rain-

PHOTO COURTESY OF EMILY ABRAHAMSEN

Fourteen "outstanding" souls take a
breather.
ing great blows upon a token snorer's

shins late at night are the building blocks
of solid group bonding. It's not like we
could pelt just anyone ...
In conclusion (although, as usual,
this column went nowhere and provided
zero information), I'd like to inform the
student body that all of this spring's Appalachia groups (but particularly the pictured one) were, to put it mildly, "Out-

standing!"
A thousand winks to my beloved
group. "Don't rasp me please, I cannot
rasp the way you
rasp!" Smell you
later, my little Maryland crabcakes.
Though I can smell you from right
here...
...

Ik^
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begin.
College dorms also have the added
social perk of the constant availability of
people at all hours of the day for inspiration and motivation. They of course also
serve as a means of maintaining a positive balance between studying and socializing. After all, the overwhelming majority of people in college dorms these
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so that you may "co-habitate" for once.
One develops an acute sense of hearing
even in the deepest of sleeps so that if
necessary, you may leave the room during any of your roommate's more "private" moments so as to avoid any awkwardness the next day. Learning to compromise your sleeping, studying and personal time for someone you have just
barely met is another skill obviously nec-

essary in the real world.
In terms of the academic benefits of
living in a dorm, the advantages are endless. The building-controlled heating system does not allow each individual room
to regulate the temperature according to
their own needs. A problem? Seemingly,
but a closer look will allow one to see
that by creating weather conditions similar to those of Phoenix in August when
the heat is on, or the polar ice caps when
the construction puts a cease to all heat
whatsoever, one has no other choice than
to work obsessively if only to try to forget the pervading heat or lack thereof in
the room. These temperature fluctuations
are also an exceptional preparation for
theimminent global warming and greenhouse effect. Perhaps the greatest benefit of living in a dorm, especially one in
an up Tand-coming university, would be
the influx of new students, and the consequential need for more living space.
Construction of new rooms and the addition of floors to many of the buildings
begin promptly at 8 a.m. each morning
to assure an early academic start to the
day regardless ofthe time actual classes

K
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As I am approaching the conclusion
of my freshman year here at BC, I am
pleased to say that I have mastered the
reasoning behind the ever-familiarcliche'
that "college is the best four years ofyour
life." Sitting here at my desk, looking
out at the eye-catching view of scaffolding and bulldozers from my second floor
Welch window, I am reminded of how
beneficial and character-building the experience of dorm life can be.
Somewhere along the line, college
dormitories (College Road dorms specifically) have picked up the reputation of
being uncomfortable, difficult to live in
and highly distracting
not at all fit to
accomplish daily tasks and complete
homework assignments. But a closer look
at dorm life suggests that the situations
we are presented with are actually beneficial preparatory measures for the harsh
world that exists away from the college
campus.
Take for example, communal bathrooms ? five showers (two that frequently double as bathtubs due to severe
clogging of hair), six toilets and six sinks
shared by 47 girls on my floor.
One would think that this sort of
forced arrangement would be a nuisance
and an invasion of privacy to share such
personal space with so many strangers.
Honestly, we must look at this situation
and be grateful for the opportunity to
engage in such close relations with our

(3 R
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Everyone likes to have his or her chance to talk,
hence the creation of "Everybody's Column." Each
week a regular Heights writer will fill this space with
his or her thoughts, complaints and ramblings. We
hope you enjoy.

Kali Downer
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Weekly Features

Tim O'Halloran
This week is my second annual discussion of the festive occurrences over spring
break.
But, before I begin, two things of great

importance must be discussed. First, the
Dance Ensemble is performing next week
and everyone must attend. It will be worth
your while. Secondly, two days ago it seems
that I mislaid my wallet. I have no idea what
I have done with it and therefore would be

entirely grateful to anyone able to provide
me with information leading to the capture
of the transgressor who purloined my
leather-bound monetary container. A reward
in the form of financial compensation will
be given to any and all tipsters.
Now, to the more important retelling of
my phenomenal adventures while vacationing on the isle of Jamaica.
First a brief cast of characters:
Boys: Josh, Matt, Tim B, John, Kevin, Jeff,
Mike, Brian and Myself

3, Villanova
20, ProviBirds: JMU
dence 6, Stonehill 6, Florida
not
worth it.
?

?

?

?

?

Airport
We will begin at the beginning, shall
we? After two spring breaks in Cancun, a
change had to be made. Cancun had indeed
served me well, after all, it was my

groundbreaking (and seductive) performance on MTV's Say What? Karaoke that
gave me the chance to begin writing this
illustrious column. Despite this, I felt that a
different nation was deserving ofmy patronage during this year.
After about 32 seconds of contemplation, Negril, Jamaica was selected as the location of choice.
As the boys and I made our way to the
airport we were filled with warm and fuzzy
thoughts of white sand beaches and the
sound ofsmall waves lapping up on the pristine shore. And, perhaps, the anticipation
of the first wet T-shirt contest crept in the
back of our sophisticated minds.
When we arrived at the airport we were
greeted by some tremendous organization
on the part of Miami Air, which that day
was operating under the pseudonym Planet
Airways. After the chaotic boarding episode,
1 was indeed pleased to learn that I had been
assigned a seat in the last row of the airplane directly next to a sultry young lady

from Providence College. She was al first a
little bit taken aback as I began conversing
with her before we had even taxied off the
gate. The look on her face was priceless as
I informed her that she was tremendously

...

fortunate to have been given the exquisite
pleasure of sharing five hours with me. Although I talked with her non-stop for the
duration of the journey thereby preventing
her from listening to her music or even chatting with herfriends, we still left the plane
in Montego Bay as best buds.
Bus ride
Montego Bay is not tremendously close
to Negril, hence a two-hour bus ride was
necessitated. This bus ride was full of beer
and banter despite its taking place during
the wee hours of the morning.
Our bus driver was named Boomshot.
He was the first of the many Jamaicans we
met with colorful names not often found in
these parts. Allow me to give you a list: our
hotel bartenders, Doc (short for Daiquiri)
and Romeo, drug dealers Larry and Ivan,
salesmen Bling Bling and Doctor King, as
well as Peter, the man who sat at the bar.
I am convinced that all the locals 1 encountered fabricated their names on the spot.
Volleyball champions
Not being a huge fan of marinating in
the sun all day (perhaps somewhat related
to my tendency to turn a remarkably reddish hue), we needed to find something to
occupy the daylight hours. And boy, did we
find it: The daily beach volleyball tournaHello Birds
I will now discuss the birds whom we
ment at Risky Business, with team code
names such as Scro Team and White Lightwere fortunate enough to encounter on our
ning.
travels. On the first day, it was a few BC
On day one, only Scro Team particiladies who participated in a free-spirited
pated and we earned ourselves a championskinny dipping episode with the likes of
ship, from which came the first free T-shirt
myself, Dave La Mattina and Matt Baker.
of the week. As day two rolled in. White
It should be mentioned that Dave fell in love
with a deaf stripper in Jamaica, but that is a
Lightning talked some serious trash but,
nonetheless, when we met in the final they
story for another day.
were beaten like the donkeys they are, smote
It was on day two that we were prividown like all wretched beings should be, leged to meet a certain three females from
bedeviled by thunderous serves, tricky sets James Madison University. They wandered
and delicious spikes. In short, they were
over brandishing a video camera and askbrutalized on the way to championship numing for some sexually explicit responses to
ber two for the good guys (and, subselewd questions. Therefore, I obviously parquently, a second free T-shirt).
ticipated in their documentary study. In this
documentary, I discussed a little something
On the third day, Scro Team was defeated in the final game, which caused me known as the "Pirate" (I cannot explain it
undo emotional trauma for at least three
in The Heights due to its boorish and lashours. I really dislike losing. It pains me to
civious nature). The Pirate caught their atwrite any more about this defeat, so I will
tention and we were in.
stop.
These three birds, Leigh Ann, Sarah and
...
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Whitney
were all
quite nice
and fun to
be chillin'

the Speedo,
smartly conbemy
shorts. As the
contest began,
there were 15
or so rather
neath

with. There
was one
problem.
Whitney
was horribly unat-

tractive.
Oh no wait,
I was mistaken, she
is ridiculously hot.

large gentleman doing a
few dance
moves on the
stage. I was
PHOTO COURTESY OF WHITNEY HAUSMAN

The Boys and the Birds begin a
delightful night out.

Hello!

Hello!
Despite

I

cealed

her obscene

level of
smokin'ness, a bad tale must, sadly, be told.
After a brief romantic interlude with
this bird one evening previous (well done,
Tim), and what I thought was a good time
on night two, an unbelievable event took
place. For the first time in history I was entirely befouled in the head by the actions of
a young lady. She is the grandprizewinner.
The first royal befouler.
Allow me to give you the details. She
and I were having classic times in her room
with a number of others when she somewhat politely excused herself and advised
me that she would be back momentarily.
Momentarily in JMU talkis approximately
one hour and 45 minutes. Sweet.
After about 20 minutes I had retired to
my bed for a good night's rest. When she
returned she came up to speak with me and
explain herpoor performance. I wanted to
tell her to go poop in her hat, but instead I
entertained her tale and we came to a pseudo
understanding. But it was not until a few
days later that she finally realized the totality of her error and she regained her status
as a legitimate character. (Granted I have
spared you a fair number of details but you
get it I trust.)
As the week further progressed we indeed had some quality times with the JMU
birds. They definitely represented.
In fact, Whitney and I are indeed tight.
She turned out to be a solid girl who makes
me chuckle and I have spoken to her on
many an occasion since our return home.
So although she was the prizewinner, she
is pure hilarity and is genuinely a lop-notch
bird. I am well pleased to have made her

sterling acquaintance.
Also, a shout-out to the Providence,
Villanova, Stonehill and Sienna birds (and
Marta). Villanova girls were more fun than
we had anticipated.
Hot Body Part HI
As most of you know, my championship performances in previous Cancun Hot
Body contests are unprecedented. So this
year Ibrought the green speedo along waiting for the proper moment to unveil it. One
night I was all dolled up in it for a contest,
but the contest was canceled because the
Jamaican police were cracking down on nudity. Oh well, I would have another chance.
It was Mardi Gras night at
Margaritaville when I heard the call for the
Hot Body Contest, I immediately donned

This past week's news has been dominated by the following issues: the Bush tax
cut plan, Clinton's scandals continued, the
school shooting in California, a plane hijacking in Turkey, the "sagging" economy,
campaign finance reform and the weather.
Of all of these topics, do you know
which I happened to follow the closest? The
weather. That's right. The weather. It
changes, it's exciting, it's global and it's
happening at a sky near you. To survey why
I care so much about the weather, I decided
to pay specific attention to CNN this week.
I watched 15 hours of national news this
week and I must say that something disturbs
me greatly. Is our economy sagging and
slowing down?
To be honest, I don't know. All types
of guests and authorities made appearances
this week to refute or agree with the notion
that our economy is suffering. People kept
appearing on TV pleading and hoping to
convince people that the economy needs to
fix this and that and the next thing. But 1
can't help but wonder that if the news had
attempted to buttress our ideas of the condition of the American economy, would wc
be so worried about it? Who is telling
whom? Is the news media telling me that I
should be worried, or am I telling the news
media that I am worried?
Robert Reich, former Clinton Labor
Secretary, said last Sunday night that if we
removed the problems associated with the
current energy concerns, the inflation rate
would be minimal. I am an uninformed, uneconomically astute college student. When
someone of such a high standing in our national government tells me this, I can't help
but believe him. And if I believe him only
slightly, it's enough to convince me that,
dammit, maybe we aren't in so much
trouble. The effects certainly aren't visible
(excluding the last week in the stock market). So, can someone please just tell me
what's going on?
It doesn't help that in a nation of 280
million people the national news is dominated by the same four or five issues for two
weeks or more. Is this an accurate reflection of the limited scope of our problems,
or is this a reflection on the minimalist ten-

week

not intimi-

dated, having
been in the

Big Dance
before. I simply shed my shorts to the glee of the crowd
and thebemusement of my fellow competitors. That easily gained me entrance into
the final five.
At this juncture, my inestimable mate
Kevin Boyd passed me a rather large piece
of white piping. I utilized this not only to
accentuate the realism of the shovel dance
but also to execute a pristine set of squats,
lunges and a few clean and jerks(with perfect form). This performance took me to the
final three, where a simple shopping cart
dance and some mock medieval jousting
earned me a birth in the final two. The
young man who stood opposite me must
have known that I had him on the ropes because he employed some desperation tactics. He pulled a young lady up on stage in
an effortto gamer crowd support. Itworked
not. I followed his every move and benefited

What: On the Downbeat
Where: Robsham Theater
Main Stage
When; Thursday, March 22
through Saturday, March 24 at
8 p.m.

-

ters adorning campus want you
arrives Thursday, and with it come some
killer performances by various
performancegroups on campus.
The BC Dance Ensemble kicks
things off with its spring extravaganza, causing audience
members to look down in disgust as they realize how truly
out of shape they all are como think, spring

Unlucky buddy, bring your game next time.

Furthermore, he goes to BU. "Sucks to BU"
comes to mind.
I received many fabulous prizes but

pared to the dancers. Good
times! See you there.

they all paled in comparison to the personal
accomplishment I felt as the deejay uttered
those famous words, "You are 'Mr. Hot
Body Negril, Jamaica, 2001.'"
Mary Ann's South
Our hotel, The Travelers, became the
late night party scene in all of Jamaica.
From the hours of 2 to 5 a.m., DJ Josh was
spinning the tunes as people came by the
hundreds to our teeny hotel bar. Every single
Boston College student in the country was
in attendance, hence the name of our hotel
being changed to Mary Ann's South. There
was always plenty of dancing on the bar
and the free booze flowed like wine. This
was mostly due to BC students' propensity
to steal entire bottle of liquor from the "all
you can drink" events.
The Travelers hotel was the spot in
Negril. So if anyone else travels that way,
stop and see the friendly folks at Travelers.
There are so many more tales to tell. I
wish I could think of more outstanding
things to tell you now, they are all on the
tip of my tongue. Jamaica is the best time;
everyone should go. Make sure your bus
driver is Boomshot and don't buy too much

:
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The discussion wOl be moderated by' Professor' Charles
Derber and will include input
from students Deepindei:
Mayell and Mark Pedulla, and
Rev. JosephAppleyard, SJ. The
event is part of the Globaliza-

tion and Inequality Series; all
faculty, graduate and! undergraduate students are encour-

aged to attend, Visit
www.bc.edu/gis for more information.
' "' .'?'\u25a0"

dencies of news media? What about education, crime, social security, international

Meeting

policy, environmentalism, and happiness?
Is there anything good happening?
It seems like the only news worth addressing is bad news. Bad news bears such
as the current stock market crisis, which, it
seems, is being egged on by a bunch of nervous investors who still haven't come to
terms with the fact that the internet is just
like any other major national industry and
that George W. Bush, like it or not, is our
president.
You might think that my views are
overly simplistic and naive, but, need I remind you that I am a part of the mass American public? My views are as informed as
the majority of my fellow Americans. I
might not write economic policy, presidential speeches, news scripts, magazine opeds, investor reports or legislative bills, but
I, like anyone else, do write a check to the
government every year. I demand more. I
demand local news.
I'm tired of hearing about such "federal" issues. I want to know the neighbor
next door. I'm a bona fide sentimentalist,
and I'm only looking out for myself and
those who directly surround me. Somewhere
in this journalistic milieu, the interests,
simple and sincere, of the everyday American seem to have been overlooked. Every
day people deal with racism, fascism, skep-

When: Wednesday, March 21
at 4:30 p.m.

Would you like to become an
just a bystander
in the decisions that will shape
the 21 st century? Do something
about it! Professor David Deese
and professors from various departments will discuss ISP requirements and the student experience for those considering
becoming and ISP minor or major. Visit www.bc.edu/isp for
more information.
actor and not

| Meditation |
What: Buddhist Meditation
Group
Where: BC Multifaith Chapel,
66 Commonwealth Ave.
When: Every Wednesday night,
11:00 p.m. 42:00 a.m.

ticism, liberalism, conservatism and
schisms.

near future.

Lecture

What: Sweatshops, Labor
Rights and Human Rights: How
to work for social justice in the
age of globalization
Where: Devlin 008
When: Thursday, March 22 at
4:30 p.m.

heroin.

On second thought, I might just tell
people about the weather. Sunny skies in the

.I-.-

Performance

the crowd response, I was victorious in a landslide. The
second place finisher was well displeased,
he apparently thought he was very large and
handsome and was deserving of the title.

thinking.
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from my prop.
Hence, according to

Luckily, I'm a college student in offcampus exile. After classes I can return to
my apartment and read about the history of
19th century Europe, the poems of
Wordsworth, the status of the 20th century
Soviet government or the techniques necessary to create an effective persuasive
speech. Armed with such a broad curriculum, I suppose the theory is that I will one
day grow up to be an informed, educated
American.
And, when I become this person, I'll
be sure to take every opportunity to tell my
fellow Americans what they should be worried about. I'll lake polls upon polls and use
Ihe responses of 1,000 people to help me
tell 20 million people what they should be

?ets
for
the

Memoirs of an Exile
Nick Tambakeras

Best

i1

Tim's First Birthday

A few good narcotics
Though drugs are supposedly illegal in
Jamaica, they are startlingly easy to purchase. In my estimation, every 11 paces
along the beach I was solicited to buy some
illicit produce. Every morning we were
greeted by one of the many fruit peddlers
on the beach advertising their wares in the
following manner, "Fresh pineapple, cocomushrooms, Colombian cocaine."
nut
As tempting as a breakfast filled with a little
coke is, I usually opted for the pineapple.
One evening Matt and I encountered a
man sprinting in slow motion along the
beach yelling all the way, "You want some
cooohhh-ke." Not if that is what you are
having, my friend.
On another day, I traveled with two of
my buddies who were interested in purchasing a portion of the old "Bob Marley." So
we followed Larry (mentioned above) back
to his drug lair (shed). It was somewhat disconcerting to be hanging loose in a drug shed
in Jamaica. Nevertheless, I feel I handled
myself well. Larry inquired as to what I
might like to buy. I replied, in a somewhat
posh tone, "Nothing at all." But apparently
I must have looked like a real "wheelerdealer" because he tried to insist that I buy
some mushrooms or at the very least some
coke. Since he was still getting limited reaction from me he went for the big deal.
"I bet you need some heroin." he suggested. Growing tired of this game, I played
along, "How much you got?" Iasked. "How
about a quarter-pound?" Hmmm a quarter of a pound of heroin. Though it may have
been a good investment, I declined on the
grounds that I would rather not spend the
next 30 years in prison.

i

...

Tarn Lin Neville, part-time faculty in creative writing, hosts
this sitting meditation intended
"to find a measure of stability
in the midst of stress, to gain a
perspective on your 'monkey
mind,' to learn to breath and
practice the radical art of sitting
still." Bestßets rates this group
a prospective three thumbs up;
its staff will see you there.

|
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The worst was not over on Wall
Street last week, even after the March
9 bloodbath two weeks ago. Investors
continued to dump stocks, and the markets continued their regression as the
Dow Jones Industrial Average (Dow)
fell a record 840 points.
A mild down day turned ugly late
Monday as selling intensified in the last
hour of trading. Led by Cisco Systems
(CSCO), which announced layoffs late
Friday, and Ericsson (ERICY), which
warned a quarterly loss, the Nasdaqfell
a whopping 130 points, more than six
percent. The Dow, which had withstood
the recent plunge in tech stocks relatively well, fell 436 points, as all 30
stocks in the average fell.
The broader S&P 500 index fell 53
points, more than five percent, as it officially entered bear territory, down
more than 22 percent from its all-time
high. Despite the bloodbath, most analysts were not convinced that the end
is in sight. They noted that the late day
collapse in the indices occurred because
the sellers vastly outnumbered the buyers, not necessarily because everyone
was rushing to sell. The real sign of
market capitulation, marked by heavy
selling on heavy volume, is yet to happen.
The stock market recovered some
of the losses Tuesday, led by big tech
names like Cisco Systems, which just
a day before, sunk to its two-year low.
The weary Nasdaq recovered 91 points
or almost five percent, to close above
2,000 at 2,014. The Dow also rose modestly, up 82 points. The market sustained an unconvincing rally as investors went bargain hunting, ignoring bad
retail numbers for the month of February.
But the rally did riot last, as theDow
fell below the key level of 10,000 on
Wednesday. The direct catalyst was the
news that international rating agency
Fitch placed ratings of 19 Japanese
banks under negative review, citing
growing concern over bad loans and
falling stock portfolios. The Nasdaq fell
42 points to close below 2,000 again at
1.972. There were no places to hide, as
fears that the slowing economy may
now also affect defensive stocks sent
the blue chip-laden Dow plunging. All
30 stocks of the index shed 317 points,
or more than three percent, to close at
9.973. Financial stocks, like Citigroup
(C) and American Express (AXP), were
particularly hit hard. The S&P 500 also
fell 31 points, two-and-a-halfpercent.
The markets tried with mild success
to rally back from Thursday's drop. The
Dow managed to close above 10,000
again, after rising 58 points to 10,031.
But the Nasdaq's rally failed as it
slipped another 31 points to close at
1,940. The S&P rose modestly. It was
an uneventful day as nervous investors
returned to financial and consumer
stocks, but fled tech stocks late in the
day amid more reports of layoffs.
The recent pattern of Friday bloodbaths continued this week, as warnings
from Compaq Computers (CPQ),
Oracle Corp. (ORCL) and Computer
Sciences Corp. (CSC) gave investors
reasons to sell. The Nasdaq index fell
another 50 points, or two-and-a-half
percent, to close below 1,900 at 1,890
for the first time since November 1998.
The blue chip-laden Dow fell another
200 points, or two percent, to 9,820.
S&P fell 23 points, or nearly two percent, to 1,150.All major indices, including the Dow, Nasdaq, S&P, Amex and
even the Russell 2000, are at their lowest levels in the past 52 weeks.
Friday's sell-off capped a miserable
week. This week alone, $900 billion of
investor's wealth was destroyed. The
Nasdaq, down eight percent for the
week, has dropped from the high of
5,048 it hit last March 10, nearly 63
percent. The Dow concluded its worst
point drop ever for the week, dropping
more than 800 points, or 7.7 percent.
Analysts noted that the sell-off this
week was no longer isolated to particular sectors. Nearly half of analysts
polled expect the Fed to lower interest
rates by 75 basis points when they meet
next Tuesday, but some claim that is
wishful thinking. Those claim a 50 basis point cut is more likely, which may
not satisfy investors.

Bill

Shanley

Boston Herald, this service - estimated
has the backing
to cost $2.5 million
of the Legislature's Transportation
Committee chairman. City Councilor
Michael Ross, who organized a rally on
City Hall Plaza last Tuesday, also supports the plan. Many questioned why
the service would only operate on Fridays and Saturdays, ignoring the needs
of third-shift workers and Thursday
night party-goers.
The plan has not been finalized;
details still need to be worked out with
union officials. At the time of the announcement. Carmen's Union Local
589 President James Lydon told The
Boston Herald that he had not heard of
the proposal. Currently, a clause in the
Carmen's Union contract requires that

marketplace editor

The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) announced
new late night weekend bus service, last
week. The MBTA will operate seven
bus routes and will also service the four
subway branches, making stops every
half-hour until 2:30 a.m. The service is
a pilot plan designed to see if enough
demand exists for such service. It has
been enacted in response to criticism
from bars, college students and especially venues that feature live music.
The T has also unveiled a new Passenger Bill of Rights in response to
complaints of shoddy service. As part
of the Passenger Bill of Rights, the

Future Changes to MBTA Service
?The MBTA will begin operating limited bus and subway
service on the weekends until 2:30 a.m. beginning September 1,2001

?The Silver Line scheduled for completion in 2010, will
offer a one-seatride from Dudley Square to Logan Airport.
?If your train, bus or subway is delayed more than 30
minutes, the fare will be refunded.
?The MBTA is now publicizing the names of transit managers on their Web site, www.mbta. com. The GreenLine
Manager is Brian Dwyer, He can be contacted at (617) 2225712 orbdwyer@mbta.com.
a.m. According to State Transportation

Secretary Kevin Sullivan, that plan
would cost $9 million. Transportation
advocate and State Senator Warren
Tolman (D-Brighton) told the Herald
that the T had said earlier that the service [the $9 million plan] would be too

expensive.
The recently unveiled Passenger
Bill of Rights was widely promoted by
the MBTA in the local media. The bill

PHOTO COURTESY OF MEMBERS.AOL.COM/NETRANSIT

With the adoption of the Consumer Bill of Rights, riders
who have waited longer than 30 minutes for a T can recieve
refunds on the fare.
MBTA is publicizing the names of the
transit line managers so people can
contact them with complaints.
Late night T bus service will begin
on September
31

1, 2001. According to the

all work be completed by 2 a.m. This
is not the first plan to offer late night
service proposed by the MBTA.
An earlier plan called for subway
and bus service to be extended until 5

guarantees that if a train is delayed over
30 minutes, all passengers will receive
free fare on one future trip. The MBTA
will also strive to provide better information to customers when trains are
delayed. New electronic message
boards, rhbta.com, and SmartTraveler
will announce when any train, subway
or bus is more than 15 minutes late.

The MBTA also reiterated its stance
that safety is its number one priority.
One hallmark of the new Passenger Bill
of Rights is better communication between passengers and senior management. As part of the plan, the MBTA is
publicizing the names and contact information for each of the subway line's
managers. The manager of the Green
LiU4;..Bjiaij..Dvvyei, can be contacted ai

(617) 222-5712 or bdwyer@ mbta.com.
Contact information for other managers may be found at www.mbta.com.
They urge passangers to contact the respective managers with feedback. The
MBTA also recently took a step to

Boston, South Station and Logan Airport. When completed in 2010, the Silver Line will offer one-seat service between Dudley Square and Logan Airport.
The MBTA did receive some criticism over its new Passenger Bill of
Rights. Transportation authorities in
other cities claimed that Boston was too
aggressive in promoting its plan as the
first passenger bill ofrights in the country. Monthly pass users have also criticized the plan, saying that a free fare is
useless because their monthly passes
allow unlimited usage. The MBTA has
worked to address these concerns by
considering deducting the fares from
the cost of future monthly passes.
It remains to be seen whether the
changes in store at the MBTA will have
the intended positive effects on daily
service. It hopes that by involving senior management with passengers on a
day to day basis, they will be able to be

make communication easier for MBTA
riders. On February
28, the Associated
Press reported that
the MBTA was looking for a company to
offer cellular phone
service along subway
lines. The project
would involve installation of cellular antennas throughout the
subway tunnels. The When completed in 2010, SilverLine transit
project is estimated to
buses will travel in underground tunnels
take between six and
similar to the one above.
12 months to complete, but will not affect T service.
The MBTA is also in the process of more responsive. Brian Dwyer's office
unveiling its new Silver Line service. did not return calls for comment from
The Silver Line will be Boston's first The Heights. As the MBTA moves into
me new millennium, it is clear that it is
rapid transit bus service. The line will
in un era ot change.
open in. 2002 0i.2003, secviciug South

Where Can I Find a Chainsaw?
By

Annie Barrett

heights

editor

Many students dream of someday
having that great idea, that one unfathomable notion so brilliant it would
revolutionize our way of thinking and
make the world a better place.
Or, at the very least, an idea that
would rake in a lot of cash.
Janet Kraus, 34, and Kathy
Sherbrooke, 32, had such an idea. After graduating from Stanford business
school in 1994, the pair found themselves struggling to balance their personal and professional lives. In 1997,
their brainchild was launched into
cyberspace: Circles, a Boston-based online concierge service.
Circles sells its services to large

companies for an annual cost of between $50 and $200 per employee, depending on the level ofrequest. Options
range from Life Concierge, a package

vices within specific niches. Peapod
Inc., Streamline.com Inc., and Webvan
Group Inc. all provide such services as
food shopping and home delivery in a

you a repair appointment, but Circles
will send someone to your house to wait
for the cable guy.
Circles claims, "We remove tasks

from traditional to very odd.
One customer needed to have a
chainsaw delivered to a client who
needed it for a presentation at least

rapidly growing number of cities.
Kozmo.com will deliver whatever you
need, whenever you need it from pizzas to videos, from toothpaste to books.
What sets Circles apart from its
competitors is the breadth of its services. Other on-line services will secure

from your to-do list, and put them on
ours."
User requests can be made via
phone, e-mail or even by Palm Pilot;
most are fulfilled within 48 hours. Over
the years, these request's have ranged

that's the reason he gave. Another
needed help finding a tape of a 1950s
episode of The Price is Right because
her grandmother had been a contestant.

for the rank-and-file that offers a range
of errands and household service, to
Premier Concierge, a service that companies can offer clients, which will take
practically every personal task you can
imagine off your hands.
In exchange, employees reap the
benefits of Circles' team of virtual

secretaries. By logging on to
www.circles.com, users can request almost any service. No deed is too personal, from dog walking to settling a
bill dispute to grocery delivery.
Of course, Circles isn't alone in trying to give relief to the growing population of the overburdened. Dozens of
Web-based companies offer similar ser-

-

Jason Vanderburgh
heights

staff

The Boston College Career Center
sponsored a visit to the Boston Beer
Company, the brewer of Sam Adams
beer, last Thursday. This event was one
in a series of work site visits that has
included the Museum of Science,
Experience.com and in the future will
include Hill Holiday advertising. The
Boston Beer Company currently employs three BC students and their only
college visit program is exclusively
through BC.
The company, located downtown in
the theater district, gives one an impression of grandeur, illustrated by the columns and vases on the marble ground
floor. The company's offices on the fifth
floor, however, are designed to create a
much more relaxed atmosphere. Basketball hoops, beach umbrellas and
bumper stickers that read "Draft Sam
Adams for president" are scattered
throughout the floor. Employees have
little in the area of dress code and can
make their own hours, so long as they
get their work done.
"We make beer, we don't cure cancer here," jokes Jim Koch, founder of
Sam Adams.
One might recognize Koch's voice

from the Sam Adams radio commercials.
The tour itself was given by Tracy
Burns, an employee relations and development representative. It included
seeing the division managers, the marketing department, the sales representatives, the communications department

and of course, Koch. Most of the entry-level jobs are in the sales and marketing departments. Entry-level jobs
involve designing and printing advertisements and menu tabs. Within a year
or two, the company typically provides
numerous opportunities to move up the
so-called corporate ladder. One can go
to the Sam Adams Web site at
www.samadams.com to check out openings in the company and even to apply
for the jobs on-line.
"We try to have fun," said Jeff
White, chief operating officer. When
asked about his typical day, White said,
"I really don't have a typical day, but
dealing with people is probably the
toughest part of the job, 1 bet I have
voicemails waiting for me 1 won't like."
This is a very interesting time at the
Boston Beer Company as they begin to
become more technologically advanced, attempting to conduct the majority of communication through email. Sales representatives now get their
own computer, e-mail and access.
The company has come far from
Jim Koch's kitchen. "I made the first
batch in my kitchen
1 wanted to
make a real, fresh American beer."
Since then, the company has come far,
as Sam Adams beer is now popular
throughout the United States.
...

Boston Beer manufactures the
Samuel Adams Boston Lager.
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Students Study Careers in Beer
By
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Party: MBTA Responds to Criticism, Enacts Changes
By

Joe Michael Sasanuma
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Game Reviews

CAREER CENTER

Programming
March 20-27

Web site: careercenter.bc.edu
Southwell Hall
38 CommonwealthAve.

Tuesday, March 20

Fidelity Internship
Information Session
6 p.m. Fulton 230
?An information session to
introduce students to
opportunities in marketing, law,
finance, human resources and
communications. Learn about
summer internships with
Fidelity in Boston.

Run Awayfrom
Conker's Bad Fur Day
By

to them. While the game is in a three-

Shaun Filiault

heights

editor

dimensional world, these dimensions
are cartoonish and not very well drawn.
There is some realism to the game if
Conker gets wet, he is depicted as dripping for a few moments afterward. A
player is allowed to take a 360-degree
panoramic view of the stage and many
times special actions are explained during game play, thus allowing one to play
without referring to the instruction
book.
The music and background sounds
to the game are childish, such as depictions of gas being released when
Conker explores a land of "poo." Certainly, this appeals more to an 11-yearold than a college student, which perhaps speaks of the game in general. It
was definitely created for adolescents
and making the game forbidden just
further strengthens that appeal.
On the positive side, Conker's Bad
Fur Day does have a save feature so
that once one does make it past a level
-

Poor Conker, he's drunk. Poor
Conker, he's being sworn at. Poor
Conker, he's being killed in a grotesque
manner. Poor Conker, he's stuck in an
awful game.
Actually, Conker's Bad Fur Day by
Rareware isn't just an awful game, it is
quite possibly the worst product created
in the history of video games.
The marketing ploy for Conker was
ingenious. The game was given an M
rating The equivalent of an NC-17
movie rating. Prior to its release,
Rareware ran away with this and marketed Conker's Bad Fur Day as one of
the most debauch creations in pop culture. The box is plastered with notices
that the game is not for anyone under
17. The clerk at the video game store is
actually required to double-check if the
purchaser is aware of the game's content, explain the game's premise even
if one was already aware of the game's
raunchy nature and then ask again if
one desires to buy the game.
Unfortunately, it appears as though
Rareware spent too much time hyping
the game and not enough time developing it. The lurid content is minimal.
Yes, the game does depict scenes in
which the characters are drunk orvsuf.fering from hangovers. It also has violent content and blood, sexy characters,
sexual innuendoes and some foul language. So what? This is nothing that
cannot be seen by watching prime-time
TV. Except in those situations, one
probably won't be bombarded with
sales clerks probing "Is that your final
answer?"
Conker's game play is awful.
Conker is difficult to control and the
game relies on many jumps a trait that
makes a game less fun than annoying
because one knows that at some point
the jump will be cleared; it is only a
matter of time. In general, the game requires less skill and wits than plain luck.
Conker is a scrolling game at its worst.
Perhaps the foul language that was
hyped by Rareware wasn't actually in
reference to anything said by the game
characters but, instead, in reference to
the stream of obscenities that a player
will fire at the TV after seeing Conker
fall from the same jump for the 47th
time.
The graphics are average for the
Nintendo 64 system someof the characters have a squared-off pixelatedlook
-

-

-

-

-

Vatical's SnoCross Wipes Out on N64
By

Michael Joyce

for the

heights

The X Games are hot right now.
Extreme sports draw large numbers of
fans. Snowboarding is an upstart, young
sport. Skateboarding is cool again. Add
those trends to auto racing's timeless
popularity and the dominance of video
games like Mario Karl 64, 1080, SSX,
Tony Hawk's Pro Skater and many others, and one would think that the result
would be an unbeatable combination of
the sportsmanship of a racing game and
the edginess of extreme sports.
Enter SnoCross, the new Nintendo
64 game from Vatical Entertainment
that pits the player in the driver's seat
of a Polaris snowmobile, racing for
honor and glory against the best snowmobile racers in the world.
Snowmobile racing may be a legitimate sport, but that does not guarantee
it will be accompanied by a decent
video game, and it certainly doesn't
warrant such phrases as "Gear up for a
power ride you' 11 never forget. You, the
player, are now a member of Polaris'
elite factor race team. With this privi-

Interested in

writing for
Marketplace?
Ads like this one were part of
an aggressive ad campaign
aimed at a more mature video
game crowd.
(assuming that one doesn't turn off the
game and destroy the cartridge), one
never has to go through that type of
frustration ever again.
Admittedly, some reviewers have
acclaimed Conker's as the best game
ever created for the Nintendo 64 system. But there are many others who
simply detest the game. Being of the
later persuasion, it is difficult to understand the mentality behind the enthusiastic reviews. There are no saving
graces to this game, and even if they
do exist, it's not worth the effort to even
try to find them.

MEETINGS:
Mondays 6:15 pm
Heights Office
McElroy 113
CONTACT:
ft^79@hotrnaiLoom

lege carries a demand for excellence in
the art of snowmobile racing, the last
true extreme sport," which is printed in
the instruction booklet.
That statement gives the impression
that SnoCross is one intense, non-stop
thrill after another, set in the beautiful
yet sometimes vicious backdrop of
snowy wilderness. Unfortunately, there
is nothing extreme about this game at
all. Not only is the excitement non-existent, but the challenge is as well. The
graphics are no better than those of the
16-bit Sega Genesis. There are supposed to be tricks to perform, but the
game is difficult to control and the tricks
aren't even worth the effort. Players are
constantly crashing and falling from
their cumbersome vehicles.
Furthermore, the game- itself is of
such poor quality that it often freezes;
should a player go off the track or jump
too high over a certain obstacle, he may
find himself suspended in a sea of
white, with only the "reset" button to
stop the nonsense.
SnoCross does have its bright spots.
The controls are smoothing when it
comes to swerving and turning as the

joystick responds well to the touch. As
the player progresses, he or she gains
more "wrenches,"allowing him ot her
to add technical improvements to the
snowmobile and help the player's performance in the game. Players are also
given the opportunity to race harder
courses against tougher opponents as
they collect more "wrenches." There are
many tracks to race on, from snowy
mountain villages to sleepy winter forests, and although the graphics are subpar, it is an exciting to see snow falling
from the sky as the players race.
Unfortunately, these small perks are
few and far between. Fans of the racing genre and extreme sports are advised to look elsewhere, for this game
is not likely to please either. Even a
hardcore video game fan will most
likely grow weary of it in a short time.
Vatical Entertainment has a long way
to go if it plans on making quality racing games in the near future. SnoCross
is a start, and it is admirable that.they
grant attention to a relatively unknown
sport, but other than that, they have
missed the mark in creating a quality
snow racing game.

Dirty Work Deleted
Continued

from

Cl3

Circles even helped one user navigate
the seas of legal issues involved in the
purchasing of bulletproof vests (the
customer thought giving his

police of-

ficer pal such a gift would be fitting).
Whether used for chainsaws or
clothing, Circles can clearly be a huge

timesaver and a welcome relief for professionals. Its personal assistants are
willing to "go the distance" to make
their customers' lives easier. But should
there be a limit to this distance?
Consider the issue of impersonality. It happens all the time: As the
Internet offers us more and more,
people find themselves interacting with
actual humans less and less.
Sure, this makes life easier. Little
Johnny's birthday gift can be taken care
of within a fraction of Mom's lunch
break, saving hours of mall shopping.
But won't Johnny feel a bit slighted
when his card's "Love, Mom and Dad"
is scrawled in computerized calligraphy

instead of in good old smudgy ink?
There's also the issue of anonymity. Providing one's credit card number
on-line has come to be expected and
assumedly safe. But handing over house
keys while on-line to a stranger so
that he or she can walk the dog? It just
seems creepy.
Creepy or not, handling everyday
tasks on-line has taken off in a large
way. Personnel-heavy companies like
Accenture, Microsoft and Ernst &
Young have already signed on to this
latest extension of the Internet. Circles
recently received the designation "'Best
of the Web" from Forbes magazine.
In its profile of Circles, Forbes
called the service "the personal assistant you never had?minus the gumchewing and personal calls."
Sounds appealing. But sometimes,
it is that very gum-chewer who brings
a little life and personality to the business atmosphere. Gum-chewing spunk
or PalmPilot convenience? Not theeasiest call to make.
-

Resume Workshop
6 p.m. Career Center

Wednesday, March 21

Where Eagles Have Landed;
The Third Annual Boston
Networking Night
6 p.m. Heights Room
?Targeted at juniors, seniors
and graduate students, however
all are welcome.
?At 6 p.m. young alumni
discuss how they got their first
jobs and will give networking
tips in their career fields.
?At 7 p.m. students will
network with alumni.

A&S Alumni Career
Conversation; Careers in

Public Relations
6-7 p.m. Career Center
?Amy Lynch, an English major
and A&S '96, is a Senior
Account Executive of the
Rendon Group and will speak
in a roundtable discussion to
students.
Interview Workshops
1 p.m. Career Center

-

Tuesday, March 27

Legal Profession Panel
7 p.m. Fulton 230

?Learn more about the legal
profession from lawyers from
the corporate, litigation and
paralegal areas of law.
?A question-and-answer
session will follow the panel
discussion.
Resume Workshop
6 p.m. Career Center
-Compiled by Jason Vanderburgh
Heights Staff

All Faculty, Graduate & Undergraduates
are invited to attend
The Fifth Session of the Globalization
and Inequality Series
>
>

>

Do you ever think about the future of our planet?
Are you Interested in the impact of globalization on governments,
businesses and people?
Would you like to become an actor and not just a bystander in the
decisions that will shape the twenty-first century?
Consider becoming an International Studies Minor or Major,
team more about this program at the:

Sweatshops, Labor Rights and
Human Rights:
How

to

Work for Social Justice in the Age of Globalization
Moderated by

t

International Studies Program

Professor Charlie Derber

Pre-Registration Meeting

with input from BC students
Deepinder Mayell and Mark Pedulla
and Father Joseph Appleyard, S.J.

Wednesday, March 21 4:30 PM
Fulton Hall, Room 250
-

Refreshments will be served.
For more information contact the International Studies Program website at

http://www.bc.edu/lsp

Thursday March 22

4:30 P.M.
Devlin 008
Refreshments will be provided
For more information & background readings,
check the Globalization and Inequality Series
Web site at http://www.bc.edu/gis
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Classified
°

Babysitter Wanted: Looking for dependable, loving experiencedbabysitter
10 or more hours weekly to care for
adorable 21 moth-old boy in Newton.
Call Belinda for details 617-244-7702.
Babysitter wanted for 3 delightful kids,
11,7, and 3. Must be kind, fun, have a
car and good driving record. Newton,
near BC law. Excellent pay. Afternoons. Please call Andrea, eves, 2441580.
Caring Babysitter/Mothers Helper Desired: Convenient Newton Center Location. Monday-Friday Afternoons &
Evenings/some Saturday nights. Caring for 4-year-old girl and 1 year old
boy. Experiencerequired. Own transportation needed. Good pay. Start in
April 2001. Please contact Emily
Moskowitz (617) 244-2303.

°

Summer Sport Coaches Wanted:
Skyhawks, the leading children's sport
program provider is currently hiring for
its summer staff. Candidates must be
enthusiastic and enjoy working with
kids. Openings for 9 different sports.
or
Call
783-0374

BOSTON

COLEG

Summer: enthusiastic, experienced
babysitter needed for 2 children, ages
6 and 7, some evenings and weekends.
Having own car preferred. block
from upper campus. Stacy at 332-0599.

www.momcentral.com. Will work on
book launch, new book, and web site
for busy parents. Need strong writer/
editor; energetic, fun, organized; office
experience.
block from upper campus. Call Stacy at 332-6819 or email
debroff@ momcen tral .com.

haven't secured your off-campus housing for next fall? No problem! We've
still got plenly of great apartments and
houses...ready to be seen and rented
today! Rents are flexible...make an
offer! We have all the best B.C. locations and we specialize in serving large
groups. 25% discount off the realtor's
fee...save hundreds! Call today. At
Home Realty 738-1820. B.C.'s#l offcampus housing source. At Home Realty 738-1820. Check out our website
at www.bestßCapartments.com.

SkyhawksMA@aol.com.
Have you suffered a traumatic experience? Research study comparing two
treatment approaches to Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder. Participants compensated up to $775. Call Miriam at 617731 -1007. The Trauma Center, Boston
University School of Medicine.

Cleveland Circle, 1945-2001 Commonwealth Ave., Foster St., Gerald
Rd., Greycliff Rd., Egremont Rd.,
Cummings Rd., Chiswick Rd.,
Sutherland Rd., pretty much wherever
BC students want to go. Call us for
your appointment at Greenline Realty
or walk in. Next to Cityside 731 -5434.
Greenline Realty 731-5434
Greenline Realty 731-5434
Greenline Realty 731-5434

dryer fireplace. 617-731-5434

4 Bed in Cleveland Circle, modern
kitchen/bath, huge rooms. 617-7315434
4 Bed nr Cleveland Circle, 2 baths,
washer/dryer in unit, hardwood floors,
parking, porch. 617-731-5434
4 Bed on Commonwealth Ave still
available, call Greenline Realty today
at 617-731-5434

2Bed on South St. block these any way
you want them. 617-731-5434

5 Bed on Gerald Rd, hardwood floors,
2 baths, AC, 3 floors-quiet students
wanted 617-731-5434

°

BABYSITTING! Stay at home mom
needs an education major to babysit
during the week starting now and continuing throughout the summer. Hours
are flexible, pay is good and car is preferable. Call 332-9120 if interested.

Newton family seeks live-in child-care
assistance ?two children, ages 2
months and 17 months. Flexible hours
and duties. Please call 617-244-3764.
Childcare needed for Newton family.
3 girls, ages 13, 9, 9. Hours and pay
negotiable. Car preferred. Please call
617-964-6130.

Publish Your Work For $1,295. Textbooks, Novels-*, and More. Call
FirstPublish, Inc. at 888-707-634 or
visit www.firstpublish.com
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE by nationally certified practitioner. General
relaxation and injury work. Convenient location ?off Beacon Street, near
Newton Centre. Hours by appointment.
For further information, contact Sharon
Devine 617-965-7808.
We have numerous other listings in

3 Bed next to BC bus stop in house,
parking, modern kitchen/bath, cute loft
in one bedroom. 617-731-5434

5 Bed skylights, 2 baths, modern
kitchen/bath, porch. 617-731-5434

3 Bed in Cleveland Circle, modern
kitchen/bath, huge rooms. 617-7315434

6 Bed on Gerald Rd, walk to school,

porch, 2 baths, parking. 617-731-5434
3 Bed in Cleveland Circle, modern
kitchen/bath, waher/dryer, fireplace.
617-731-5434

7 Bed in Cleveland Circle, nr all shops
and restaurants, modern. 617-731-5434

3 Bed on Gerald Rd., modern washer/

Attention B.C. Sophomores...Still

HE-

<*?\u25a0

r

Attention Grad Students ?Great apartment for rent. Awesome location on
Foster Street. Walk to class! 4 bedrooms, renovated kitchen, 2 parking
spaces, clean, safe, cheap! NO FEE!
Only $2500/ month. Available 9/1/01.
Interested? Call Keith 782-5715.

Fly Summer 4 Winter $$! Europe
Lon, Fra, Mad, Ams, Par,
& more 4standbv.com or 800-3262009

\u25a0raffiMraß

Mexico/Caribbean or Central America
$300 r.t plus tax. Europe $ 179 o.w. plus
tax. Other worldwide destinations
Book tickets on line
cheap.
www.airtech.com or 212-219-7000.

111! tit

$298 rt (+tx)

it"

America's Bridal Discounts. Save at
least 30% off manufacturing suggested
retail price for virtually all-wedding
gowns and bridesmaids' dresses. Fac800-326-0833 or
tory direct.
www.bridaldiscounters.com\bc.

Summer position for live-in mother's
helper. Walk to beach and pool. North
Shore location. References required.
Call 781-581-0275.
Great opportunity! Room and board in
exchange for childcare. Monday
through Friday, 7:00 AM to 11:00 AM.
Walking distance to B.C. Nice family.
Please call Bonnie 527-6383. Experience and references required. Nonsmoker. '

Board/Lodging in exchange for
rhilHcarc: Newton family seeks, summer help. Room with own bathroom.
Board/Lodging for part-time help with
children. Driver, Non-smoker, some
experience with children, references
required. Call Julie: 617-928-3442.

ServersNeeded: Newly remodeled resFlexible
hours. Fun-filled atmosphere. Excellent tips. Experience is a plus but we
will train. Summer help needed.
Ground Round Grill & Bar in Cleveland Circle. Contact Patty 731-0065.
taurant with outdoor Patio.

Earn $1000-$2OOO this semester with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. No sales required. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at 888-9233238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.

*HVlen far otters, men on mission.
A deeply rewarding and joyful life rooted in giving
oneseff in the service of our Lord and our neighbors,
All "for the greaterltonor and glory of God!"
For more information or to meet with other BC
students interested in the Jesuits, please contact:

Fr. Terry Devino, SJ
552-3129 or devino@bc.edu

PICK-UP GROUND RULES FOR THE CONTEST IN
LYONS 215 BY MARCH 20.2001. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT THE COMMUNICATION
DEPARTMENT AT 552-4280

Is God calling you to be
a Josephite priest, brother,
or volunteer?

!

I

The Heights

\u25a0

Classified Ad Form

Going on sabbatical? May & June
Rental in BC area needed for teacher
and family while house is renovated.
Linda 332-1513.

Ml

A

Bmmmßl

Category (Choose One)
D Apartments/Roommates

Paid editorial internship spring/summer
working with best-selling parenting
author
and
founder
of

Name
|

I
Address

I

I

Rock'n roll: Past, present, future
Boston's BestNew Live Band

White to;
Vocation Director
The Josephites
1130 N. Calvert Street
Baltimore, MD
21202-3802
E-mail:

W

&JBKa
Featuring: riverside train

Phone
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Shhh! Conker is taking a nap.
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2001 Rare.

?

Strong Language

Rarcware

1 /VX-s Rare" and Nintendo
.

IA
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have been very naughty. They put fuzzy little Conker in a raunchy,
Mp rauncliy world. Now only people and older can play, land out why at www.conker.com.
8

17

Logo is a trademarkof Rare. The "N" Logo is a trademark of Nintendo of America Inc. 0
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Nintendo ofAmerica inc. Game and system sold separately.
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